NEW .450 THUMPER!

NEW MODELS
NEW CALIBERS
NEW PARTS & ACCESSORIES
NEW .308s

"Building Decades of Experience into America's Rifle"
Windham Weaponry – Protecting Your Firearm Investment

Back ing up our commitment to producing the finest rifles possible, every Windham Weaponry rifle includes our Transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty - the best in the business!

TRANSFERABLE LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY*

Windham Weaponry, Inc. (WWI) will warranty all firearms manufactured by WWI against any and all manufacturer’s defects in material and workmanship which affect reasonable operation for the lifetime of the firearm to the purchaser. This warranty is transferable from the original purchaser to a subsequent buyer.

Warranty is established by registering online at:

http://www.windhamweaponry.com

or by phone with our Customer Service Department at 855-808-1888.

Warranty claims may be made by contacting Customer Service, either in writing or by phone for a Return Authorization number prior to delivering the unloaded firearm to Windham Weaponry, Inc., 999 Roosevelt Trail, Windham, Maine 04062, freight prepaid by the purchaser. Firearms and ammunition must be shipped separately. No COD shipments will be accepted.

WWI will repair or replace only those parts determined to be defective by the factory. This warranty does not apply to normal wear and tear of any parts or protective finishes.

The following are specifically excluded from coverage under this warranty and will cause said warranty to become null and void:

- Damage or malfunction resulting from accident, negligence, misuse or unauthorized repair or alteration; barrel obstruction; use of ammunition other than NATO and/or SAAMI specification new production ammunition; use of any hand loaded, reloaded, imported or factory re-manufactured ammunition; failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance as described in the Operator’s Manual accompanying the firearm; rust or corrosion; use of replacement parts other than parts authorized by WWI for use in WWI firearms; any unauthorized repair or any alteration, including of a cosmetic nature, performed on the firearm by an individual, organization, company or entity other than WWI; unreasonable or excessive use of the firearm.

- Any finished products that are not assembled at our facilities, or are assembled using imported or used parts. This includes complete rifle kits, upper receivers, lower receivers, barrel assemblies, etc.

- No implied warranties of any kind are made herein. Limited Lifetime Warranty does not apply to any accessory items.

- WWI assumes no liability for accidental or consequential damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of accidental or consequential damages and therefore this limitation may not apply to you.

* U.S. Customers Only.

The Windham Weaponry Limited Lifetime Warranty can be easily activated online (www.windhamweaponry.com), or by calling Toll-Free: 1-855-808-1888

By following the simple instructions on the Website Warranty Page, your Windham Weaponry Firearm’s Warranty will be in effect immediately upon completion. The Windham Weaponry Team is dedicated to ensuring your satisfaction with their fine products, and hope you enjoy them safely for many years. If you need parts, service or advice concerning your rifle, we are never more than a phone call away, and will be pleased to help you.
New Models - New Calibers
New Parts & Accessories!

New .450 Thumper - see Page 5

Welcome to our 2017 Catalog...

To say that the past 12 months have been a roller coaster would be understatement, but it's all been endlessly interesting.

We have a new .450 big bore Thumper that should be just the tool for hog and other big game hunters. Our Multi-Caliber MCS System with 4 calibers available in the same gun (.223 Rem / 5.56mm NATO; 7.62 x 39mm; .300 Blackout and 9mm) has taken off nicely, and you can buy additional components to grow your system as you want.

We've introduced a number of new .308 models and that whole line has become one of our strongest sellers. A .308 will effectively take all North American Big Game, so hunters will appreciate our new 20" .308 with its featured Magpul accessories.

Our Law Enforcement sales are expanding all the time as departments discover the reliability and accuracy of the Windham line.

And in international markets, we're seeing growing interest and sales as the world discovers the quality of Maine-made Windhams.

With an ever increasing selection of accessories and parts, if you have questions about your rifle, don’t hesitate to call our Sales / Customer Service line Toll Free at 1-855-808-1888 Monday thru Friday from 8:30 am - 5:00 pm (EST).

We urge you to shoot responsibly, and we'd love to see photos of how you use your Windham Weaponry rifle. Send them to: newsletter@windhamweaponry.com

Best wishes from the entire...

WINDHAM WEAPONRY TEAM
Windham Weaponry Value...

Why a Windham Weaponry rifle is your best firearms value:

★ LIFETIME WARRANTY - transferable to any future owner.
★ AN EXPERIENCED TEAM - dedicated to quality Customer Service. We service what we sell! - and many other brands as well. Our superior AR type rifles are built in the State of Maine by experienced people who care.
★ BARRELS - of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel with Chrome Lining in Bore and Chamber for long wear and ease of cleaning. Standard barrels are chambered for 5.56 NATO ammo, and are safe for both .223 and 5.56 NATO. Air Gauging is a standard step to help ensure accuracy. Final finish is military grade Black Manganese Phosphate for protection against rust and corrosion. On Varmint models, barrels are Precision 416R Stainless Steel, Fluted, with a Matte Finish. That barrel features a Compass Lake Specification Firing Chamber with Matched Bolt.
★ HANDGUARDS - we use the superior M4 Double Heat Shielded Handguards on most models. Varmint rifles are fitted with custom aluminum free-float forends.
★ ALL PARTS MADE IN THE USA - and “Q-C’d” in the factory by experienced professionals.
★ BARREL EXTENSIONS - All WW .223/5.56mm models are machined with the reliable M4 Feed Ramps for consistent cartridge feeding. Other calibers are engineered to provide optimal feeding of all appropriate ammunition.
★ BOLTS - machined of Carpenter 158 Steel for strength and durability.
★ BOLT CARRIERS - Chrome Lined inside for durability, and machined from highest quality steel. Chrome Lined Gas Keys are staked on by our professional Gunsmiths.
★ TRIGGERS - are precision machined before being finished in Black Manganese Phosphate - then ground with a sharp release lip for smooth take up and a crisp release.
★ TRIGGER GUARD - a premium Aluminum Trigger Guard. Much stronger than plastic varieties - is standard on many of our rifles.
★ RECEIVERS - CNC machined from Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum - bead blasted to a matte surface before final finishing in Hardcoat Black Anodize. We also mold receivers of a Carbon Fiber / Polymer Matrix - with 40% Carbon Fiber content.
★ SAFETY SELECTOR INDICATOR MARKINGS are shown on both sides of the Lower Receiver for added safety.
★ WINDHAM WEAPONRY EXTRA VALUE - All our rifles are packaged with a high quality magazine, a foam lined, hard plastic carrying case, a yellow chamber plug/safety tool, a 52” black nylon sling, and a full color, photo illustrated Operating / Safety Manual.
The Windham Weaponry Story... In 2011, a team of the finest firearms manufacturers in the U.S.A was reassembled to bring to market the highest quality AR type rifle possible. These good Maine folks - most of whom are former employees of Bushmaster Firearms - offer many years of experience in the industry, and all look forward to working with you, to serving your needs, and to building you a great rifle.

When the people who bought Bushmaster in 2006 decided to move it “lock, stock and barrel” out of Maine to New York in 2011, the original Bushmaster owner, Mr. Richard Dyke was left with both a dilemma and an opportunity. Almost to the day of the 2011 move, Mr. Dyke’s non-compete clause expired. He still owned the property where Bushmaster had been built, and knew all the workers - now laid off - who had helped him build it. He made a decision to “get back in the game” and promptly put an E-Mail out to many of his former employees and friends asking if there was interest now expired. He still owned the property where Bushmaster had been built, and knew all the workers - now laid off - who had helped him build it. He made a decision to “get back in the game” and promptly put an E-Mail out to many of his former employees and friends asking if there was interest in joining him for a new project. With a resounding “yes” of support, he gathered the financing in two days, and started bringing people back into their long-time Windham manufacturing home. Phoenix-like, Windham Weaponry was on the rise.

Within three months, the first production models of the new Windham Weaponry line had been perfected and delivered. Quality, fit, finish, durability, accuracy and value were all superb, giving credence to Windham Weaponry’s motto “The Quality Goes In Before The Rifle Goes Out”. The firearms industry and consumers welcomed this new effort warmly, old friends and contacts were reestablished, and sales grew. In less than a year and a half, Windham Weaponry had brought back almost 70 employees, benchmarked impressive sales numbers, and established their name as one of the preeminent firearms manufacturers in the country. The press heralded it as “truly an American success story”, and all due to the vision of its founder.

Some of the members of the Windham Weaponry team are introduced below.

Richard Dyke  
Chairman of the Board and C.E.O.  
“The best email I ever wrote was when I asked if all my employees would go back in the game with the old man to create Windham Weaponry.”

Warren Dyke  
President  
“I’m excited to be involved with a company where the atmosphere is contagious from such engaged people, who are so dedicated to quality and customer satisfaction. That’s what makes Windham Weaponry a great company!”

Jeff Dyke  
Treasurer, V.P. of Advertising & Development  
“After over 30 years with Bushmaster and now Windham Weaponry, I am very proud of what we have accomplished, especially our new company that has come so far in such a short time.”

Allen Faraday  
Executive Vice President, Compliance / Safety / Human Resources  
“Five years growing WW into a successful and respected company in the firearms industry and our community, and 14 years with Bushmaster with this great team of people. So proud to be a part of this outstanding adventure.”

Mark Eliason  
Vice President of Sales & Marketing  
“It’s great to be with a company employees built from the ground up! Every year we continue to add new products and more jobs here in Maine”

Todd Coons  
Vice President - Law Enforcement & Intl. Sales  
“After retiring from the Portland Police Department here in Maine I began my second career with Windham in February of 2012. I have met some of the best people all around the world and love the opportunity to be able to provide them with such amazing firearms.”

Yung Edwards  
Vice President, Far East Operations  
“I am proud to be part of a growing company that’s second to none when it comes to customer satisfaction, employee benefits and teamwork.”

Kim Burnham  
Chief Financial Officer  
– Aristotle said it best…  
“We are what we continuously do, excellence then is not an act, but a habit”  
“It is my privilege to work alongside of the WW Team every day.”

Cheryl Eliason  
Customer Service Manager  
“It has been truly amazing to experience the last 5 years. We have such a great crew and company. Thank you to our customers who believed in us. We appreciate your continued support.”

Matt Hasty  
Sales & Marketing Project Manager  
“I am honored and blessed to work with such a group of talented and dedicated co-workers. We will continue to strive to produce the highest quality firearms available and provide the best customer support in the industry”

Doug Price  
Production Assembly Manager  
“I worked for Bushmaster for 17 years, first as an assembler, then 11 years as Production Manager. I’m excited and honored to be a part of Windham Weaponry and with great fellow employees.”

Dale Lauten  
Invoicing / Work Order Planning Manager  
5 years already – time sure does fly when you are having fun. So lucky to be a part of this ever growing family!! We will always strive to maintain our customers loyalty.

See the entire Windham Weaponry Team at: www.windhamweaponry.com

“The Quality Goes In Before The Rifle Goes Out”
We offer this glimpse of some of the Windham Weaponry team. They all help to make this the great organization it is, and we introduce you to these fine Maine folks so you’ll be able to put a face on the quality of your rifle. When you call Windham Weaponry, you won’t get a menu or a recording - at least during regular business hours. We’re always happy to hear from you, and look forward to serving your needs.

See the entire Windham Weaponry Team at www.windhamweaponry.com

Sherrie Nickerson
Assistant Materials Manager

"Amazing to see how Windham Weaponry has grown in only 5 years. I’ve been part of the WW family since day one and look forward to many more years to come. I’m very proud of the excellent assembly of people here, and grateful for the senior staff who have believed in us all."

Erik Winter
Gunsmith / Tech Support

"The past five years here at Windham Weaponry have been outstanding. To see this company grow as rapidly as it has, and to be a part of it all, is really special. I’m looking forward to the next five years and beyond!"

Cindy Thompson
LE/International Sales Admin Assistant

It has been an exciting journey for Windham Weaponry over the past five years. It has been a great experience to be involved with growth of the LE & International Sales Department. Our LE rifles are now in most states across the USA and in several Countries.

Jackie Eliason
Invoicing

“Called back to a new company 5 yrs ago that was my life for 17 yrs under another name was a ‘no brainer’ – we are all dedicated to put out the best product we can with the best people to ensure we give the customer what they deserve…. the best!"

Mary Galipeau
BATEF/Export Compliance Manager

“WW has been growing strong for over 5 years now and I am excited to be a part of an amazing company. The opportunities I have been given at WW have been a new challenge in my life and am very happy to take on this challenge.”

Ted Lauten
Transportation Services

“Our customers are our lifeblood. Your continued support is appreciated and we will work hard to keep it. Thank you for 5 great years!!”

Harvey Macomber
Customer Service

I have 16 + years in the firearms industry. Most all in the AR field. I am also a certified NRA pistol instructor and work at the Windham Indoor Shooting Range. I look forward to helping you with any questions you might have!

Joel Sanborn
Production Assembly

“It’s a privilege to be a part of a group of hard working people - led by generous owners. Making a high grade product used for sport, fun and protection that is known for its consistent quality worldwide.”

Matt Snow
Quality Control / Engineering Manager

“I can say without a doubt that this group contains the most dedicated, motivated, and passionate people I’ve met. Those qualities are reflected in our product which makes me proud to be part of this amazing team.”

Leon Douglas
Shipping / Receiving Manager

“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life.” – Confucius. This is exactly how I feel about being a part of Windham Weaponry. The people that I work with are dedicated to the company, the product and each other. It is a pleasure to be a part of this team.

Percy Dieppa
Information Technology Manager

“I am extremely proud to see how much our company has grown since the beginning. We continue our commitment to provide the best customer service and top quality products to all our customers.”

Glenn Edwards
Maintenance Manager

“12 years with Bushmaster, now 5 years with Windham Weaponry. A great journey with the best team ever!”

Nicole Caron
Finance Accounting Clerk

“I still remember that day of being asked if I wanted to join the new journey of Windham Weaponry. It has been an amazing five years. The success of WW is truly something to be proud of.”

Emil Braley
Production Assembly

“Being with Windham Weaponry since its inception, I am extremely proud of the company we have become. Only 5 years ago Windham Weaponry didn’t exist, but today we are a force to be reckoned with in the AR Industry. I couldn’t be more proud to say I work for this company.”

Ron Roberts
Customer Service

“Need to order parts, accessories, have product or technical questions, need some warranty service?? Contact us, we are here to help you. Thanks!”

Keith Dyer
Customer Service & Production Assembly

It’s an honor to be a part of Windham Weaponry’s team building high quality products for our customers and then being able to hear your compliments in customer service, nothing recharges my batteries more. Thank you for your support!

Roger Cote
Quality Control Tech Lead

“5 years ago I was asked to help start QC for Windham Weaponry. Starting with nothing, we were able to bring Windham Weaponry to life and become the great company that it has grown to be. I am proud to be part of this great American success story.”

Jon Clark
Marketing Graphics Manager

“In my role with the Windham Weaponry Marketing Team, I can’t help but be impressed by the quality of the rifles, the dedication of all the employees, and the pride shown in being a part of this great and growing company.”

Windham Weaponry, Inc. • 999 Roosevelt Trail • Windham, ME 04062
www.windhamweaponry.com
.450 Thumper

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

This new big bore model is chambered for the massive .450 Caliber cartridge. If you need heavy caliber stopping power for your next hog hunt, this is your rifle. The Luth-AR Buttstock will adjust perfectly to your length of pull, and setting a custom cheekrest height puts you into the sights or scope of your choice instantly. With a new Windham Weaponry free-float forend featuring multiple M-Lok mounting points and a comfortable Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip make the .450 Thumper high in accuracy, value, and utility.

Model: R16SFSL-450
Caliber: .450 Bushmaster
Weight/Length: 7.2 Lbs. (without magazine) / 35.625”
Capacity: 5 + 1 - Ships with one 5 Round Magazine
Rifling: 1 Turn in 24” - 5R Type - Right Hand Twist
Stock: LUTH-AR Buttstock adjustable buttplate & cheekrest
Forend: Windham Weaponry Free Float Forend
Pistol Grip: Hogue Overmolded Beavertail Pistol Grip
Rear Sight: None - Ready for optics or other accessory sights
Front Sight: None - Handguard Rail Ready for accessory sights
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime
M.S.R.P.: $1413.00

For complete details, see: www.windhamweaponry.com

The Bug-Out Bag - an MCS System "To Go"

Components of the Windham Weaponry MCS (Multi-Caliber System - see next 2 pages) have been configured into an easily carried back-pack survival system for those wanting to take it afield, or keep handy for survival scenarios. It includes MCS Upper & Lower components for .223/5.56mm caliber, 9mm and .22LR caliber, as well as emergency gear such as a space blanket, water filtration kit, sewing, fishing and fire starting gear - all packed into a quality, multi-layer, compartmented backpack (shown below both closed, and opened to its several layers).

The Bug-Out Bag System is:

Model #: RMCS-BOB
Caliber: .223/5.56, 9mm & .22LR
Capacity: 30 Rd. - 5.56; 20 Rd. - 9mm and 25 Rd. - .22LR
Rifling: .223/5.56 Bbl.1 turn in 9” and 9mm Bbl. - 1 turn in 10”
Stock: Mission First Tactical (MFT) Minimalist Stock
Forend: Integral Free Floating Quad Rail Forend
Pistol Grip: A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip
Rear Sight: None, ready for accessory sights or optics of choice
Front Sight: None, Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block ready for accessory sights
Includes: Compartmented Backpack with pouches for all components, Shoulder Straps & Waist Belt.
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime

MCS “BUG-OUT BAG” SYSTEM - Part# RMCS-BOB - $2,495.00

Big Bore Punch with a 250 Grain Bullet for the AR Platform!

With specially designed magazines, this round fits in standard .223 mag well. Overall cartridge length is same as .223 Rem, but the 250 grain Bullet packs a lot of punch - ballistically flat out to 200 yards.

For complete details, see: www.windhamweaponry.com
In the complete Windham Weaponry MCS (Multi-Caliber System) Rifle, the Lower Receiver incorporates a slotted, locking system to easily change magazine wells to accommodate the appropriate magazine for the caliber you chose.

To make Magazine Well changes, the sturdy aluminum trigger guard is dropped down by means of its spring loaded detent - just as though you were preparing for cold weather “gloved” shooting. Then, pushing the Magazine Release Button allows you to slide one Magazine Well up and off, and replace it with another. Then re-lock the Trigger Guard. The complete assembly is solid and rattle-free. All other parts of the MCS Lower and Telestock Assembly are standard, and you can upgrade firing control group components, pistol grips, stocks or other accessories, just like any other AR Lower.

**MCS System for .223 & .300 Blackout Calibers - Part# RMCS-2 - $1738.00**
Includes MCS Lower Receiver with .223 Magwell, Barrels for .223/5.56mm and .300 Blackout, 30 Round Magazine, Operators Manual, Web Sling and Diecut Fitted Rifle Case shown below.

**MCS System for .223 & .300 Blackout & 7.62 Calibers - Part# RMCS-3 - $2391.00**

**MCS COMPLETE SYSTEM - Part# RMCS-4 $2971.00**
The Complete System allows shooting four different calibers (.223/5.56mm / .300 Blackout / 7.62x39mm / 9mm). Barrels for each caliber are included with Bolt Carriers as necessary, and Magwells for AR, 9mm & AK Mags. The heavy duty, foam lined case has diecut areas to accommodate all MCS components.

You can purchase individual MCS components to be able to “grow” your MultiCaliber System. Some are priced on these pages. For complete MCS System details, see: [www.windhamweaponry.com](http://www.windhamweaponry.com) or call Sales/Customer Service during business hours at 1-855-808-1888
The Windham Weaponry MCS (Multi-Caliber System) offers quick & easy caliber changes to your AR platform rifle by incorporating a simple method of changing barrels with a unique, integral Upper Receiver / Railed Forend. In the MCS Lower Receiver (shown on the previous page), we have incorporated a changeable magazine well function that allows the use of the appropriate magazine for the caliber you chose.

The key to the MCS Upper Barrel change is the sliding Barrel Retainer and the Barrel Locking Arms. Once the Retainer Locking Bail is flipped up, the Retainer will slide up to expose the Barrel Locking Arms. They will pivot outwards to release the barrel / gas block and gas tube assembly. Then the barrel simply pulls out and is replaced with the barrel of your next caliber choice.

**KIT-MCS1: .223 & .300 Blackout Multi-Caliber Upper Receiver Assembly Kit**
Part# KIT-MCS1 - $899.00  Complete MCS Upper with Integral Free Float Rail Forend, Barrel Locking Arms & Retainer; .223/5.56mm Barrel and .300 Blackout Barrel. Upper Receiver is CNC machined from forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum and finished in Hardcoat Black Anodize. Bolt is Carpenter 158 Steel. Barrels are Chrome Lined for long wear and easy cleaning - machined from 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium Steel, finished in Black Manganese Phosphate, and rifled appropriately for the intended caliber.

**KIT-MCS2: .223 & 7.62x39mm Multi-Caliber Upper Receiver Assembly Kit**
Part# KIT-MCS2 - $999.00  Complete MCS Upper (as shown above) with Integral Free Float Rail Forend; Barrel Locking Arms & Retainer; .223/5.56mm Bolt & Carrier; .223/5.56mm Barrel; 7.62x39mm Barrel and 7.62x39mm Bolt; Bolt Carrier & Magazine.

**KIT-MCS3: .300 Blackout & 7.62x39mm Multi-Caliber Upper Receiver Assembly Kit**
Part# KIT-MCS3 - $999.00  Complete MCS Upper with Integral Free Float Rail Forend; Barrel Locking Arms & Retainer; .300 Blackout Barrel; 7.62x39mm Barrel and 7.62x39mm Bolt; Bolt Carrier & Magazine.

**9MM CONVERSION KIT: Part# KIT-MCS9MM - $495.00** Includes MCS 9mm Mag Well (on previous page), 9mm Barrel (Melonite finished), 9mm Blowback Bolt Carrier, 9mm Buffer and 9mm Colt type Magazine. All components are available separately - see below or www.windhamweaponry.com

**AK CONVERSION KIT: Part# KIT-MCSAK - $495.00** Includes the MCS AK Magazine Well (on previous page), 7.62x39mm Barrel, 7.62x39mm Bolt and Bolt Carrier, and 7.62x39mm AK Magazine (all shown above). All components are available separately - see: www.windhamweaponry.com for complete details.
These accessorized models of the powerful but lightweight Windham Weaponry .308 include the excellent Midwest Industries 15” SSK Key Mod Free Float Forend. This smoothed, Mil Std 1913 Railed forend offers multiple key mod accessory rail positions and 5 Q.D. sling swivel mounting sockets. With barrel lengths of both 18” and 16.5”, these are the most versatile .308s we’ve offered yet.

Model: R18FSFST-308 (or R16SFST-308 with 16.5” Barrel)  
Caliber: .308 Win. / 7.62 x 51mm  
Action: Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System  
Capacity: 20 + 1- Ships with one 20 Round Magpul PMag Magazine  
Safety: Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver  
Receiver: Flat Top Type Upper Receiver / Lower with Integral Trigger Guard  
Receiver Material: Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum w. Hardcoat Black Anodize Finish  
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel  
Barrel: 18” Fluted (or 16.5” Med. Profile), Chrome Lined w. A2 Type Flash Suppressor  
Barrel Material: 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel  
Rifling: 1 Turn in 10” - Right Hand Twist - 6 Lands & Grooves  
Stock: 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo  
Forend: Midwest Key Mod 15” Free Float Forend  
Pistol Grip: Hogue Overmolded Beavertail Pistol Grip  
Sights: None - Ready for optics or other type accessory sights  
Packaging: Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case  
Weight: 8.05 Lbs. (w/out Mag.) / 16.5” Bbl. - 7.65 Lbs.  
Length: 39.5” (35.75” Tele collapsed) / 16.5” Bbl. - 38” (34.1875” Tele collapsed)  
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime  
M.S.R.P.: $1708.00 / 16.5” Bbl. - $1645.00

Also available - with Magpul MOE Fixed Stock  
Model# R18FSFSM-308

M.S.R.P.: $1732.75  
Barrel: 18” Fluted, Chrome Lined  
Includes: Midwest Key Mod 15” Handguard, Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip & 20 Rd. Magpul PMag  
Weight: 8.45 lbs. (without mag) / Length: 38.875” overall

M.S.R.P.: $1413.00  
Barrel: 16.5” Med. Profile, Chrome Lined  
Includes: Hogue Overmolded Beavertail Pistol Grip & 20 Rd. Magpul PMag  
Weight: 7.55 lbs. (w/out mag) / Length: 38” (34.1875” w. Telestock collapsed)

Compliant .308 Models are also available for New Jersey - Model # R16FTSK-308-MA  
M.S.R.P.: $1,442.00  
Call regarding California models due to State law changes at the time of this catalog printing.

Our original, and very popular .308 - Model # R16FTT-308 - one of the lightest .308s on the AR market. For complete Specs., see: www.windhamweaponry.com
This Windham Weaponry .308 is designed for big game at long ranges. Magpul accessories include an MOE M-Lok Handguard and MOE Fixed Buttstock. The 20” Fluted Barrel offers both light weight and exceptional accuracy in one of the most versatile AR platform hunting rifles you’ll find afield.

**.308 20” with Magpul Accessories**

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

**.308 SRC TimberTec Camo**

Our .308 SRC TimberTec Camo model features the stopping power of the .308 cartridge with a complete hydrographically printed TimberTec Camo finish from stock to forend. A 20 round Magpul PMag offers the capacity for quick follow-up shots, and the rifle’s overall 7.55 lb. weight makes it a pleasure to carry in the field. With a TimberTec Camo Stark Beavertail Pistol Grip, 6 Position Telestock, and multiple Q.D Sling Swivel Sockets, you’ll find this .308 can be easily tailored to your specific shooting style.

Model: R16FTT-308-C3
- **Caliber:** .308 Win. / 7.62 x 51mm
- **Weight / Length:** 7.55 Lbs. (without Magazine) / 38” (34.1875” with Telestock collapsed)
- **Action:** Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- **Capacity** 20 + 1 - Ships with one 20 Round Magpul PMag Magazine
- **Safety:** Manual Lever - Indicators on Both Sides of Receiver
- **Receiver:** Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum with TimberTec Camo Finish
- **Barrel:** 16.5” Chrome Lined - A2 Flash Suppressor - 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel
- **Rifling:** 1 Turn in 10” - R. H. Twist - 6 Lands & Grooves
- **Warranty / M.S.R.P.:** Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime / $1533.00

Compliant .308 Models also available for New Jersey. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
**.308 Hunter Models**

With the success of our standard .308 SRC, we wanted to create a rifle for the big game hunter. The combination of .308 cartridge power and accuracy in the lightest weight AR platform, has proven perfect for deer, elk, moose and bear. We lengthened the barrel to 18” for a bit more long distance accuracy, and fluted it for lighter weight. Then we added beautiful Pepper or Nutmeg laminated hardwood stocks and forends. CNC machined forged aluminum receivers in either Electroless Nickel Plating or Coyote Brown Anodize finish balance the look of these fine rifles.

![Windham Weaponry .308 Hunter Models](image)

| Model: | R18FFTWS-1-308 (Electroless Nickel/Pepper) or R18FFTWS-2-308 (Coyote Brown Andize / Nutmeg) |
| Caliber: | .308 Win. / 7.62 x 51mm |
| Weight: | 8.5 Lbs. (without Magazine) |
| Length: | 38” |
| Action: | Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System |
| Capacity: | 5 + 1- Ships with one 5 Round Magazine (accepts all sizes) |
| Safety: | Manual Lever - Indicators on Both Sides of Receiver |
| Receiver: | Flat Top Upper Receiver with Mil Std 1913 Rail |
| Receiver Material: | Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum |
| Trigger Guard: | Integral Trigger Guard of machined Aircraft Aluminum |
| Receiver Finish: | Electroless nickel Plating or Hardcoat Coyote Brown Anodize |
| Bolt Material: | Carpenter 158 Steel |
| Barrel Material: | 18” Fluted, Chrome Lined, with A2 Type Flash Suppressor |
| Barrel Material: | 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel |
| Rifling: | 1 Turn in 10” - R. H. Twist - 6 Lands & Grooves |
| Stock: | Laminated Hardwood - Pepper or Nutmeg Finish |
| Forend: | Laminated Hardwood - Pepper or Nutmeg Finish |
| Pistol Grip: | Hogue Overmolded Beavertail Pistol Grip |
| Front/Rear Sight: | None - Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block - Ready for accessory sights. Flat-top Receiver Rail ready for optics or other accessory sights. |
| Packaging: | Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case |
| Warranty: | Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime |
| M.S.R.P.: | $1587.00 |

**Windham Weaponry .308 Hunter Models ship with one 5 Round Steel Bodied Magazine for compliance with hunting regulations in most states.**

Part# 8448670-5-308 $26.95

Compliant .308 Models are also available for New Jersey. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
.300 Blackout

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

This new model is chambered for the exciting .300 Blackout Caliber (7.62x35mm) for tremendous stopping power and long range accuracy. We’ve added a host of excellent accessories to enhance its accuracy, value, and all around “machismo”! All designed to add to your shooting pleasure. With a Diamondhead “T” Brake to control muzzle rise, and the free floated Diamondhead VRS-T Forend to aid in accuracy, whether you add your favorite iron sights to the same plane receiver and forend rails, or go with a scope, once you feel the comfortable Hogue Overmolded Grip and fine trigger, you’ll be dialing in tight groups in no time!

Model: R16SFSDHHT-300
Caliber: 300 Blackout / 7.62 x 35mm
Weight: 6.95 Lbs. (without magazine)
Length: 37.25” (34” with Teleskoto collapsed)
Action: Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
Capacity: 30 + 1- Ships with one 30 Round Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)
Safety: Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver
Receiver: Flat Top Upper Receiver with Magpul Enhanced Trigger Guard

Receiver Material: Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum
Trigger Guard: Magpul Enhanced Trigger Guard - machined Aircraft Aluminum
Receiver Finish: Hardcoat Black Anodize Finish with Laser Caliber Engraving
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel
Barrel: 16” Medium Profile, Chrome Lined with Diamondhead “T” Brake
Barrel Material: 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel
Rifling: 1 Turn in 7” - 5R Type - Right Hand Twist
Stock: Hogue 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
Forend: Diamondhead VRS-T 13.5” Free Float Forend
Pistol Grip: Hogue Overmolded Beavertail Pistol Grip
Rear Sight: None - Ready for optics or other accessory sights
Front Sight: None - Handguard Rail Ready for accessory sights
Packaging: Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime
M.S.R.P.: $1680.00

.300 Blackout SRC

A no-frills .300 Blackout with the same big bore punch!

This .300 Blackout SRC puts you into a .30 caliber platform that you can accessorize to your own tastes, but its built with the same Windham Weaponry quality and reliability as all our rifles - backed by our Transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty.

COMPLIANT MODELS  Compliant 300 Blackout Models also available for New Jersey. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
Windham Weaponry has adapted the versatile AR platform to the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge - popular the world over as the “AK” round. With plentiful ammunition and .30 caliber power and range, this SRC (sight ready carbine) brings a new level of shooting excitement to the familiar AR platform.

**Model:** R16M4FTT-762  
**Caliber:** 7.62 x 39mm  
**Type:** Rifle  
**Action:** Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System  
**Capacity:** 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all std. AR platform sizes)  
**Safety:** Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver  
**Receiver:** Flat Top Type Upper Receiver  
**Receiver Material:** Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum - Upper marked for 7.62x39 caliber  
**Receiver Finish:** Hardcoat Black Anodize Finish  
**Bolt Material:** Carpenter 158 Steel  
**Barrel:** 16” Chrome Lined with A2 Type Flash Suppressor  
**Barrel Material:** 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel  
**Rifling:** 1 Turn in 9.5” - Right Hand Twist  
**Stock:** 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo  
**Forend:** M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards  
**Pistol Grip:** A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip  
**Trigger Guard:** Machined Aluminum Trigger Guard  
**Rear Sight:** None - Ready for optics or other type accessory sights  
**Front Sight:** None - Mil Std 1913 Railed Gas Block Ready for accessory sights  
**Packaging:** Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case  
**Including:** Black Web Sling and Full Color Operating & Safety Manual  
**Weight:** 6.15 Lbs. (without Magazine)  
**Length Overall:** 36.125” (32.375” with Telestock collapsed)  
**Warranty:** Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime  
**M.S.R.P.:** $1056.00

**Compliant 7.62 x 39 Models**

New Jersey compliant versions of these rifles are available. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.

**NJ Compliant 7.62 x 39mm**

**Model #** R16M4FTPT-762-MA - $1088.00 MSRP

**D&H Tactical 30 Round Magazine for 7.62 x 39mm Caliber for AR Platform - Part# 8448670-762x39 - $26.95**

D&H Tactical’s 30 Round 7.62x39 Caliber Magazine boasts heavy steel construction - manufactured with the robustness and reliability of the well-known AK pattern for excellent performance and durability. This magazine features a hostile environment finish inside and out that exceeds mil spec criteria, as well as a patent pending, limited tilt, magazine specific, neon green follower. The spring is wound from mil spec stainless material, and the floorplate is steel.
Windham Weaponry’s line of VEX-SS Wood Stocked Models feature beautiful hardwood laminated stocks and forends in finishes called Nutmeg and Pepper (left to right respectively). These beautiful hunting/target rifles feature all the accuracy and reliability of the VEX-SS AR-15 based line and then take a step forward into the realm of classic wood stocked sporting rifles. The wood furniture has the strength and resistance to warping inherent in the lamination process, and is accurately CNC machined to fit the AR barrels and receivers. Then the beauty of the wood is brought out with a durable satin urethane finish. The final touch for the Nutmeg and Electroless Nickel models is the unique receiver finish in anodized Coyote Brown or the striking Electroless Nickel finish of the Pepper model.

- .223 Rem. Caliber - will fire 5.56mm equally well
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- 5 + 1 - Ships with one 5 Round Magazine (accepts all sizes)
- Manual Safety Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver
- Flat Top Upper Receiver Forged - 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum
- Aluminum Trigger Guard
- Pair of 1/2” Scope Risers included on Upper Receiver
- Hogue Overmolded Rubber Pistol Grip
- Compass Lake Spec. Matched Bolt of Carpenter 158 Steel
- 20” Fluted, Matte Finished 416R Stainless Barrel
- 1 Turn in 8” - Right Hand Twist for heavier varmint bullets
- Laminated Maine Hardwood Forend - Vented
- Laminated Maine Hardwood Stock with Sling Swivel
- Weight - 8.35 Lbs. / Length - 38.1875” Overall

VEX-SS Wood Stocked Series

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase any of these complete rifles.

VEX-SS Pepper Model R20FSSFTWS-1 M.S.R.P. $1480.00
VEX-SS Nutmeg Model R20FSSFTWS-2 M.S.R.P. $1480.00
VEX-SS Pepper w Electroless Nickel Receivers Model R20FSSFTWS-EN-1 M.S.R.P. $1480.00

VEX-SS Standard

With the high quality accessories we include on our original VEX-SS “Varmint Exterminator model, it set a standard for many other models that followed.

VEX-SS Standard Model # R20FSSFTSKV MSRP: $1295.00

With a tubular free-float forend, Hogue Overmolded Rubber Pistol Grip, Ace Skeleton Stock, and aluminum scope risers, the VEX-SS is the perfect high accuracy, long range varmint gun.

See www.windhamweaponry.com for complete specifications.

Weight: 8.2 lbs. (without magazine) / Length: 38.5” Overall • Barrel: 20” Fluted, Matte Finished, 416R Stainless Steel • 1x8” RHT Rifling • Chamber: Compass Lake Specification with Matched Bolt
This popular pair of Windham Weaponry hunting rifles are almost completely covered in hydrographically printed camouflage patterns. The True Timber model, with its highly accurate stainless steel barrel makes a perfect coyote, woodchuck or prairie dog rifle. And, popular with the Winter Varmint Hunters, the VEX-SS in Snow Camo blends in perfectly with a winter landscape. Free float tubular forends enhance the accuracy of precision 416R stainless steel, matte finished, fluted barrels for long shots. Front Picatinny railed gas blocks and rear rolled flat-top receivers are ready for your favorite hunting scope or optic. The countryside has plenty of varmints - Windham Weaponry offers plenty of choices.

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase any of these complete rifles.

VEX-SS in True Timber and Snow Camouflage

- .223 Rem. Caliber - will fire 5.56mm equally well
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- 5 + 1 - Ships with one 5 Round Magazine (accepts all sizes)
- Manual Safety Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of camouflage finished 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum receivers
- Compass Lake Spec. Matched Bolt of Carpenter 158 Steel
- 20” Fluted, Matte Finished 416R Stainless Barrel with 11° competition crowned muzzle. Threaded Muzzle barrels also available.
- 1 Turn in 8” - Right Hand Twist for heavier varmint bullets
- A2 Pistol Grip with camouflage finish
- Knurled, Vented Tubular Aluminum Free-Float Forend and A2 Solid Buttstock with camouflage finishes
- Weight - 8.20 Lbs. / Length - 38.5” Overall

20” Gov’t. Type Rifle

The WW 20” Gov’t. Type Rifle was built after many requests for a standard length rifle that had similar specs and characteristics of the Vietnam era rifle. This version has 1 x 7” twist rifling for heavy bullet stabilization, and an A2 20” Gov’t. profile barrel which is turned for lighter weight under the handguards. It may look "old school" but its all 100% Windham Weaponry quality.

- .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO - Semi-Auto Gas Impingement
- 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all sizes)
- Manual Lever - Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver
- Flat Top Upper Receiver with A4 Detachable Carry Handle
- 20” Gov’t. A2 Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor
- 1 Turn in 7” - Right Hand Twist Rifling / Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt
- A2 Pistol Grip / Rifle Length Fiberglass Handguards w. Heat Shields
- Rear Sight: A4 Dual Aperture Removable Carry Handle - Elevation & Windage Adjustable: 300 - 600 M
- Front Sight: Adjustable Height Square Post in A2 Std. Base

- Weight - 7.70 Lbs.
- Length - 39.5” Overall

Made In The U.S.A.

Model: R20GVTA4S-7
MSRP: $1192.00

Also available with a “crowned” barrel - 11° competition crown instead of a flash hider. Compliant models available for New Jersey. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
The Windham Weaponry CDI was developed as a result of numerous customer requests for a rifle that includes many of our most popular accessories*. Think of it as the firearms equivalent of a Shelby Mustang - already factory equipped for maximum performance!

Model: R16M4SFSDHT
Caliber: .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO
Action: Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
Capacity: 30 + 1- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)
Safety: Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver
Receiver: M4A4 Type Flat Top Upper Receiver
Receiver Material: Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum
Receiver Finish: Hardcoat Black Anodize Finish
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel
Barrel: 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with Vortex Flash Suppressor
Barrel Material: 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel
Barrel Extension: Machined with M4 Feed Ramps
Rifling: 1 Turn in 9” - Right Hand Twist
Stock: Magpul MOE 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Ambidextrous Telescopic Endplate for Sling Mounting
Forend: Diamondhead Free-float Forend
Foregrip: Magpul AFG Angled Fore Grip
Pistol Grip: Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
Trigger Guard: Machined Aluminum Trigger Guard
Rear Sight: Diamondhead Dual Aperture Flip-up
Front Sight: Diamondhead Front Flip-up Sight
Packaging: Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case
Weight: 7.025 Lbs. (without Magazine)
Length Overall: 36.125” (32.375” with Telestock collapsed)
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime
M.S.R.P.: $1680.00

Compliant CDI Models

Compliant models are available for New Jersey - Model # R16M4SFSDHPBSK M.S.R.P. - $1720
Please call regarding California models due to State law changes at the time of this catalog printing.

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

*Vortex Flash Hider
*Magpul MOE Telescoping Buttstock
*Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
*Magpul MOE 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
*Diamondhead Free-float Forend
Diamondhead Front Flip-Up Sight
Magpul AFG Angled Fore Grip
Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
Diamondhead Dual Aperture Flip-up Sight
Magpul MOE 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
Diamondhead Dual Aperture Rear Flip Sight
Made in The U.S.A.

*Vortex Flash Hider
*Magpul MOE Telescoping Buttstock
*Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
*Magpul MOE 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
*Diamondhead Free-float Forend
Diamondhead Front Flip-Up Sight
Magpul AFG Angled Fore Grip
Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
Diamondhead Dual Aperture Flip-up Sight
Magpul MOE 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
Magpul MOE Pistol Grip
Diamondhead Dual Aperture Rear Flip Sight
Made in The U.S.A.
Dissipator M4

The unique Dissipator Model places the front sight base in the rifle length position to make optimal use of the full sight radius designed into the original M16A2 Rifle. And for highest reliability, the gas system functions with a low profile gas block in the carbine position under the rifle length handguards - which help “dissipate” barrel heat. You get the advantages of a rifle in a compact carbine platform!

Model: R16M4DA4T
Caliber: .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO
Type: Rifle
Action: Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
Capacity: 30 + 1- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)
Safety: Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver
Receiver: Flat Top Type Upper Receiver with A4 Detachable Carry Handle
Receiver Material: Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum
Receiver Finish: Hardcoat Black Anodize Finish
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel
Barrel: 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor
Barrel Material: 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel
Barrel Extension: Machined with M4 Feed Ramps
Rifling: 1 Turn in 9” - Right Hand Twist
Stock: 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo
Forend: Rifle Length Heat Shielded Handguards
Pistol Grip: A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip
Trigger Guard: Machined Aluminum Trigger Guard
Rear Sight: A4 Dual Aperture Elevation & Windage Adjustable: 300 - 600 M
Front Sight: Adjustable Height Square Post in A2 Std. Base at Rifle Length Position
Packaging: Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case
Weight: 7.2 Lbs. (without Magazine)
Length Overall: 36.125” (32.375” with Telesckop collapsed)
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime
M.S.R.P.: $1192.00

Dissipator Heavy Barrel

Identical in appearance to the M4 Bbl. Dissipator shown at right, but differs with the substitution of a Heavy Profile 16” barrel - adds only 1/2 lb. to total weight. All other specifications are the same.
Heavy Barrel Model # is R16DA4T M.S.R.P. - $1192.00

Compliant Dissipator Models

“Compliant” WWV Dissipator models are available for sale in States with legal restrictions. The New Jersey Model has a fixed length Telesckop Stock, 10 Round Magazine and compliant welded muzzle brake.
Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
SRC Camouflage Models

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

With all the women shooters out there these days, we shouldn’t be surprised that Windham Weaponry’s “Muddy Girl” has proven to be a strong seller! But don’t let this striking camo pattern of pinks, blues and blacks fool you. This rifle is in every way a Windham - and we’ll back that up with our Lifetime Transferable Warranty.

Muddy Girl Camo SRC

Specifications common to all 3 Camo SRCs

- **Capacity:** 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Rd. Mag.
- **Receiver:** Flat Top Upper Receiver w. Camo Finish
- **Rec. Material:** Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum
- **Safety:** Manual Lever with Indicators on Both Sides of Receiver
- **Bolt Material:** Carpenter 158 Steel
- **Barrel:** 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor
- **Barrel Material:** 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel
- **Barrel Extension:** Machined with M4 Feed Ramps
- **Rifling:** 1 Turn in 9” - Right Hand Twist
- **Trigger Guard:** Machined Aluminum Trigger Guard
- **Sights:** None - Ready For Accessory Sight / Optics
- **Weight/Length:** 6.30 lbs. / 36.125” (32.375” w. Telestock Collapsed)
- **Packaging:** Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case
- **Including:** Black Web Sling and Full Color Operating/Safety Manual

TimberTec Camo SRC

The TimberTec Camo is perfect for coyote, woodchuck, or prairie dog hunting. They’ll never see you coming!

King’s Snow Camo SRC

The King’s Snow Camo SRC is designed for winter hunting of any game that takes you into the cold!

Compliant SRC Camo Models

Windham Weaponry has models designed to comply with the specific regulations required in various States. Rifle features will vary by State. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
The Windham Weaponry SRC “sight ready carbine” was created for those AR shooters who intend to add their own aftermarket sights, scopes or optics, and want a rifle that offers the option of not purchasing factory sights. The SRC has all the inherent Windham Weaponry quality with the flexibility of front and rear same plane Mil Std 1913 Rails.

**Model:** R16M4FTT  
**Caliber:** .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO  
**Type:** Rifle  
**Action:** Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System  
**Capacity** 30 + 1- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)  
**Safety:** Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver  
**Receiver:** M4A4 Type Flat Top Upper Receiver with Picatinny Rail  
**Receiver Material:** Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum  
**Receiver Finish:** Hardcoat Black Anodize Finish  
**Bolt Material:** Carpenter 158 Steel  
**Barrel:** 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor  
**Barrel Material:** 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel  
**Barrel Extension:** Machined with M4 Feed Ramps  
**Rifling:** 1 Turn in 9” - Right Hand Twist  
**Stock:** 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo  
**Forend:** M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards  
**Pistol Grip:** A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip  
**Trigger Guard:** Machined Aluminum Trigger Guard  
**Rear Sight:** None - ready for accessory sights/optics  
**Front Sight:** None - Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block ready for accessory sights  
**Packaging:** Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case  
**Including:** Black Web Sling and Full Color Operating & Safety Manual  
**Weight:** 6.30 Lbs. (without Magazine)  
**Length Overall:** 36.125” (32.375” with Telestock collapsed)  
**Warranty:** Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime  
**M.S.R.P.:** $1040.00

**Compliant SRC Models**

NJ Model: R16M4FTPT-MA  
**M.S.R.P.:** $1055.00

“Compliant” Windham Weaponry SRC models are available for sale in States with legal restrictions. The New Jersey Model has a fixed length Telesyle Stock, 10 Round Magazine and compliant welded muzzle brake. Rifle features will vary by State. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
The Windham Weaponry MPC has - from day one - been our “Most Popular Carbine”. Accuracy, durability, fit, finish, value, this carbine has it all, and with our Lifetime Transferable Warranty, you know it will retain its value for years to come.

Caliber: .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO
Action: Semi-Auto, Gas Impingement System
Capacity: 30 + 1 Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine
Receiver: Flat Top Type Upper Receiver
Receiver Material: Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel
Barrel: 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor - Rifled 1 Turn in 9” - R.H.T.
Stock: 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo
Forend: M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards
Rear Sight: A4 Dual Aperture Elevation & Windage Adjustable: 300 - 600 M
Front Sight: Adjustable Height Square Post in A2 Standard Base
Weight / Length: 6.85 Lbs. (without Magazine) / 36.125” (32.375” with Telesctock collapsed)

The Windham Weaponry MPC has - from day one - been our “Most Popular Carbine”. Accuracy, durability, fit, finish, value, this carbine has it all, and with our Lifetime Transferable Warranty, you know it will retain its value for years to come.

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

Model #: R16M4A4T
M.S.R.P.: $1086.00

The HBC model, our “Heavy Barreled Carbine”, is a close cousin to the MPC model above except for its barrel - see the barrel comparison below. Some shooters feel the heavy profile provides more rigidity and accuracy, but either way its all 100% Windham Weaponry quality.

HBC Barrel:
16” Heavy Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor

“Compliant” Models
Windham Weaponry has models designed to comply with the specific regulations required in various States. Rifle features will vary by State. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.

Understanding the difference between the Heavy Barrel and the M4 Barrel...

The Heavy Barrel has more thickness under the handguard area, and a uniform diameter from the sight base forward to the slight step before the muzzle threading.

The M4 Barrel profile is turned thinner and lighter under the handguards. The .610” step cut forward of the sight base is designed for mounting an M4 Grenade Launcher.

Made In The U.S.A.
**MPC-RF**

NOTE: See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

A popular variant of the Windham Weaponry MPC, the MPC-RF includes a Diamond-head Rear Flip Sight to offer sighting flexibility. Just add your favorite Red Dot or Holographic Sight, and you’ve got a multipurpose platform with no worries about backup iron sighting.

Model: R16M4LHRFT  
Caliber: .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO  
Action: Semi-Auto, Gas Impingement System  
Capacity: 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine  
Receiver: M4A4 Type Flat Top Upper Receiver  
Receiver Material: Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum  
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel  
Barrel: 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Flash Suppressor - Rifled 1 Turn in 9" - R.H.T.  
Stock: 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo  
Forend: M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards  
Rear Sight: Diamondhead Rear Flip Sight - 1/2 MOA per click  
Front Sight: Adjustable Height Square Post in A2 Standard Base  
Weight / Length: 6.30 Lbs. (without Magazine) / 36.125” (32.375” with Telestock collapsed)  
M.S.R.P.: $1086.00

**MPC-RF-MFT**

Adding the Mission First Tactical Quad Rail Handguard brings the MPC-RF-MFT to a new level of “accessory flexibility”. With 4 - Mil. Std 1913 Rails, your options for mounting lights, foregrips, laser or bipod are limited only by mission specific needs.

Model: R16M4LHRFMFT  
All other Specs same as MPC-RF above except for:  
Forend: Mission First Tactical Quad Rail Handguard  
M.S.R.P.: $1248.00

**MPC Compliant Models**

Windham Weaponry produces models compliant with regulations in several “restricted” States - California, Maryland, New Jersey and New York for example. Below is our New York State compliant model - MPC-NYTHD - which features the unique Thordsen Stock.

Model: R16M4A4CRN-NYTHD  
Specs similar to MPC-RF above except:  
Capacity: 10 + 1 - Ships with one 10 Round Magazine  
Barrel: 16” M4 Profile, Chrome Lined with Crowned Muzzle  
Stock: Thordsen Stock (New York compliant)  
Rear Sight: A4 Dual Aperture Elevation & Windage Adjustable: 300 - 600 M  
Weight: 7.1 Lbs. (without magazine)  
Length: 34.75” overall  
M.S.R.P.: $1272.00

Made In  
The U.S.A.
The Windham Weaponry Carbon Fiber SRC was born out of the latest carbon fiber composite molding technology to bring you an AR type rifle of incredibly light weight - without sacrificing any Windham Weaponry quality, durability, accuracy or value. All the same high quality components of our standard models are married with carbon fiber molded receivers, and with our Lifetime Transferable Warranty, you can be guaranteed we will stand behind its quality for a lifetime.

Model: R16M4FTT-CF1  
Caliber: .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO  
Action: Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System  
Capacity: 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)  
Safety: Manual Lever with Indicator Markings on Both Sides of Receiver  
Receiver: M4A4 Type Flat Top Upper Receiver with Mil Std 1913 Rail

Receiver Material: Molded Carbon Fiber Composite  
Bolt Material: Carpenter 158 Steel  
Barrel Material: 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel  
Rifling: 1 Turn in 9" - Right Hand Twist  
Stock: 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with Windham Weaponry Logo  
Forend: M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards  
Pistol Grip: A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip  
Trigger Guard: Integral Molded Carbon Fiber  

Rear Sight: None - ready for accessory sights or optics  
Front Sight: None - Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block ready for accessory sights  
Packaging: Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case  
Weight: 5.85 Lbs. (without Magazine)  
Length Overall: 36.125" (32.375" with Telestock collapsed)  
Warranty: Windham Weaponry Transferable Lifetime  
M.S.R.P.: $846.00

Compliant Carbon Fiber Models

New York compliant model with Thordsen Stock below.

Model: R16M4FTT-CF1-NYTHD  
M.S.R.P.: $1040.00  
Capacity: 10 + 1

“Compliant” models of the Carbon Fiber Rifle are available for legal sale in various States. The New York model features the Thordsen Stock. An aluminum receiver model is also available - Model: R16M4FTT-NYTHD - M.S.R.P. $1092.00

Windham Weaponry has models designed to comply with the specific regulations required in various States. Rifle features will vary by State. Please call regarding California models due to state law changes at the time of this catalog printing.
Are you looking for an AR type rifle but just don’t like the “off the shelf” options that are out there? Our Special Build Program allows you to order uniquely configured rifles direct from the factory, through your local FFL Dealer, to suit your individual tastes and shooting style. Most Windham Weaponry rifle models can now be ordered with a wide variety of our Windham Weaponry stocked accessories custom installed by our professional gunsmiths.

Call the Windham Weaponry Sales Team (Toll Free 1-855-808-1888) to discuss your options. They will go over the details of your proposed build and provide you with a suggested retail price for the rifle. Then, armed with the details of your build, stop by your favorite FFL Dealer. He will then call our factory with the specific details of your rifle build and we will provide him with a price and a build production time.

All rifle sales take place through your local FFL Dealer. Once the price of the rifle has been agreed upon between you and your dealer, the Dealer will order the rifle, we will build it to your specifications and ship it to the Dealer. It’s that easy.

Call the Windham Weaponry Sales / Customer Service Team at 1-855-808-1888 with any questions, and we’ll look forward to helping you build the custom AR type rifle you always wanted.

Custom Built Rifles - to Your Specifications

**Way of the Gun Performance Carbine**

Frank Proctor, owner and lead instructor at Way of the Gun, asked Windham Weaponry to build a carbine to his specifications. Features include a Midwest Industries Key Mod 15” Forend; Magpul MOE Telescoping; BCM Pistol Grip, Charging Handle & Compensator; CMC Trigger; and Frank’s Way of the Gun DVD & Sling.

**Model:** R16MLSFS3G-7  
**Caliber:** .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO  
**Action:** Semi-Auto, Mid Length Gas Impingement System  
**Capacity:** 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)  
**Receivers:** Flat Top Upper Receiver with BCM Charging Handle. CMC Trigger in Lower  
**Receiver Material:** Forged 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum  
**Bolt Material:** Carpenter 158 Steel  
**Barrel:** 16” Medium Profile, Chrome Lined w. BCM Compensator MOD 1 - Rifled 1 Turn in 7” - R.H.T.  
**Pistol Grip/Stock:** BCM Gunfighter MOD 2 Pistol Grip / Magpul MOE Telescoping Buttstock  
**Forend:** Midwest Industries 15” Free Float Key Mod Railed Handguard  
**Rear Sight:** None - ready for accessory sights or optics on Upper Rec. rail  
**Front Sight:** None - ready for accessory sights or optics on full length Mil Std 1913 forend rail  
**Weight / Length:** 6.30 Lbs. (without Magazine) / 36.125” (32.375” with Telestock collapsed)  

**M.S.R.P.**

$1795.00

Engraved with Frank Proctor’s Way of the Gun logo.

**NOTE:** See your FFL Dealer to purchase complete rifles.

Frank Proctor, owner and lead instructor at Way of the Gun, asked Windham Weaponry to build a carbine to his specifications. Features include a Midwest Industries Key Mod 15” Forend; Magpul MOE Telescoping; BCM Pistol Grip, Charging Handle & Compensator; CMC Trigger; and Frank’s Way of the Gun DVD & Sling.

Let Us Help Build Your Rifle - Your Way!

Are you looking for an AR type rifle but just don’t like the “off the shelf” options that are out there? Our Special Build Program allows you to order uniquely configured rifles direct from the factory, through your local FFL Dealer, to suit your individual tastes and shooting style. Most Windham Weaponry rifle models can now be ordered with a wide variety of our Windham Weaponry stocked accessories custom installed by our professional gunsmiths.

Call the Windham Weaponry Sales Team (Toll Free 1-855-808-1888) to discuss your options. They will go over the details of your proposed build and provide you with a suggested retail price for the rifle. Then, armed with the details of your build, stop by your favorite FFL Dealer. He will then call our factory with the specific details of your rifle build and we will provide him with a price and a build production time.

All rifle sales take place through your local FFL Dealer. Once the price of the rifle has been agreed upon between you and your dealer, the Dealer will order the rifle, we will build it to your specifications and ship it to the Dealer. It’s that easy.

Call the Windham Weaponry Sales / Customer Service Team at 1-855-808-1888 with any questions, and we’ll look forward to helping you build the custom AR type rifle you always wanted.
Uniquely fun to shoot, the Windham Weaponry AR platform Pistols bring a new dimension to the AR realm. Perfect for home defense or general sport shooting, they’ll always collect attention at the range.

**.223 / 5.56mm AR Pistol**

- **Model:** RP11SFS-7
- **Caliber:** .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO
- **Action:** Semi-Auto, Gas Impingement System
- **Capacity:** 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Round Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)
- **Receiver:** Flat Top Upper Receiver / A2 Black Plastic Grip on Lower
- **Bolt Material:** Carpenter 158 Steel
- **Barrel:** 11.5" Heavy Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Type Flash Suppressor, 1x7" RHTwist
- **Receiver Tube:** AR Pistol Type w. Foam Sleeve & WW Laser Engraved Logo - Includes a Q.D. Endplate and Q.D. Sling Swivel
- **Forend:** Midwest Industries 10" SS Key Mod Free Float w. 2" Rail Segment
- **Rear Sight:** None: Mil Std 1913 Rail Ready for Accessory Sights/Optics
- **Front Sight:** None - intended for use with holographic dot optic or laser sight
- **Packaging:** Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case - with Black Web Sling & Full Color Operators Manual
- **Weight / Length:** 4.85 Lbs. (without Magazine) / 24.75" Overall

M.S.R.P. $1264.00

**.300 Blackout AR Pistol**

- **Model:** RP9SFS-7-300
- **Caliber:** .300 Blackout
- **Action:** Semi-Auto, Gas Impingement System
- **Capacity:** 30 + 1 - Ships with one 30 Round Magazine (accepts all std. sizes)
- **Receiver:** Flat Top Upper Receiver / Magpul Enhanced Trigger Guard / Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip
- **Bolt Material:** Carpenter 158 Steel
- **Barrel:** 9" Medium Profile, Chrome Lined with A2 Type Flash Suppressor, 1x7" RHTwist
- **Receiver Tube:** AR Pistol Type w. Foam Sleeve & WW Laser Engraved Logo - Includes a Q.D. Endplate and Q.D. sling swivel
- **Forend:** 7.25" Carbine Free Float Vented Forend w. Q.D. Swivel Stud
- **Rear Sight:** None: Mil Std 1913 Rail Ready for Accessory Sights/Optics
- **Front Sight:** None - intended for use with holographic dot optic or laser sight
- **Packaging:** Foam Lined, Hard Plastic Gun Case - with Black Web Sling & Full Color Operators Manual
- **Weight / Length:** 5.65 Lbs. (without Magazine) / 27.25" Overall

M.S.R.P. $1160.00
When you need the right tool for the job, **WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK.**

The Windham Weaponry line of fine Law Enforcement rifles offers superb quality, accuracy and durability to those who daily go in harm’s way. Beyond the standard models shown on the next pages, we can build models specifically to fit the requirements of your officers, agents, and departments.

Contact our Law Enforcement Sales Manager so that we can create exactly the configuration that will meet your departmental needs - all backed up by our Lifetime Transferable Warranty. See www.windhamweaponry.com for complete details.

For Department or Agency purchases, Full Auto & 3 Round Burst .223/5.56 models are available. Consult with Windham Weaponry’s Law Enforcement Department for specifications & price quotation.

**SRC-SB02**

Model: R16M4FTT-SB02
- .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO Caliber
- 16” M4 Barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel w. M4 Feed Ramps, Chrome Lined, Rifled 1 x 9”
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all sizes)
- Flat Top Upper Receiver with Diamondhead T6 Aluminum Dual Aperture Flip-Up Sight • Diamondhead T6 Aluminum Front Flip-Up Sight on Railed Gas Block
- Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt • 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock • A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip
- Mission First Tactical Quad Railed Handguard
- Weight w/out Magazine: 6.55 lbs. • Length: 36.125” (32.375” - Telestock collapsed)

**SRC-11SB01QDS** Short Barreled Rifles are for Department / Agency purchase only. The model below and others are available in 14.5”; 11.5” and 10.5” barrel lengths.

Model: R11FTT-SB01QDS
- .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO Caliber
- 11.5” Barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel w. M4 Feed Ramps, Chrome Lined, Rifled 1 x 9” Vortex Flash Hider
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all sizes)
- Flat Top Type Upper Receiver with Diamondhead Dual Aperture Flip-Up Sight
- Diamondhead Front Flip-Up Sight on Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block • Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt
- 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock with single point QD Sling Adapter • A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip
- Mission First Quad Rail Handguard & Mission First Tactical Vertical Grip
- Weight w/out Magazine: 7.0 lbs. • Length: 32” (28.25” - Telestock collapsed)
Model: R16SFST-308
- .308 Win. / 7.62 x 51mm Caliber
- 16.5” Medium Profile Barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined
- Rifled 1 x 10” Right Hand Twist
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- Ships with one 20 Rd. Magpul PMag Magazine
- Flat Top Type Upper Receiver with Mil Std 1913 Rail - Q.D. Sling Swivel Sockets in Lower Receiver
- Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt • 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
- Hogue Beavertail Pistol Grip • Midwest Industries 15” SS Key Mod Free Float Hand Guard
- Weight: 8.0 lbs. (w/out Mag) • Length: 38” (34.1875” - stock collapsed)

Model: R14M4LHRFMFT
- .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO Caliber
- 14.5” Barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel w. M4 Feed Ramps, Chrome Lined, Rifled 1 x 9” RH w. Phantom Flash Hider pinned & welded for legal 16” overall length
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all sizes) • Flat Top Type Upper Receiver with Diamondhead Dual Aperture Flip-Up Sight • Adjustable Height Square Post Front Sight • Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt
- 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock • A2 Black Plastic Pistol Grip • Mission First Tactical Quad Rail Handguard
- Weight: 7.0 lbs. (w/out Magazine) • Length: 33” (29” with Telestock collapsed)

R16M4SFSMIT
With its adaptable MI Free-float Forend, this rifle has proven popular with Departments all across the country.

Model: R16M4SFSMIT
- .223 Rem. / 5.56mm NATO Caliber
- 16” M4 Profile Barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel w. M4 Feed Ramps, Chrome Lined, Rifled 1 x 9” RHT with A2 Flash Suppressor
- Semi-Automatic, Gas Impingement System
- Ships with one 30 Rd. Magazine (accepts all sizes)
- Flat Top Type Upper Receiver with Mil Std 1913 Rail - ready for accessory sight / scope or optic
- Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt • 6-Position Telescoping Buttstock
- Midwest Industries 15” Key Mod Free Float Hand Guard with Q.D Swivel
- Weight: 6.4 lbs. (w/out Mag) • Length: 36.125” (32.375” - Telescopic collapsed)

For additional models, complete details & pricing, or Individual Officer Purchase Program Sales contact: WW Law Enforcement Sales or see www.windhamweaponry.com/le/
LE Sales Line: 1-855-808-1888 • E-mail: LE@windhamweaponry.com
The Windham Weaponry LE Department has the flexibility to meet your Department’s needs. We offer custom builds tailored specifically to your mission and we trade-in or upgrade options will bring your department’s weapons up to date. All .223/5.56 Rifles can be ordered in Safe/Semi-Auto/3 Shot Burst, as well as Safe/Semi-Auto/Full-Auto for Law Enforcement Agencies.

Please give Windham Weaponry LE the opportunity to earn your business - we look forward to working with you in the future.

For additional models, complete details & pricing, or Individual Officer Purchase Program Sales contact: WW Law Enforcement Sales or see www.windhamweaponry.com/le/
LE Sales Line: 1-855-808-1888 • E-mail: LE@windhamweaponry.com
Field Repair Kit for WW .308 - Part # KIT-FIELDREPAIR-308 - $59.95 This kit has all the parts necessary to keep your .308 functioning in the field - includes: .308 Firing Pin; a Firing Pin Retaining Pin; .308 Bolt Cam Pin; .308 Extractor Cartridge; Extractor Pin; Extractor Spring; Extractor O-Ring; a Set of three .308 Bolt Gas Rings; Hammer and Trigger Springs; Disconnector Spring; Hammer and Trigger Pins; and a CP-02 Chamber Plug/Safety Tool.

.308 Carbine Buffer - $29.95 Part# 1005-914-4578-308 High quality aluminum with solid weights - use in a CAR buffer tube with a Telestock - 3.76 oz.

.308 Standard Buffer - $29.95 - Part# 8448615-308 Use this buffer when fitting a standard (rifle length) stock to the Windham Weaponry .308 (rifle length buffer tube & spring required). High quality aluminum with solid weights - 5.36 oz.

.308 Carbine Buffer Spring - Part# 8448629-308 $8.95 High quality, high tensile strength spring steel.

.308 Rifle Buffer Spring - Part# 8448629-308 - $8.95 Use it with skeleton stock or other fixed length rifle stocks.

.308 Ejector Spring Pin - $.50 - Part# MS16562-100 Holds the Ejector within the Bolt - 1/16" x 1/2".

.308 Ejection Port Cover - $14.95 Part# 8448525-308 Keeps dust and debris out, and ensures reliable rifle function. Stamped steel with black phosphate finish.

.308 Ejection Port Cover Rod - Part# 8448533-308 $3.50 Machined steel Ejection Port Cover Rod is the hinge pin that keeps the Ejection Port Cover in place. Unlike the AR15 version, it needs no C-clip, and is held in place on the Upper by the Delta Ring. The Ejection Port Cover Spring is the same part as found on the AR15 (see our P/N 8448532).

Pivot Pin for Windham Weaponry .308 Part# 8448621-308 - $10.95 A "stretched" version of the AR part to accommodate the wider magazine well, this machined steel Pivot Pin with black phosphate finish is unique to the Windham Weaponry .308. Note: The .308's Takedown Pin is the same as the AR Part (see our P/N 8448584).

.308 Delta Ring - Part# 8448712-308 - $11.95 This machined aluminum ring installs on the barrel nut to hold the rear lips of the 2 piece handguards in place. The Weld Spring and Snap Ring fit inside it and retain it on the Barrel.

.308 Weld Spring - Part# 8448555-308 - $7.95 Housed within the Delta Ring, the Weld Spring is constructed of multi-layer spring steel. Position it within the Delta Ring so that the gap aligns with the slot in the Delta Ring to accommodate the Gas Tube.

.308 Snap Ring - Part# MS16626-1137-308 - $1.95 The Snap Ring keeps the Weld Spring within the Delta Ring and retains that assembly on the Barrel Nut. Manufactured from high quality spring steel.

.308 Gas Ring Set Part# KIT-GASRINGS-308 - $3.95 The 3 Gas Rings maintain proper gas system pressure and rifle function. If you experience rifle performance issues, it's worth replacing the Gas Rings. When installing, space ring gaps 120° apart around the bolt body to minimize gas pressure loss.

.308 Extractor Cartridge - $34.95 Part# 8448512-308 If you have "failure to extract" issues with your rifle, the first part you should replace is the Extractor. High quality steel machined to tight tolerances.

.308 Extractor Pin - Part# 8448513-308 - $1.95 We suggest replace the Extractor Pin if you're replacing the Extractor.

.308 Extractor Spring - $1.50 - Part# 8448755-308 The critical Extractor Spring presses the Extractor to grab the rim of the cartridge. Any time you're doing maintenance work on the Bolt, you should replace the Extractor Spring as well as the Extractor O-Ring. O-Ring is same as used in the .223 - see Parts Reference - Pgs 40/41 - but no Insert is used in the .308.

.308 Ejector Cartridge - Part# 8448515-308 -$2.95 The black phosphate finished Ejector Cartridge "kicks out" the spent cartridge case. Inspect or replace it when servicing your bolt.

.308 Ejector Spring - $1.50 Part# 8448516-308 The critical Ejector Spring should be replaced any time you service the Ejector parts or Bolt.

.308 Firing Pin - Part# 8448503-308 - $12.95 This Pin is unique to the WW rifle - machined of highest quality steel. The Firing Pin Retaining Pin is the same as the comparable AR15 Part (see our P/N 8448504).

Mid-Length Gas Tube for Windham Weaponry .308 Part# 1005-914-3504-308 - $11.95 A high quality stainless steel, mid-length Gas Tube bent to accommodate the extra height of the .308 Upper Receiver. Requires standard AR Gas Tube Spring Pin (P/N MS16562-106). Also - Rifle-Length Gas Tube for .308 Part# 8448567-308 - $11.95

Bolt Catch Pin (Screw) for WW .308 Part# MS16562-119-308 - $9.50 Unique to the WW .308, this Threaded End Pin screws into the Lower Receiver to hold the Bolt Catch (a standard AR Part) in place. Machined of high quality steel with a black phosphate finish - installs with a 1/16” Allen wrench.

Barrel Nut for WW .308 - Part# 9349054BBLN-308 $19.95 The link between the barrel assembly and Upper, the Barrel Nut goes onto the barrel before the barrel extension is torqued on. High quality machined steel, black manganese phosphate finish.
Parts & Accessories for the WW .308

Complete Upper Receiver Assembly for the Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# URA-FT-308 - $185.00
Completely assembled with Ejection Port Cover and Forward Assist Assembly, and ready to add your new barrel. CNC Machined from 7075T6 Aircraft Aluminum, this quality Upper is finished in Hard Black Mil Spec Anodize for a non-reflective matte surface and protection against corrosion. Includes integral Mil Std 1913 Rail that accepts a wide variety of sights, optics, or scopes.

Stripped Upper Receiver Assembly for WW .308
Part# UR-FT-308 - $165.00 Machined from a 7075T6 aluminum forging, this high quality Upper incorporates a full length Mil Std 1913 rail at an AR-10 rail height to barrel center line of 1.317". Finished in Mil Spec black hard anodized. Includes an integral brass deflector.

Mid-Length Handguards for Windham Weaponry .308 - $19.95
Part# HGD-MIDLENGTH-308 Two-piece, heavy duty, mid-length Handguards - with aluminum heatshields, molded of heavy black plastic. May have applications to other mid-length AR platform rifles.

Complete Bolt Carrier for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448501-308 - $224.95
Complete Bolt Carrier & Bolt Assembly for the WW .308. - machined from the highest quality 8620 steel / Bolt is Carpenter 158 steel. Includes Chrome Lining inside Carrier for long wear, staked-on Gas Key with Chrome Lining, complete Bolt Assembly, Cam Pin, Firing Pin, and Firing Pin Retaining Pin.

Bolt Carrier with Key for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448505-308 - $134.95
.308 Cal. Bolt Carrier Assembly with Key staked on by our gunsmiths. Chrome Lined inside for durability. Requires the .308 Bolt, Cam Pin, Firing Pin, and Firing Pin Retaining Pin to be ready to insert in your rifle. Machined from highest quality 8620 steel.

Stripped Bolt Carrier (no Key) for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448507-308 - $124.95

Complete Bolt Assembly for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448509-308 - $99.95 Carry a spare or replace a worn Bolt with this complete .308 assembly. Highest quality Carpenter 158 steel with Black Phosphate finish - includes Extractor, Ejector and Gas Rings.

308 Charging Handle Assembly - $42.95 - Part# 8448517-308 Machined from a high quality 7075 Aluminum forging, and Hard Black Anodize finished, this complete assembly includes the Latch, Spring and Spring Pin - ready for use in Windham Weaponry .308 Upper Receivers.

Elftmann Drop-In Single Stage Match Trigger for .308/AR10 Rifles - Part# 8448592-ELF-308 - $249.00

The Tac Ops Ambidextrous Charging Handle for AR10 platform rifles solves optics accessibility issues by extending handle width on both sides for low optics mounts. 7075 T6 Billet Aluminum with a 32% larger roll pin and 7.5 # tension latch spring - hard coat black anodized finish. For use in gas impingement system rifles. Made in the U.S.A.

Phase 5 Tactical Extended Bolt Release for .308 - Part# EBR-308 - $53.95
This Bolt Release gives the .308 operator the ability to reload quicker, clear jams more efficiently, and eliminate unnecessary hand movements. Monolithic tri-steel technology gives it light weight and super strength. It is finished in satin black Mil Spec MIL-STD-171 parkerization, and has no obstructing backing plates or screws that could fail, come loose or get in the way of other weapon systems. Weight: 23.2 grams. Overall Length: 2.15". Made in the USA.

Elftmann ELF Drop-In AR-10 Trigger

The Elftmann ELF Drop-In AR-10 Trigger has been built to withstand the punishment of high powered calibers. It uses aircraft needle bearings for an incredibly smooth and fast trigger pull. Its heavy hammer combined with .043 double wound polished piano wire hammer spring ensures full ignition of any .308 and 7.62×39 ammunition. Its pull weight is easy to adjust from 2 3/4 lbs. to 4 lbs. in seconds without removing the trigger from your lower receiver. Constructed of wire EDM machined, hardened A2 tool steel and aircraft-grade aluminum. Installation takes minutes using your AR's original hammer and trigger pins. The amazingly short takeup, glass-rod crisp break and next to zero over-travel can be compared to the finest custom 1911 triggers. Absolutely drop-safe regardless of pull-weight, its very short pull and reset allows for rapid follow up shots and greater accuracy. Unique design of disconnect allows full 1/4" width eliminating possibility of wear and double-firing. 100% Made in America with a Lifetime Guarantee by Elftmann.

Stripped Upper Receiver Assembly for WW .308
Part# UR-FT-308 - $165.00 Machined from a 7075T6 aluminum forging, this high quality Upper incorporates a full length Mil Std 1913 rail at an AR-10 rail height to barrel center line of 1.317". Finished in Mil Spec black hard anodized. Includes an integral brass deflector.

Complete Bolt Carrier for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448501-308 - $224.95
Complete Bolt Carrier & Bolt Assembly for the WW .308. - machined from the highest quality 8620 steel / Bolt is Carpenter 158 steel. Includes Chrome Lining inside Carrier for long wear, staked-on Gas Key with Chrome Lining, complete Bolt Assembly, Cam Pin, Firing Pin, and Firing Pin Retaining Pin.

Bolt Carrier with Key for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448505-308 - $134.95
.308 Cal. Bolt Carrier Assembly with Key staked on by our gunsmiths. Chrome Lined inside for durability. Requires the .308 Bolt, Cam Pin, Firing Pin, and Firing Pin Retaining Pin to be ready to insert in your rifle. Machined from highest quality 8620 steel.

Stripped Bolt Carrier (no Key) for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448507-308 - $124.95

Complete Bolt Assembly for Windham Weaponry .308 - Part# 8448509-308 - $99.95 Carry a spare or replace a worn Bolt with this complete .308 assembly. Highest quality Carpenter 158 steel with Black Phosphate finish - includes Extractor, Ejector and Gas Rings.

308 Charging Handle Assembly - $42.95 - Part# 8448517-308 Machined from a high quality 7075 Aluminum forging, and Hard Black Anodize finished, this complete assembly includes the Latch, Spring and Spring Pin - ready for use in Windham Weaponry .308 Upper Receivers.

Elftmann Drop-In Single Stage Match Trigger for .308/AR10 Rifles - Part# 8448592-ELF-308 - $249.00

The Tac Ops Ambidextrous Charging Handle for AR10 platform rifles solves optics accessibility issues by extending handle width on both sides for low optics mounts. 7075 T6 Billet Aluminum with a 32% larger roll pin and 7.5 # tension latch spring - hard coat black anodized finish. For use in gas impingement system rifles. Made in the U.S.A.

Phase 5 Tactical Extended Bolt Release for .308 - Part# EBR-308 - $53.95
This Bolt Release gives the .308 operator the ability to reload quicker, clear jams more efficiently, and eliminate unnecessary hand movements. Monolithic tri-steel technology gives it light weight and super strength. It is finished in satin black Mil Spec MIL-STD-171 parkerization, and has no obstructing backing plates or screws that could fail, come loose or get in the way of other weapon systems. Weight: 23.2 grams. Overall Length: 2.15". Made in the USA.
Midwest Industries Two-Piece Mid-Length .308 Handguard for AR platform rifles - Part # HGD-MI-2PC-308 - $165.00

This 2 piece AR15 platform mid-length handguard for mounting vertical grips, laser sights, LAMs, flashlights, sling mounts, bipods, and optics on .308 rifles (will be too high above the Upper Rec. rail for .223 AR15/M16 rifles). CNC machined from 6061 aircraft grade lightweight aluminum and hard coat anodized to mil spec, they features USGI type laser etched T-marks to provide repeatable accessory mounting. Includes 4 anti-rotation Q.D. sockets for push button swivels. They install like standard handguards and lock up tight - easily removed when cleaning. **Note:** This is not a free float design. Rail profile is MIL-STD 1913. Made in the U.S.A. Weight: 9.7 oz. / Length: 9” / Height: 2.43” / Width: 2.3”

Midwest Industries SSK Key Mod 15” Free Float One Piece Handguard for .308 AR Platform Rifles Part# HGD-MI-SSKEY15-308 - $229.95

This slim one piece free float handguard, 1.5” diameter, is fully dehorned for comfort and light weight. CNC machined of 6061 aluminum - hard coat anodized to milspec. MIL-STD 1913 top rail is T-marked for accessory location. “Key Mod” slots on sides & bottom will mount rail segments for tactical accessory attachment. Includes 5 QD sling swivel sockets, 1 Key Mod 2” rail section, proprietary barrel nut, barrel nut wrench, allen wrenches and tube of lubricant. Weight: 18.5 oz. / 1.75” Diameter. **NOTE:** Barrel Nut removal and a Low Profile Gas Block is required - see our Part #GB-LOPRO-2U.

Midwest Industries SSK Key Mod 12” Free Float One Piece Handguard for .308 AR Platform Rifles Part# HGD-MI-SSKEY12-308 - $219.95

A 12” model in this M.I. “Key Mod” series - with similar features and parts as model above. Weight: 8.5 oz. **Barrel Nut removal & Low Profile Gas Block required for installation.**

Magpul PMAG Gen 3 20 Rd. .308 Magazine - Part# 8448670-20-PMAG-308 - $19.95

This 7.62x51 NATO (.308 Win.) PMAG 20 LR/SR GEN M3 is molded from advanced polymers for superior impact resistance and light weight (less than half the weight of a standard steel mag). Features a constant-curve body and a controlled-tilt follower to feed ammo consistently. A quality stainless steel spring ensures proper tension. The Impact/Dust Cover (shown with the 25 Rd.) protects feed lips; keeps out debris & snaps onto the floorplate when not in use to prevent loss. The body's textured finish and a flared floorplate offers simple disassembly for cleaning and maintenance. Made in the U.S.A. by Magpul.

Magpul PMAG 25 Rd. .308 Magazine - Part# 8448670-25-PMAG-308

$22.95 **Shown left - all the features of the model above with a 25 Round Capacity.**

Magpul PMAG Gen 3 10 Round .308 Magazine - Part# 8448670-10-308 - $18.95

The Magpul PMag .308 10 Rd. (shown left) includes all the features of the models above. The Impact/Dust Cover protects feed lips and snaps onto the floorplate when not in use. A paint pen dot matrix panel on the bottom allows caliber marking. Ribbed and textured surfaces afford positive handling.

Windham Weaponry 5 Rd. .308 Magazine - Part# 8448670-5-308

$26.95 This .308 Win. / 7.62x51 NATO 5 Rd. magazine (at right) is lightweight, cost effective, highly reliable and perfect for hunting. Features include a hostile environment finish, and optimized follower design to ensure 100% reliability in all applications. The strong steel body has loaded round count slots to show the amount of ammunition in the magazine, and a bright orange anti-tilt follower offering smooth cartridge loading and feeding. Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Due to State regulations, 20, 25, & 30 Rd. Magazines cannot be shipped to the States of CA, CO, CT, MA, MD, NJ, NY, Hawaii and District of Columbia. Parts of Illinois and Indiana also have local restrictions.

See Page 50 for the Lula .308 Magazine Loader/Unloader - Part# LULA-308 - $30.95
.308 Flattop Upper Receiver Assemblies

.308 Barreled Upper Receiver Assemblies

7075T6 aluminum flat top Upper Receiver with Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, and Ejection Port Cover. The 16.5" Medium Profile Barrel is 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium Steel, chrome lined and rifled 1 x 10" R.H.T. with an A2 Birdcage Flash Suppressor, a Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block and 2-piece Heat Shielded Handguards.

.308 SRC Upper Receiver/16" Barrel Assembly Less Charging Handle & Bolt Carrier

Part# UR16FT-308 - $622.00
Like the SRC .308 Barreled Upper Receiver Assembly as above minus the Bolt Carrier Group and Charging Handle for builders who may already have those parts. 16.5" Medium Profile Barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium Steel, chrome lined and rifled 1 x 10" R.H.T. with an A2 Birdcage type Flash Suppressor, a Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block and 2-piece Heat Shielded Handguards.

.308 SRC Upper Receiver/18" Fluted Barrel Assembly Less Charging Handle & Bolt Carrier - $667.00

Part# UR18FFT-308 Same Barrel and Upper as immediately above without the Bolt Carrier Group & Charging Handle.

Complete .308 Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly - Part# UR20FFTB-308 - $925.00

This complete .308 Cal. Windham Weaponry Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly is ready to snap onto your .308 Lower and take to the range. It features a Magpul MOE M-Lok Rifle Length Forend on its 20" Medium Profile Fluted Barrel. This highly accurate Barrel is 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 turn in 10 inches - 6 lands & grooves - right hand twist. The muzzle is fitted with an A2 type .308 Flash Suppressor. A mounting stud for a Q.D. Sling Swivel is fitted to the Picatinnny Rail Gas Block - which is on the same plane as the flat top type Upper Receiver’s MIL-STD 1913 Top Rail. The Upper Receiver is CNC machined from 7075T6 aircraft grade aluminum, hard coat black anodized to mil spec.

.308 Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly Less Bolt Carrier and Charging Handle - Part# UR20FFT-308 $697.00

This highly accurate .308 Caliber Windham Weaponry Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly features a Magpul MOE M-Lok Rifle Length Forend installed on its 20" Medium Profile Fluted Barrel. The Barrel is 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 turn in 10 inches - 6 lands & grooves - right hand twist. The muzzle is fitted with an A2 type .308 Flash Suppressor. A mounting stud for a Q.D. Sling Swivel is fitted to the Picatinnny Rail Gas Block - which is on the same plane as the flat top type Upper Receiver’s MIL-STD 1913 Top Rail. The Upper Receiver is CNC machined from 7075T6 aircraft grade aluminum, hard coat black anodized to mil spec. Add your own .308 Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle to make this assembly complete.

Complete .308 Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly with Midwest Industries Key Mod 15” Handguard

Part# UR18FSFSB-308 $1025.00

Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly is already customized for your .308 lower. The 18" Medium Profile Fluted Barrel is 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 x 10" (RHT - 6 lands & grooves). A Low Profile Gas Block functions under the forend assembly, and the muzzle is fitted with an A2 Birdcage Type Flash Hider. The MI Key Mod Handguard includes a 2” Key Mod Rail Section and a Push Button Q.D. Sling Swivel for use in any of 5 sockets. The MIL-STD 1913 Top Rail is on the same plane as the Upper Receiver Rail, is T-marked its entire length for accessory location, and is CNC machined from 6061 aircraft grade hard coat anodized aluminum - fully dehorned for a smooth, comfortable feel over its slim 1.5” outside diameter. Upper includes complete .308 Bolt/Bolt Carrier.
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Windham Weaponry 16" .308 Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16FT-308 - $350.00
Assemble a fine .308 Carbine with this Barrel Kit. It includes our medium profile 16.5" .308 Caliber Windham Weaponry Barrel; Mid-Length Heat Shielded Handguards; .308 A2 Type Birdcage Flash Hider with Crush Washer; Mid-Length Gas Tube; Gas Tube Roll Pin; Barrel Nut; Round Handguard Cap and .308 Delta Ring Components. This accurate and durable barrel is machined from 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 turn in 10 inches - 6 lands & grooves - right hand twist. The muzzle is threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I. (threads per inch) and the Picatinny Rail Gas Block is taper pinned on to the barrel. The bottom of the gas block is threaded for a Q.D. sling swivel stud. All parts are highest quality, and made in the USA.

16" .308 Caliber Barrel Assembly
Part# BA16FT-308 - $290.00

18" Fluted .308 Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA18FT-308 - $415.00
This Fluted .308 Caliber Barrel Kit makes a fine target, competition or hunting rifle. Kit includes our medium profile 18" Fluted Barrel; Mid Length Heat shielded Handguards; .308 A2 Type Birdcage Flash Hider with Crush Washer; Mid-Length Gas Tube; Gas Tube Roll Pin; Barrel Nut; Round Handguard Cap and .308 Delta Ring Components. This accurate and durable barrel is machined from 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 turn in 10 inches - 6 lands & grooves - right hand twist. The muzzle is threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I. (threads per inch) and the Picatinny Rail Gas Block is taper pinned on to the barrel. The bottom of the gas block is threaded for a Q.D. sling swivel stud. All parts are highest quality, and made in the USA.

18" Fluted .308 Cal. Barrel Assembly
Part# BA18F-FT-308 - $335.00
Medium Profile with fluting for lighter weight - includes Barrel Extension, Standard Barrel Nut, Triangular Front Handguard Cap, and a Mil Std 1913 Railed Sight Base with Bayonet Lug. Base has a socket for a Q.D. Sling Swivel. Rifled 1 turn in 10" - Right Hand Twist - with 6 lands & grooves. Muzzle is threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I. for flash hiders or muzzle brakes.

20" Fluted .308 Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA20FT-308 - $435.00
This Fluted .308 Caliber Barrel Kit makes a fine target, competition or hunting rifle. Kit includes our medium profile 20" Fluted Barrel; Mid Length Heat shielded Handguards; .308 A2 Type Birdcage Flash Hider with Crush Washer; Mid-Length Gas Tube; Gas Tube Roll Pin; Barrel Nut; Round Handguard Cap and .308 Delta Ring Components. This accurate and durable barrel is machined from 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 turn in 10 inches - 6 lands & grooves - right hand twist. The muzzle is threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I. (threads per inch) and the Picatinny Rail Gas Block is taper pinned on to the barrel. The bottom of the gas block is threaded for a Q.D. sling swivel stud. All parts are highest quality, and made in the USA.

20" Fluted .308 Cal. Barrel Assembly
Part# B20F-FT-308 - $355.00
20" Fluted .308 Cal. Barrel - machined from 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 turn in 10 inches - 6 lands & grooves - right hand twist. Lengthwise fluting assists in barrel heat dissipation, and makes for a lighter weight assembly. The muzzle is threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I. (threads per inch) for a variety of flash suppressors or muzzle brakes. The Picatinny Rail Gas Block is taper pinned on to the barrel, and the bottom of the gas block is threaded for Q.D. sling swivel stud. This assembly also includes the barrel nut and a round handguard cap.
.308 Barrel Kits / Barrels / Barrel Parts

Windham Weaponry

Flash Hider for .308 - Part# 9349051-308 - $14.95
An A2 birdcage type Flash Hider sized for the .308 - 5 vents around the sides and top with the bottom closed to avoid dust signature when shooting prone. High quality steel, threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I., Black Phosphate finish. Requires a crush washer for installation.

Diamondhead T-Brake for .30 Cal AR Platform Rifles - Part#: DH-TBRAKE $139.00
Diamondhead’s T-Brake for .30 cal. rifles (300 Blackout, 7.62x39, .308) features a unique shape and styling. It’s proprietary triangular shape significantly reduces muzzle rise and felt recoil and creates a greater surface on the bottom to apply downward pressure. Hardened 4140 steel - threaded 5/8 x 24- Length: 2.81”. The T-Brake’s narrow flats will require an armorer’s wrench for installation (traditional wrenches will be too wide). A crush washer is included for proper port timing. This brake is not appropriate for sound suppressor mounting.

Troy Medieval Brake for 7.62x39mm - Part# MB-MEDIEVAL-762 - $45.00
This brake reduces recoil and muzzle climb on AR10 .30 Cal. rifles. Machined from heat-treated ordnance steel with a matte black finish – Crush Washer is included. Pointed face serves as an improvised breaching device. Post ban compliant when pinned & welded over. For 6.8/7.62 Cal. / Threaded: 5/8" x 24 TPI x 2.25" long.

BCM Gunfighter Mod 1 Compensator for .30 Cal AR Platform Rifles - $99.95
Part# 9349051-BCM-762 A quality, tactical compensator for .30 Cal. AR applications. Reduces muzzle rise, flash signature, noise, and lateral pressure. Tuned slots and an interior cone offer efficient recoil mitigation, muzzle-rise compensation, and flash reduction. Stainless Steel construction for corrosion resistance. - Crush Washer is included. We suggest installation by a qualified armorer. Threaded 5/8” x 24 t.p.i. for 7.62mm AR10.

Smith Enterprises “Good Iron” .308/7.62x39/300 Blackout Muzzle Brake - Part# SE-1002-RR - $75.00
For .308/7.62x39/.300 Blackout AR platform barrels, a 14 gas port design of 8620 steel, 60RC surface hardness, salt bath nitrided corrosion-resistant finish. Jam Nut included..905" diam. x 2"long. Wrench Flats - 3/4", weight: 0.22 lb., threaded 5/8" X 24 TPI. Not for use with SEI Sound Suppressors or reloaded ammo.

300 Blackout Upper Assemblies / Barrels

Windham Weaponry

300 Blackout Upper Receiver Assembly with Diamondhead VRS Free Float Forend - $980.00
Part# UR16SFSDHB-300
The Diamondhead VRS Free Float Forend is a versatile match for this 300 Blackout Flattop Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly. The complete Assembly includes a 16" Medium Profile 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel Barrel, chrome lined in bore and chamber, rifled 1 x 7" R.H.T. with Bolt and Bolt Carrier. A Low Profile Gas Block functions under the forend assembly, and the muzzle has a Diamondhead “T” Brake. A push button Q.D. Sling Swivel is also included. The Forend’s Mil-Std 1913 Top Rail is on the same plane as the Upper Receiver Rail. 300 Blackout ammunition will function in .223 / 5.56mm magazines, but for safety’s sake do not mix up the two ammunitions. We Laser Engrave the Upper as 300 Blackout Caliber - always use factory ammunition that corresponds to the stampings on your barrel.

ALSO: 300 Blackout Upper Rec. Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier & Chg. Handle - with Diamondhead VRS Forend - Part# UR16SFSDH-300 - $835.00

Windham Weaponry 300 Blackout Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly - Part# UR16FTB-300 - $585.00
Add the stopping power of the 300 Blackout Caliber to your rifle with this Flattop Upper Receiver. Includes a 16” Medium Profile Barrel with Bolt, Carrier and Charging Handle. The Barrel is 4150M Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber, rifled 1 x 7” R.H.T. A Mil Std 1913 Railed Gas Block is installed just ahead of the M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards, and the muzzle is fitted with an A2 Birdcage type flash hider - all ready to mount on your lower and take to the range. 300 Blackout ammunition will function in .223 / 5.56mm magazines, but do not mix up the two ammunitions. We Laser Engrave the Upper as 300 Blackout Caliber for safety. Incorrect ammunition could cause damage or injury. Always use ammunition that corresponds to the caliber stampings on the barrel.

ALSO: 300 Blackout Flattop Upper Receiver Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier & Chg. Handle - $445.00
Part# UR16FT-300 Same assembly as above without Bolt, Carrier & Charging Handle for those that already own them.

16” 300 Blackout Barrel Assembly with Bayonet Lug
Part# BA16300FT - $228.00
Includes Barrel, Barrel Nut, Handguard Cap & Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block.
**7.62x39 Upper Assemblies / Barrels / Parts**

**Windham Weaponry 7.62 X 39mm Caliber Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly**

- **Part# UR16M4FTB-762x39 - $585.00**
  - This is the complete M4 Barreled Upper Assembly from our 7.62 x 39mm SRC rifle - with 16" M4 profile barrel, chrome lined and rifled 1 x 9.5" R.H.T. with M4 dual heat shield Handguards, an A2 Flash Suppressor (threaded 5/8 x 24) and a Mil. Std. 1913 Railed Sight Base.
  - The 7.62 x 39mm powder also offers protection against rust and corrosion. Rifling is 1 turn in 9.5 inches - R.H.T. - with 4 lands & grooves for use with a wide range of 7.62 X 39mm ammunition. The muzzle is threaded 5/8" x 24 T.P.I. for the supplied flash hider.

**Windham Weaponry 7.62x39mm Caliber Barrel Assembly (Barrel Only)**

- **Part# KIT-BA16M4FT-762X39 - $278.00**
  - This 7.62x39mm Caliber Barrel is 16" in length, M4 profile, and includes Barrel Extension, Barrel Nut, Front Handguard, Cap, a Mil Std 1913 Railed Sight Base with Sling Swivel, Bayonet Lug. 7.62 x 39mm Bolt and 7.62 Firing Pin. Machined from 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel. This highly accurate barrel is Chrome Lined in Bore and Chamber for long wear and ease of cleaning. A Black Manganese Phosphate finish offers protection against rust and corrosion. Rifling is 1 turn in 9.5 inches - R.H.T. - 4 lands & grooves for optimum accuracy with a wide range of 7.62 X 39mm ammunition. The muzzle is threaded 5/8 x 24 T.P.I. to accept a variety of flash hiders or muzzle brakes.

**Windham Weaponry 7.62x39mm Enhanced Firing Pin for AR15/M16 Platform - Part# 8448503-762x39 - $11.95**

- This high quality firing pin is machined specifically for AR15/M16 platform rifles using the 7.62 x 39mm caliber. Identified by the ring machined into the head of the pin, it is slightly longer than standard AR pins for better 7.62 primer detonation. Precision machined from high quality steel. Made in the USA.

**Field Repair Kit for 7.62x39mm Rifles - Part# KIT-FIELDREPAIR-762 - $39.95**

- This Kit will keep your 7.62x39mm Windham Weaponry Rifle fully functional in the field - a complete selection of the necessary emergency parts to keep your rifle firing. All are top quality Windham Weaponry parts including: a 7.62x39 Firing Pin (note the groove around its head for 7.62 identification); a Firing Pin Retaining Pin; Bolt Cam Pin; 7.62x39 Extractor Cartridge; Extractor Pin; Extractor Spring; Extractor Spring Insert; a set of 3 Bolt Gas Rings; Hammer and Trigger Springs; Disconnector Spring; Hammer and Trigger Pins; a Front Sight post (the taller .040" height); an A1/A2 Front Sight Adjusting Tool; and a CP-02 Chamber Plug/Safety Tool. Never be without these critical parts in your range bag!
NOTE: Due to State regulations, 20, 25, & 30 Rd. Magazines cannot be shipped to the States of CA, CO, CT, MA, MD, NJ, NY, Hawaii and District of Columbia. Parts of Illinois and Indiana also have local restrictions.

**7.62x39 Upper Assemblies / Barrels / Parts**

D&H Tactical 30 Rd. Magazine for 7.62x39mm - Part# 8448670-762x39 $26.95 For AR-15/M-4 platform firearms, D&H Tactical’s 30 Rd. 7.62x39 Cal. Magazine boasts heavy steel construction with the reliability of the well-known AK pattern. This magazine features excellent performance, durability, a hostile environment finish inside and out that exceeds Mil Spec criteria, as well as a patent pending, limited tilt, magazine specific, neon green follower. The spring is wound from Mil Spec stainless material, and the floorplate is steel.

Magpul PMAG 30 Round 7.62 x 39mm Caliber Magazine - Part# MAG572-BK - $13.95

The PMAG 30 AK/AKM MOE is a highly durable, reliable, and lightweight 30-round magazine designed for Kalashnikov pattern rifles such as the AK-47, AKM, AKS, SIG556R, and others chambered for 7.62x39. It features a removable floorplate, constant curve geometry for smooth feeding, impact and crush resistant polymer body, and a low-friction/high reliability follower with a long life stainless steel spring. Paint pen dot matrix panels on the bottom of the body to allow for identification marking, and the flared floorplate aids magazine handling and disassembly yet is slim enough for use with most pouches.

**5 & 10 Rd. 7.62 x 39mm Magazines - $24.95 each**

5 Rd. - Part# 8448670-SS-762x39-5
10 Rd. - Part# 8448670-SS-762x39-10

Perfect for hunting, these quality magazines are engineered for durability and dependability. Box is .020 gauge heat treated 410 Stainless Steel. Quality Chrome Silicon Springs, Enhanced Anti-tilt Polymer Followers, and Matte Black Powder Coated Stainless Steel Floor Plates - all manufactured in the USA - make for great value. They’re chemically treated for corrosion resistance, and coated with Marlube for its self-lubricating properties. Interior dimensions are ± .002” to cartridge specs - perfect for reloads.

**.223/5.56 Upper Assemblies / Barrels / Parts**

Windham Weaponry Barreled Upper Receiver Assemblies are sold in a variety of configurations to allow the shooter many choices. The “RANGE-READY” assemblies are completely assembled with all necessary parts, ready to snap onto your lower receiver and take to the range for firing.

Because many AR shooters may already have a Bolt Carrier Assembly, a Charging Handle, or perhaps an A4 Removable Carry Handle, we offer configurations that allow them to save money and utilize these components. Regardless of configuration, any our Barreled Upper Receiver Assemblies deliver the same high quality and superb accuracy as our complete rifles.

**16” MPC M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies**

This 16” M4 Profile Barreled Upper Assembly from our popular “MPC” carbine, is complete and ready to snap onto your Lower Receiver. The highly accurate 16” M4 barrel is machined from 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E steel - rifled 1 x 9” Right Hand Twist, and chrome lined for long wear and easy cleaning. An A2 Flash Suppressor and standard A2 Front Sight are fitted, and the machined aluminum flat top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight.

**MPC 16” M4 Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - Less Carry Handle** - $570.00
Part# UR16M4A4LH
Includes Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle

The same 16” M4 Profile Barreled Upper Assembly as above, but without the A4 Carry Handle / Rear Sight for those who wish to add their own optics or iron sights. It is complete and ready to mount on your Lower Receiver. M4 barrel of 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E steel has M4 Feed Raps and chrome lining for long wear and easy cleaning. An A2 Flash Suppressor and standard A2 Front Sight are fitted - complete and ready for the range.

**MPC 16” M4 Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier and Charging Handle** $520.00 - Part# UR16M4A4
Includes A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 Meter Rear Sight

**16” M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier, Charging Handle and A4 Removable Carry Handle** $425.00 - Part# UR16M4LH
16” M4 “BAN COMPLIANT” Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies for NJ

Ban Compliant 16” MPC M4 Profile Upper Receiver Barrel Assembly - $695.00
Part# UR16M4A4PBB
This range ready M4 Barreled Upper Receiver Assembly is compliant with regulations in the States of New Jersey. Differences from the MPC Assemblies are the permanently affixed A2 birdcage style compensator (shown at left), and the bayonet lug has been machined off. Standard A2 Front Sights are fitted. The aluminum Flat-Top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and A4 Removable Carry Handle with 300 - 600 meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight.

Ban Compliant 16” MPC M4 Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - Less Carry Handle
$600.00 - Part# UR16M4LHPBB
Includes Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle

Ban Compliant MPC 16” M4 Upper Rec./Bbl. Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier & Charging Handle
$550.00 - Part# UR16M4A4PB
Includes A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 Meter Rear Sight

Ban Compliant MPC 16” M4 Profile Upper Rec./Bbl. Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier, Charging Handle and A4 Removable Carry Handle
$455.00 - Part# UR16M4LHPBB

Complete 16” SRC M4 Profile Upper Rec./Bbl. Assembly
$575.00 - Part# UR16M4FTB
From our SRC, this complete M4 Barreled Upper Assembly includes a 1913 Mil Std Rail Gas Block with Sling Swivel and Bayonet Lug, an A2 birdcage flash suppressor, and M4 dual heat shield Handguards. The barrel is chrome lined 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E steel rifled 1 x 9” R.H.T. with M4 feed ramps. The machined aluminum flat top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, and Ejection Port Cover.

Complete 16” SRC M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - $655.00 - Part# UR16M4FTPBB
This SRC M4 Barreled Upper Receiver Assembly is compliant with regulations in the State of New Jersey. The accurate 16” M4 profile barrel is chrome lined and machined from 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel with M4 feed riffs, rifled 1 x 9” RHT - includes a permanently affixed A2 birdcage style compensator (shown at left). The bayonet lug has been machined off. The Picatinny Rail Gas Block is ready for accessory front sights. The aluminum flat top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist and Ejection Port Cover.

Ban Compliant SRC 16” Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier & Charging Handle
$460.00 - Part# UR16M4FTPBB
An economical assembly for those who already have a Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle and A4 Carry Handle or accessory sights or optics.

Complete HBC 16” Heavy Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - $655.00 - Part# UR16A4B
This complete Heavy Barreled Upper Assembly includes a 16” Heavy Profile Barrel of chrome lined, 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E steel, rifled 1 x 9” R.H.T., an A2 Flash Suppressor, A2 Front Sight, M4 Handguards, and the aluminum flat top Upper Receiver complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight.
This 16” Dissipator Upper Receiver Barrel Assembly is complete and ready for the range. Its unique low profile gas block functions in the carbine position under the rifle length handguards while having an A2 standard Front Sight in the rifle length position for improved sight radius. The 16” M4 Profile Barrel is 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E steel, chrome lined and rifled 1 x 9” R.H.T. It includes an A2 Flash Suppressor and fiberglass composite rifle length handguards. The aluminum flat top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight adjustable for windage and elevation.

Complete 16” Dissipator Upper Receiver / M4 Barrel Assembly - $690.00 - Part# UR16M4DA4B

Also: 16” Dissipator HEAVY BARREL Upper Receiver Assembly - $690.00 - Part# UR16DA4B Similar to the Complete M4 Assembly above, but using the Windham Weaponry Heavy Profile Barrel which adds barrel stiffness with a weight increase of little more than 8 oz. Includes same Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, and parts described above.

16” Dissipator HEAVY BARREL Upper Receiver Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier Assembly and Charging Handle - $545.00 - Part# UR16DA4 Same as Assembly just above if you already own a Carrier and Charging Handle.

16” CDI Upper Receiver / Barrel Assembly - Part# UR16M4SFSB - $1100.00 From our popular CDI Rifle, this accessorized Upper Receiver / Barrel Assembly comes complete with Diamondhead’s VRS Free Floating Forend, Diamondhead Front & Rear Flip Sights, and MagPul Angled Vertical ForeGrip - all factory installed. The Chrome Lined 16” M4 Barrel includes a Vortex Flash Hider. A complete Bolt Carrier Assembly and Charging Handle make this assembly ready to take to the range.

CDI Upper Receiver / Barrel Assembly Less Bolt Carrier Assembly and Charging Handle - Part# UR16M4SFS - $955.00 For those already owning a Bolt Carrier Assembly and Charging Handle, this Upper will save you money. Includes Diamondhead’s VRS Free Floating Forend, Diamondhead Front & Rear Flip Sights, and MagPul Angled Vertical Grip - other features same as described above.

16” Crowned Barrel Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies

Crowned Barrels have an 11° competition crown on the muzzle and lack any threading for flash hiders. Additionally, the front sight bases utilized have had the bayonet lug machined off. This is to comply with legal restrictions in States where those features are prohibited. Check your local regulations if in doubt.

Complete 16” A4 Upper Rec. / Crowned Barrel Assembly - $665.00 Part# UR16M4A4CRNB

This .223/5.56 cal. M4 Profile Crowned Barreled Upper Assembly is complete and ready for use. Includes a 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium steel barrel - chrome lined - rifled 1 x 9” RHT. An A2 Front Sight is fitted (less bayonet lug), and the aluminum flat top Upper Receiver includes Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 Meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight.

16” A4 Upper Receiver/Crowned Bbl. Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle Part# UR16M4A4CRN - $520.00 For those who have a Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle. Upper Receiver includes Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600M Dual Aperture Rear Sight.
.223/5.56 Upper Assemblies / Barrels / Parts

16” Flat Top Upper Receiver / Crowned Barrel Assembly - Less Carry Handle - $570.00
Part# UR16M4LHCRNB
A Crowned, M4 Profile Barreled Upper Assembly complete and ready to add your sights. Chrome lined, 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium Steel Barrel, rifled 1 x 9” Right Hand Twist with Picatinny Rail Gas Block. Flat top Upper Receiver includes Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, & Ejection Port Cover.

16” Flat Top Upper Receiver / Crowned Barrel Assembly - Less Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle - Part# UR16M4LHCRN - $425.00
For those who have a Bolt Carrier Assembly, A4 Carry Handle and Charging Handle, this assembly includes Railed Gas Block, Flat Top Upper Receiver with Forward Assist & Ejection Port Cover.

14.5” Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies with Extended Flash Hiders - A2 or Phantom

Extended A2 Flash Hider
Both the Extended A2 Flash Hider and the Phantom Flash Hider - when permanently affixed (pinned & welded over) on a 14.5” barrel comply with 16” total legal barrel length.

Phantom Flash Hider

Complete 14.5” M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly with Phantom Flash Hider
Part# UR14M4-7PHA4B - $695.00
A4 Rec./Bbl. Assembly includes Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assy., Charging Handle, A4 Carry Handle.

Complete 14.5” M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly with Extended A2 Flash Hider
Part# UR14M4-7PHA4B - $695.00
A4 Rec./Bbl. Assembly includes Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assy., Charging Handle, A4 Carry Handle.

14.5” A4 Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly with Extended A2 Flash Hider - Less Bolt Carrier and Charging Handle - $550.00
Part# UR14M4-7FHA4 Includes A4 Carry Handle.

14.5” A4 Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly with Phantom Flash Hider - Less Bolt Carrier and Charging Handle - $550.00
Part# UR14M4-7PHA4 Includes A4 Carry Handle.
Versions of these 14.5” Bbl. Upper / Extended Flash Hider Assemblies are also available with Picatinny Railed Gas Blocks minus the A4 Carry Handle for those who want to add front & rear accessory sights or optics. Call Customer Service for details.

14.5” SHORT BARRELLED Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies

14.5” “SHORT BARRELLED” Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies... have barrel lengths under the legal minimum length for a rifle of 16”, and therefore MUST BE USED IN - OR WITH - A TITLE II RECEIVER (NFA REGISTERED) FOR LEGALITY. This requirement is in accordance with Title 27 Code of Federal Firearms Regulations [Subpart B-Definitions (479.11) (a) thru (g) under Firearms]. For further questions concerning Local, State or Federal compliance, please contact the Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms Bureau (http://www.atf.gov/), or consult our Law Enforcement Sales Manager.

Complete 14.5” M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly
Part# UR14M47A4B - $665.00
A complete M4 Barreled Upper Assembly ready for range or duty. The 14.5” chrome lined barrel is 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, rifled 1 x 7” R.H.T. to stabilize bullets from 50 to 77 grains. Barrel extension has M4 feed ramps, an A2 Flash Suppressor and A2 Front Sight. The aluminum flat top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight.

14.5” M4 Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly - Less A4 Carry Handle
Part# UR14M47LHB- $570.00
Includes Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly & Charging Handle
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.223/5.56 Upper Assemblies / Barrels / Parts

14.5” M4 Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly
Less Bolt Carrier & Charging Handle
Part# UR14M47AA - $520.00
Includes A4 Carry Handle

20” A2 Gov’t. Profile Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies

The 20” A2 profile barrel is based on an M16 design from the Vietnam Era - with a narrower turning under the handguards for light weight while still offering the accuracy of a 20” barrel and its longer sight radius. Available as Uppers below, or Barrels in our Barrels / Barrel Parts Section. Assemblies are also available with an 11° Competition “Crowned Muzzle” lacking any threading for flash hiders, etc.

Complete A2 Gov’t. Profile 20” Upper Receiver/Bbl Assembly - $690.00
Part# UR20GVTA4B-7
A chrome lined, 20” Chrome Moly Barrel rifled 1x7” R.H.T. Includes A2 Flash Suppressor, standard A2 Front Sight and heavy fiberglass A2 Rifle Length Handguards. The aluminum flat top Upper Receiver is complete with Bolt, Bolt Carrier Assembly, Charging Handle, Forward Assist, Ejection Port Cover, and Removable A4 Carry Handle with 300 - 600 meter Dual Aperture Rear Sight adjustable for windage and elevation.

Same Upper Receiver/Bbl Assembly with Crowned Muzzle - $690.00 - Part# UR20GVTCRNA4B-7

20” Vex Upper Receiver/Barrel Assemblies

Complete 20” Varmint Exterminator Upper Receiver/Barrel Assembly
Part# UR20FSSFTVB
$775.00
This superbly accurate VEX-SS Assembly includes a matched Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt and Carrier mated with a Compass Lake Specification Chamber for highest possible accuracy. Barrel is 416R Stainless Steel matte finished to avoid reflective glare, fluted for lower weight and button rifled 1 x 8” R.H.T. for optimum accuracy with a wide range of heavier .223 / 5.56 varmint bullets (threaded muzzle barrels avail. on special order.) The tubular free-floating VEX handguard now has more M-Lok compatible cooling slots than previous versions. A Mil Std 1013 Rail Gas Block can mount a front sight, or 1/2” high “mini-risers” will attach a scope or optic.

NOTE: This assembly is in compliance with regulations in NJ as it has no bayonet lug or flash hider.

Proctor Performance Carbine Upper Rec./Bbl. Assembly for 3 Gun Competition

16” Proctor Performance Carbine Upper Rec./Bbl. Assembly
Part# UR16SFSS3GB-7 - $950.00

Frank Proctor, owner and lead instructor at Way of the Gun, asked Windham Weaponry to build a carbine to his specifications, and this is the Upper Receiver / Barrel Assembly from that specialized 3-Gun Competition carbine. A BCM MOD1 Compensator controls barrel rise on the superbly accurate 16” Medium Profile, Chrome Lined, 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel Barrel. It has M4 Feed Ramps, and is button rifled 1 x 7” R.H.T. A mid-length gas system functions under the Midwest Industries 15” Free-Float SS Key MOD Forend - ready for accessory sights on its full length MIl Std 1913 Rail. The complete WW forged upper includes a Bolt Carrier Assembly with Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt.
Windham Weaponry Barrel Kits, Barrels and Parts are all the highest quality we can produce. Barrel blanks start as raw 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel - the finest and most appropriate steel for a gun barrel. After drilling, the button rifling process takes place. Most are rifled 1 turn in 9” - right hand twist - which we have found to be the best compromise for the widest range of bullet weights. Rifling is altered for specific applications and calibers: VEX-SS barrels are 1 in 8” twist for the generally heavier bullets used in varmint hunting; some short LE barrels are done in 1 x 7” for stability in a short barrel.

After rifling, the barrel is lathe turned to the particular barrel profile, and hardened to Rockwell C26 - 33. A Chrome Lining is applied to the barrel and chamber (except the Stainless Steel VEX) as the chrome finish offers easier cleaning, protection against corrosion and rust, and longest wear possible - lasting thousands of rounds longer than non-chromed barrels. The chrome lining in the barrel and chamber also adds a natural lubricity which improves chambering and extraction, and improves bullet velocity.

In final steps, steel barrels are finished in Black Manganese Phosphate to a rich, matte black, non reflective surface that also protects against rust and corrosion. The stainless steel VEX barrels are matte finished to reduce reflection and improve hunting concealment.

Windham Weaponry Barrel Kits contain all necessary parts forward of the receiver - kit descriptions will list exact contents. We also sell barrel “sub-assemblies”, that are basically the barrel only with necessary parts that enable the home gunsmith to economically replace a worn barrel or change a barrel configuration utilizing their existing handguards, flash hiders, etc.

---

**.223/5.56mm Caliber M4 & Heavy Carbine Barrels**

**MPC 16” M4 Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16M4 - $245.00**

As found on our MPC Rifle, 16” M4 profile barrel includes Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, Delta Ring, Weld Spring, Snap Ring, Gas Tube, Gas Tube Spring Pin, M4 Double Heatshield Handguards, Front Handguard Cap, A2 Standard Sight Base with Sling Swivel, Front Sight Post, Front Sight Detent, Bayonet Lug and A2 Flash Hider with Crush Washer. Button rifled 1 turn in 9” - muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

**MPC 16” M4 Barrel Assembly - Part# BA16M4 - $215.00**

Same Barrel as KIT above including Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Front Sight Base with Post, Detent, Detent Spring, Sling Swivel, Rivet, Barrel Nut, and Handguard Cap.

**HBC 16” HEAVY Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16HB - $235.00**

From our HBC Rifle, 16” Heavy profile barrel (.950” diam. under the handguards and .745” diam. straight from the sight base forward) includes the Barrel Sub-Assembly with M4 feed ramps, M4 Dual Heatshield Handguards, Delta Ring, Weld Spring, Snap Ring, Gas Tube, Gas Tube Spring Pin, Crush Washer, and A2 Birdcage Flash Hider. Button rifled 1 turn in 9” - muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

**HBC 16” HEAVY Barrel Assembly - Part# BA16HB - $205.00**

Same Barrel as KIT above including Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Front Sight Base with Post, Detent, Detent Spring, Sling Swivel, Rivet, Barrel Nut, and Handguard Cap.

**SRC 16” M4 Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16M4FT - $255.00**

As on our SRC Carbine (Sight Ready), this M4 profile barrel kit has a Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block. Button rifled 1 turn in 9” R.H.T. Includes Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, Delta Ring, Weld Spring, Snap Ring, Gas Tube, Gas Tube Spring Pin, M4 Double Heatshield Handguards, Handguard Cap, Picatinny Rail Gas Block with Sling Swivel, Bayonet Lug and A2 Flash Hider with Crush Washer. Muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

**SRC 16” M4 Barrel Assembly - Part# BA16M4FT**

$225.00 Same Barrel as SRC M4 Kit above - taper pinned Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block with M4 Feed Ramp Barrel Extension, Barrel Nut, Handguard Cap, Sling Swivel, and Bayonet Lug.
.223/5.56mm Caliber “Mid-Length” Barrels

16” Mid-Length .223/5.56 Caliber Barrel KIT - Part # KIT-BA16MIDFT - $255.00
This Kit has a unique .223/5.56 Cal. Mid-Length Barrel and all parts forward of the Upper Receiver. The Railed Gas Block is placed in the “Mid” position to offer the shooter a bit more sight radius for higher accuracy. The 16” barrel is medium profile and includes the Barrel Extension, Standard Barrel Nut, Triangular Handguard Cap, a Mil Std 1913 Railed Sight Base with Bayonet Lug, Sling Swivel, Mid-length Handguards, Mid-length Gas Tube, Gas Tube Pin, Delta Ring Kit, A2 Flash Suppressor and Crush Washer. Machined from 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, this highly accurate barrel is Chrome Lined in both Bore and Chamber for long wear and ease of cleaning. A Black Manganese Phosphate finish offers protection against rust and corrosion. Rifling is 1 turn in 9 inches - right hand twist and the muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

16” Mid-Length .223/5.56 Caliber Barrel Assembly
Part# BA16MIDFT - $225.00
Barrel from the Kit above positions the Mil Std 1913 Railed Sight Base/Gas Block in a “Mid” position for more sight radius and higher accuracy. Barrel is 16” in length, rifled 1 x 9” RHT, turned in a medium profile. Includes the Barrel Extension, Standard Barrel Nut, Triangular Front Handguard Cap, Mil Std 1913 Railed Sight Base, Bayonet Lug, Sling Swivel. Muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I. for a variety of flash hiders or muzzle brakes.

.223/5.56mm Caliber “Dissipator” Barrels

16” Dissipator M4 Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16M4D - $270.00
The Dissipator offers rifle length sighting for improved accuracy, and a carbine length barrel's lighter weight and ease of handling - M4 profile with a low gas block functioning in the carbine position. Kit includes a full A2 front sight base, triangular handguard cap, sling swivel, front sight post, front sight detent, and bayonet lug, barrel extension with M4 Feed Ramps, delta ring, weld spring, snap ring, car length gas tube, gas tube spring pin, rifle length fiberglass handguards, flash hider and crush washer. Button rifled 1 turn in 9” - Right Hand Twist. Muzzle threading is 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

16” Dissipator M4 Barrel Only Assembly - Part# BA16M4D - $215.00
Same Barrel as in KIT above less handguards, gas tube, flash hider, etc. Includes Gas Block, Triangular Handguard Cap, Sling Swivel, Front Sight Base with Post and Detent, Bayonet Lug, Sling Swivel, and Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps.

16” Dissipator HEAVY Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16HBD - $270.00
Heavy Barrel version of the Dissipator design Kit with same parts as M4 Kit above. Get rifle length sighting with a carbine length barrel's ease of handling. A low profile gas block functions in the carbine position, and the A2 front sight base is at rifle length. Includes triangular handguard cap, sling swivel, front sight post, front sight detent, bayonet lug, barrel extension with M4 feed ramps, delta ring, weld spring, snap ring, car length gas tube, gas tube spring pin, rifle length fiberglass handguards, flash hider and crush washer. Riffled 1 turn in 9” R.H.T. - muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

16” Dissipator” Heavy Barrel Only Assembly - Part# BA16HBD - $215.00
Same Barrel as KIT above less handguards, gas tube, flash hider, etc. Includes Gas Block, Triangular Handguard Cap, Sling Swivel, Front Sight Base with Post and Detent, Bayonet Lug, Sling Swivel, and Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps.

With permanently affixed A2 Birdcage Style Compensators, these are legal for sale in New Jersey. The compensator is pinned on, and then welded over. Any attempt to remove the compensator will destroy the muzzle.

MPC 16” Compliant M4 Barrel KIT - $275.00
Part# KIT-BA16M4-PB
With permanent birdcage style muzzle brake, this Kit includes all parts from Barrel Nut forward shown in photo. Barrel is chrome lined with Black Manganese Phosphate finish and button rifled 1 in 9” R.H.T.

MPC 16” Compliant M4 Barrel “Only” Assembly
Part# BA16M4-PB - $245.00
Barrel only from Kit above includes Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, A2 Front Sight Base (less bayonet lug), Sling Swivel, Square Sight Post, Detent & Spring.
.223/5.56mm Caliber “Compliant” Barrels

SRC 16” Compliant M4 Barrel KIT - $285.00
Part# KIT-BA16M4FT-PB  With a permanently affixed A2 birdcage style compensator to comply with NJ regulations, this “SRC” barrel features a 1913 Mil Std Rail Gas Block (taper pin attached) for mounting accessory front sights. M4 profile with all parts forward of the Upper Receiver. Machined from 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium 11595E Steel, chrome lined in bore and chamber and Black Manganese Phosphate finished. Button rifled 1 turn in 9” R.H.T.

SRC 16” Compliant M4 Barrel “Only” Assembly - Part# BA16M4FT-PB - $255.00  Barrel only from SRC Compliant Kit above - includes Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, 1913 Mil Std Rail Gas Block (less bayonet lug), Sling Swivel, Square Sight Post, Detent & Spring.

.223/5.56mm Caliber 14.5” Barrels with Extended Flash Hiders

14.5” M4 Barrel KIT with A2 Extended “Birdcage” Flash Hider - $275.00 - Part# KIT-BA14M4-7-A2X Includes all parts forward of Receiver, Riffled 1 x 7, Pinned & Welded Extended Birdcage, 16” overall legal length.

14.5” M4 Barrel KIT with Phantom Flash Hider - Part# KIT-BA14M4-7-PHAN5C2 - $275.00  Includes all parts forward of Receiver, Riffled 1 x 7, Pinned & Welded Phantom, 16” overall legal length.

14.5” M4 Barrel “Only” with A2 Extended Flash Hider - $245.00 - Part# BA14M4-7-A2X

14.5” M4 Barrel “Only” with Phantom Flash Hider - $245.00 - Part# BA14M4-7-PHAN5C2

.223/5.56mm Caliber “Crowned” Barrels

16” M4 Crowned Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16M4CRN - $245.00  An M4 Profile Crowned Barrel of Chrome lined 4150 Chrome Moly Vanadium steel - rifled 1 x 9” R.H.T. Kit includes Barrel, Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, Front Handguard Cap, A2 Sight Base with Square Post & Sling Swivel, M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards, Delta Ring, Weld Spring, Snap Ring, Gas Tube & Pin.

16” M4 Crowned Barrel Assembly with A2 Sight - Part# BA16M4CRN - $215.00  “Barrel Only” from the kit above - includes Barrel with A2 Standard Sight Base, Square Sight Post, Detent & Spring, Sling Swivel, .

16” M4 Crowned Barrel KIT with Mil. Std.1913 Railed Gas Block - Part# KIT-BA16M4FTCRN-LB - $255.00  Similar to A2 Assembly above. Includes Mil.Std. 1913 Railed Gas Block, rifled 1 x 9” RHT. Barrel, Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, Front Handguard Cap, Gas Block with Sling Swivel, M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards, Delta Ring, Weld Spring, Snap Ring, Gas Tube & Pin.

16” M4 Crowned Barrel (Barrel Only) Assembly with Mil. Std. 1913 Railed Gas Block - Part# BA16M4FTCRN-LB - $225.00

.223/5.56mm Caliber Restricted “Short” Barrels

WINDHAM WEAPONRY “SHORT” BARRELS NOTICE: These parts must be used in - or with - a Title II Receiver (NFA Registered) for legality as required in accordance with Title 27 Code of Federal Firearms Regulations [Subpart B-Definitions (479.11) (a) thru (g) under Firearms]. For any questions the Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms Bureau (local listings available at: http://www.atf.gov/ ). A “short” barrel is any barrel less than 16” in length used on a rifle. These can only be used on weapons registered as a full-auto, or legal short barreled rifle. Consult our LE Sales Manager for questions regarding this BATF restriction.

14.5” Short Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA14M4-7 - $245.00  This barrel kit must be used with a Title II Receiver. Kit includes all parts from Barrel Extension forward as shown. Riffled 1 turn in 7” R.H.T. - muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 tpi to accept a variety of flash hiders or muzzle brakes.

14.5” Short Barrel Assembly - Part# BA14M4-7 - $215.00 14.5” Barrel from Kit above with Barrel Nut, Front Handguard Cap, complete A2 Sight Base, Sling Swivel, Bayonet Lug, Front Sight Post.

The muzzle on the “crowned” barrels is finished with a plain competition crown to comply for legality in States where threaded muzzles and flash hiders are prohibited. Additionally, the bayonet lugs have been machined off the A2 sight base.

16” M4 Crowned Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA16M44CRN - $245.00  “Barrel Only” from the kit above - includes Barrel with A2 Standard Sight Base, Square Sight Post, Detent & Spring, Sling Swivel, .

16” M4 Crowned Barrel Assembly with A2 Sight - Part# BA16M44CRN - $215.00  “Barrel Only” from the kit above - includes Barrel with A2 Standard Sight Base, Square Sight Post, Detent & Spring, Sling Swivel, .

16” M4 Crowned Barrel KIT with Mil. Std.1913 Railed Gas Block - Part# KIT-BA16M4FTCRN-LB - $255.00  Similar to A2 Assembly above. Includes Mil.Std. 1913 Railed Gas Block, rifled 1 x 9” RHT. Barrel, Barrel Extension with M4 Feed Ramps, Barrel Nut, Front Handguard Cap, Gas Block with Sling Swivel, M4 Double Heat Shield Handguards, Delta Ring, Weld Spring, Snap Ring, Gas Tube & Pin.

16” M4 Crowned Barrel (Barrel Only) Assembly with Mil. Std. 1913 Railed Gas Block - Part# BA16M4FTCRN-LB - $225.00
.223 Caliber VEX Stainless Steel Barrels

VEX-SS 20” Stainless Steel Barrel KIT - Part# BA20FSS - $415.00 VEX Kit includes rifle length gas tube, gas tube spring pin, 6061 Aluminum Free-Float Forend, specialized barrel nut, rear knurled locking ring, sling swivel/bipod stud and a set screw mounted Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block. Machined of 416R Stainless Steel and button rifled 1 x 8” R.H.T. specifically for heavier .223 varmint bullets. Matte finish reduces reflection and fluting reduces weight. A matched Carpenter 158 Steel Bolt is mated to the Compass Lake specification chamber to enhance accuracy.

VEX-SS 20” Barrel Sub-Assembly - Part# BA20FSS - $340.00 VEX Barrel from the Kit above with Bolt & Mil Std 1913 Rail Gas Block. VEX barrels are chambered for .223, but are perfectly safe to fire with 5.56mm ammo.

NOTE: VEX Barrels are also available with THREADED MUZZLES so that sound suppressors or flash hiders can be added for hunting in those States where suppressors are legal for use. Contact Customer Service for details and ordering (Toll Free: 1-855-808-1888).

.223/5.56mm Caliber 20” Govt. Profile Barrels

A2 Gov’t. Profile 20” Barrel KIT - Part# KIT-BA20GVT-7 $270.00 Thinner under the handguards for lighter weight, this Kit includes Barrel Nut, A2 Front Sight Base with Post, Detent & Spring, Sling Swivel, Bayonet Lug, A2 Flash Suppressor, Crush Washer, Heavy Rifle Length Fiberglass A2 Handguards, Delta Ring Kit and Rifle Length Gas Tube. Riffled 1 x 7” R.H.T. Muzzle is threaded 1/2” x 28 T.P.I.

Also available with “Crowned Muzzle” - Part# KIT-BA20GVTCRN-7 - $270.00 A2 Gov’t. 20” Barrel Only Assembly - Part# BA20GVTCRN-7 - $215.00 From the Kit above, this “Barrel Only” Assembly includes Barrel Nut, A2 Front Sight Base with sling swivel & bayonet lug.

NOTE: A2 Gov’t. Profile Barrels are also available less bayonet lugs, and with plain crowned muzzles, for dedicated target shooting, or for use in States where those features are restricted. Contact Customer Service for details and ordering.

A2 Gov’t. 20” Crowned Barrel Assembly - (no muzzle threading) - Part# BA20GVT-CRN-7 - $215.00

Front Sight Bases: Due to the difficulties of retro-fitting the A2 Front Sight Bases to barrels, Windham Weaponry does not sell this part separately. All other A2 Front Sight parts are available. See the Complete Parts Guide on Pages 40/41 for Standard Replacement Barrel Parts / Standard Front Sight Parts.

Windham Weaponry Mil. Std. 1913 Railed Gas Block - Part# KIT-PICBLOCK - $59.95 Solid steel 3/4” internal diam. Gas Block with integral Mil Std 1913 Rail for mounting accessory front sights. Slip on fit is secured with supplied set screws - pre-drilled gas path hole, gas tube hole, gas tube spring pin hole, and “WW” logo machined into the front face. Solid billet stock, bead blasted, with black manganese finished for a durable non-reflective surface.

WW Mil. Std. 1913 Railed Gas Block with Stud & Sling Swivel - Part# KIT-PICBLOCK-5 - $67.95 Similar to above - designed for use with a free floating handguard. For 3/4” diam. barrels - secured with supplied set screws (use Loctite when installing). Rail accommodates any aftermarket front sight. Solid billet stock, bead blasted, with black manganese phosphate finish for a durable non-reflective surface. Made in the USA.

Low Profile Gas Block - $45.00 - Part# GB-LOPRO-2U These quality machined stainless steel Gas Blocks are lightweight, strong, and small enough to use with almost any handguard. Mounted with set screws on the bottom. Use Green Loctite on the gas block, and Red Loctite on the set screws when installing. Fits on .750” diameter barrels. Black phosphate finished - made in the USA.

Windham Weaponry Delta Ring Kit - Part# KIT-DELTARING - $10.95 All the Delta Ring Parts for the Barrel / Upper Receiver Assembly builder. Includes quality machined aluminum Delta Ring, a spring steel Weld Spring, and the steel Snap Ring. All top quality, USA made parts - guaranteed to fit and function on your AR15 or M16.

HANDGUARD CAPS: Round Heavy M4 for AR15/M16 - Part# HCAP-RDHVYM4 - $2.95 For use with CAR length handguards. Cutouts are for fitting a grenade launcher. Center hole diameter is .750” for the M4 barrel. Stamped steel / black manganese phosphate finish - made in the USA.

Round Heavy - Part# HCAP-RDHVY - $2.95 Center hole diameter is .750” Triangular - Part# HCAP-TRI-750 - $2.95 For older type Triangular Handguards.
A2 Birdcage Type Muzzle Brake - Part# MB-A2-PB - $59.95 Patterned after A2 Birdcage type - fits standard thread AR15/M16 barrels - peel washer included for proper port timing. If pinned and welded on a 16” or longer barrel, it complies with regulations for use in NJ and Mass. Machined steel with a black manganese finish.

Extended Length A2 “Birdcage” Flash Hider - $35.95 - Part# FS-A2X Makes a 14.5” barrel into a legal 16” when pinned and welded over (pre-drilled for pinning and welding), or use on 16” 1/2” x 28 T.P.I. threaded barrels. Black Phosphate finish. Length 2 ¼” - install with a Crush Washer for proper port “timing”.

Phantom Flash Hider - Part# FH-PHANTOM-SC2 - $34.00 Controls muzzle flash effectively with five longitudinal vents, and reduces dust signature when shooting prone. The grooved base accepts training attachments and sound suppression devices for LE / military personnel. High quality steel with black manganese phosphate finish - threaded ½” – 28 t.p.i. - includes a crush washer for proper timing.

Vortex Flash Hider - Part# FH-VORTEX - $59.95 The Vortex effectively hides flash with specially angled helical flutes, and aligns exiting barrel gas to improve accuracy. A base ring groove allows integration of Blank Firing Attachments for LE trainers, and permits installation of Smith Enterprise SEI Direct Connect Sound Suppressors. Threaded ½” - 28 t.p.i. No crush washer required for installation.

POF Adjustable Gas Blocks
for AR15/M16
$149.95 each
RIFLE Length - Part# GB-ADJ-RIF
MID Length - Part# GB-ADJ-MID
CAR Length - Part# GB-ADJ-CAR

POF’s unique Adjustable Gas Block/Gas Tube System offers easy regulation of your rifle’s gas system to achieve optimum operating efficiency. Available in different sizes according to your barrel length, nine different tuning positions allow for complete control over variables such as recoil, suppressor use and ammunition differences. Control the rate of fire, gas flow, and ultimately the reliability of your rifle. Adjusting the gas system is easy - the front of the gas block has a dial that accepts a flat screwdriver, 3/32” hex wrench, or the adjusting tool in the kit. A straight gas tube eliminates the heat buildup that exists at the bent portion of a standard gas tube. Extremely important for select-fire and/or suppressed rifles which are subject to very high heat levels. By reducing the built up heat, reliability and durability are improved.

The Gas Blocks and Regulators are machined from 4140 Chrome Moly steel - Nitride Heat Treated for the utmost durability. The Gas Tubes are made from 304 Stainless Steel. The system mounts on .750” diameter barrels by means of taper pins or set screw, and as existing gas block or sight base removal is required, installation by the WW factory or a skilled armorer / gunsmith is recommended. These Gas Blocks are intended for use with free-floating handguards only. Photo shows complete package as well as component parts in various lengths and adjusting tool. Made in USA by POF (Patriot Ordnance Factory).

A NOTE REGARDING WINDHAM WEAPONRY LOWER RECEIVERS:
Windham Weaponry does not sell Lower Receivers separately as the “Lower” is the part of the weapon system that can only be sold to a Federally Licensed Firearms Dealer.
.223/5.56 Receiver Parts / Parts Kits

AR15/M16 Flat-Top Upper Receiver Assembly - $145.00 - Part# URA-FT
Partially assembled with Ejection Port Cover and Forward Assist, this quality CNC machined Upper is 7075T6 Aircraft Aluminum finished in a Hard Black Anodize matte surface for protection against corrosion. It features an integral Mil Std 1913 Rail that will accept a variety of rear sights, optics, scopes or the A4 Carry Handle below.

AR15/M16 Stripped Flat-Top Upper Receiver - Part# UR-FT
$125.00  CNC Machined from 7075T6 Aircraft Aluminum with an integral Mil Std 1913 Rail and brass deflector. Hard Black Anodize finished. Ready for Ejection Port Cover Kit and Forward Assist Assembly.

A4 Removable Carry Handle - Part# 12951011 - $110.00  This versatile Carry Handle/Rear Sight features a Dual Aperture 1/2 M.O.A. Elevation and Windage Adjustable 300 - 600 Meter Iron Sight. Rugged and reliable, it is machined from Hard Anodized Aircraft Aluminum with Steel Thumb Nuts, Clamping Bar and Sight Parts.

M16 Complete Bolt Carrier Assembly - Part# 8448501 - $134.95  Complete M16 Bolt Carrier Assembly with Chrome Lining inside the Carrier for longevity. Includes a staked-on Gas Key with Chrome Lining, a complete Bolt Assembly, Cam Pin, Firing Pin, and Firing Pin Retaining Pin - all highest quality components. Guaranteed to fit and function in Windham Weaponry rifles, and many others.

AR15 Complete Bolt Carrier Assembly - Part# 8448501-AR - $134.95  Same features as above with additional machining on the bottom to meet AR15 specifications. Assembly includes all highest quality components listed with M16 Assembly above.

AR15/M16 Ejection Port Cover Parts Kit - Part# KIT-EPC - $7.95
To build a new Upper, or replace lost parts, this Ejection Port Cover Parts Kit includes black phosphate finished Ejection Port Cover (with latch and spring loaded detent installed), Ejection Port Cover Rod, Cover Rod “C” clip and high tensile strength coil spring.

Complete AR15/M16 Charging Handle Assembly - Part# 8448517 - $24.95  Machined from high quality 7075T6 Aircraft Aluminum, Hard Black Anodize finished, this complete Charging Handle Assembly includes the Latch, Spring and Spring Pin - ready to go into your Upper Receiver.

Complete Charging Handle Assembly with Badger Tactical Latch Installed - Part# 8448517-TAC - $42.95

TacOps-1 Ambidextrous Charging Handle for AR15/M16 - Part# 8448517-TACOPS-1 - $79.95  For ambidextrous operation and ease of use with large scopes, its “T” shaped handle extends for quicker grasp and a dual mode push button latch extends for easier right hand operation from prone position. A 42% larger roll pin and heavier stainless steel latch spring keeps it locked onto receiver. 7075 billet aluminum with black hard anodize finish. Made in U.S.A.

Tac-Ops Ambidextrous Charging Handle for .308 - Part# 8448517-TACOPS-308 - $79.95  Similar to model above but designed for the AR10 platform with gas impingement systems. Made in the U.S.A.

BCM Gunfighter Mod4 Charging Handle for AR15 / M16 - Part# 8448517-BCM-MOD4 - $44.95  Compatible with Mil-Spec AR-15 Direct Impingement Weapon Systems, this new design’s travel limiting feature takes the stress off the roll pin, and redirects it into the entire body of the charging handle during support hand only manipulations to prolong the life of the charging handle and reduce the possibility of failure in the field. Machined from 7075 T6 Billet Aluminum, and Hard Coat Anodized per Mil-A-8625F, Type III, Class 2 GFH. This is a patented design by VLTOR.

Badger Tactical Latch for AR15/M16 - Part# TAC-LATCH - $19.95  An extended replacement latch for rapid charging handle operation with right or left hand, with gloves, or in mud and snow. 8620 ordnance steel with Parkerized Mil Spec finish. Used by Marines, SEALs, Rangers, Special Forces, etc. worldwide.

Ambidextrous Safety for AR15 - Part# AMBI-SFTY-AR - $24.95  From our friends at Patriot Ordnance, we offer this high quality Ambidextrous Safety. Black nitride finished steel parts are machined to close tolerances for crisp operation from either side of the receiver. An easy installation for any AR15 that will enhance the safe handling of your rifle. Made in U.S.A. by POF. Will not work in an M16.
**Complete Lower Receiver Parts Kit for AR15 - Part# KIT-LOWER-AR - $68.95**

This complete Windham Weaponry Lower Receiver Parts Kit has everything needed to build up a stripped Lower, or keep your AR functioning in top form. All highest quality parts including: AR Hammer with J-Pin; Hammer Spring; AR Safety Selector Lever; Safety Detent; Safety Detent Spring; Bolt Catch; Bolt Catch Spring Pin; Bolt Catch Plunger; Bolt Catch Spring; Magazine Catch; Magazine Catch Spring; Magazine Catch Button; Takedown/Pivot Pin Detents (2); Takedown/Pivot Pin Springs (2); Pivot Pin; Takedown Pin; AR Trigger; Trigger Spring; AR Disconnector; Disconnector Spring; Trigger Guard (Aluminum); Trigger Guard Spring Pin; Hammer/Trigger Pins (2); Pistol Grip; Pistol Grip Screw; Pistol Grip Washer; Buffer Retainer; Buffer Retainer Spring.

**Fire Control Parts Kit for AR15 - Part# KIT-FIRECONTROL-AR $44.95**

A Kit with all the critical Fire Control Parts Kit necessary to keep your AR range-ready. Highest quality parts includes: AR Hammer with J-Pin; Hammer Spring; AR Safety Selector Lever; AR Trigger; Trigger Spring; AR Disconnector and Spring. Essential spares to keep your rifle running well.

**Lower Receiver Parts Kit Less Fire Control Parts for AR15 - $29.95**

Part # KIT-BUILDER This Windham Weaponry Lower Parts Kit was designed for the AR Builder who wants to add their own custom trigger & hammer. Assembled from highest quality parts, this kit includes: AR Safety Selector Lever; Safety Detent; Safety Detent Spring; Bolt Catch; Bolt Catch Spring Pin; Bolt Catch Plunger; Bolt Catch Spring; Magazine Catch; Magazine Catch Spring; Magazine Catch Button; Takedown/Pivot Pin Detents (2); Takedown/Pivot Pin Springs (2); Pivot Pin; Takedown Pin; AR Trigger/Disconnector; Disconnector Spring; Trigger Guard (Aluminum); Trigger Guard Spring Pin; Hammer/Trigger Pins (2); Pistol Grip; Pistol Grip Screw; Pistol Grip Washer; Buffer Retainer; Buffer Retainer Spring. All parts made in the U.S.A.

**Most Wanted Parts Kit for AR15/M16 - $14.95 - Part# KIT-MOSTWANTED**

A Kit of all those critical little parts that seem to go missing when you're working on your rifle - the ones that pop out of sight under the bench - disappear somewhere into the toolbox - you know what we mean. Included in the "Most Wanted Kit" are: Pivot Pin Detents (4); Pivot Pin Detent Springs (4); Safety Detents (2); Safety Detent Springs (2); Firing Pin Retaining Pins (2); Buffer Detents (2); Buffer Detent Springs (2); Extractor Springs (2); Extractor Extractor Spring Inserts (2); Extractor O-Rings (2). Never be troubled by the loss of critical "Most Wanted Parts" again!

**JP Reduced Power Spring Set for AR15 / M16 - Part# JP-SPRINGSET - $10.95**

This reduced power Spring Set offers a reduced trigger pull weight. When used with quality Mil-Spec trigger/hammer components and a good anti-seize grease - it can achieve a usable 4.5 to 5 lb. pull trigger. When installing, one end of the disconnector spring is slightly wider than the other - make sure to insert this wider end into the trigger so that the narrower end is exposed to contact the disconnector. Similarly, make sure to install the hammer spring with the "loop and legs" on the upper side - the way the original came off. After the trigger components are reinstalled and secured, apply a good quality anti-seize grease to the sear and disconnector engagement surfaces.

**A2 Pistol Grip Parts Kit for AR15/M16 - $6.50 Part# KIT-PISTOLGRIP-A2**


**AR15/M16 Bolt Catch Parts Kit - $9.95 Part# KIT-BOLTCAT**

Quality WW parts to restore your rifle’s Bolt Catch to original standards. Includes a Steel Bolt Catch, Bolt Catch Plunger, high tensile strength Bolt Catch Plunger Spring and new Steel Spring Pin.
**Magpul Enhanced Trigger Guard - $19.95**  
Part #: 8448587-MP-ENHANCED  
This black anodized aluminum drop-in replacement Trigger Guard features a shallow “V” shape for use with gloves in tactical shooting or cold weather. It is non-folding, has rounded edges, and fills the “gap” at the rear of the standard trigger guard. Mounting hardware included.

**Aluminum Trigger Guard Parts Kit for AR15/M16 - $7.25**  
Part #: KIT-TRIGGUARD-ALUM  
A replacement or upgrade of the plastic AR trigger, this rugged aluminum piece - standard on WWV rifles - includes the finely machined, black anodized aluminum trigger guard with a spring loaded detent pin already installed. A new steel ¼ X 5/8 spring pin is included.

**Dead On Arms Pinless Trigger Guard for AR15/M16 - $21.50**  
This replacement, oversized trigger guard eliminates the need for driving pins into the lower receiver to install the trigger guard, and possibly damaging it. Internal, spring loaded detents allow quick, snap in installation, and the oversized guard allows greater clearance for finger - especially when gloved. Machined from type 3 hard coat anodized black 7075-billet aluminum - made in the USA.

**Magpul B.A.D. Lever for AR15/M16 - $29.95**  
The Magpul B.A.D. (Battery Assist Device) Lever improves the speed of the AR15/M16 bolt catch by extending a paddle to the right side of the weapon to allow manipulation of the bolt stop from the fire control/ready position with the right-hand trigger finger. Compatible with mil-spec forged AR15/M16 receivers*, it attaches to the bolt release without permanent modification to the weapon via one clamping screw. Made from milspec-anodized 6061-T6 billet aluminum. All mounting hardware is included - Torx wrench and Torx® mounting screw with Nyloc® Blue patch prevents back out under recoil. Photos show parts and complete installation on a lower receiver. Made by Magpul in U.S.A.  **NOTE**: NOT compatible with 7.62x51 (.308 Winchester) firearms as well as most AR15 billet or polymer lower and upper receivers due to their larger and/or non-standard dimensions.

**Elftmann Drop-In Single Stage Match Trigger for AR15 / M16 - $249.00**  
Part #: 8448592-ELF  
The high performance ELF Drop-In Single Stage Match Trigger is the only AR-15 trigger using aerospace grade sealed bearings for an incredibly smooth and fast trigger pull. Pull weight is so easy to adjust it can be done in seconds without removing the trigger from your lower. It fits any mil-spec AR-15, and is designed to be absolutely drop-safe regardless of pull-weight. The Factory set pull-weight is approximately 50% lighter than that of a standard AR-15 trigger for great speed and accuracy. Adjustable from 4 lbs. to 2 ½ lbs. without removing it from lower, it uses existing hammer & trigger pins. Its very short pull and reset allows for rapid follow up shots and greater accuracy. The design of the disconnector offers a full ¼” width to eliminate the possibility of wear and double-firing. High performance trigger and hammer needle bearings for smoother and faster firing. Lightweight aircraft-grade aluminum and hardened steel - 100% USA made - Lifetime Guarantee.  

**CMC Tactical Curved Trigger 3.5 Pound Pull Single Stage Trigger for AR platform rifles - $179.95**  
Part #: 8448592-CMC  
This completely self contained, 100% drop-in fire control group upgrades AR-15, LR-308 and AR-10 rifles. Patented Tactical Curved Trigger design yields unprecedented trigger control, trigger feel and accuracy, while retaining the reliability of a Mil-Spec trigger. Pull is factory pre-set to 3.5 pounds (not user adjustable). Fits most standard Mil-Spec lower receivers with .154” trigger and hammer pin holes. Simply insert the one piece assembly and install the supplied anti-walk pins. A high grade 410 stainless steel housing with full strength music wire springs offers fast lock-time and reliable discharge with factory or military ammo. With no screws or adjustability, this is factory tuned for a superior trigger pull with minimum take-up and over-travel. **Note**: Not recommended for use with 5.45 x 39 - Does not fit Colt AR-15 with sear block.

**Geissele 2-Stage Trigger for AR15/M16 - $165.00**  
A complete, High-Quality Trigger System for unique operating environments, the Geissele 2 Stage (G2S) Trigger, semi-auto-only, drops into your AR-15 to give the performance and reliability of Geissele quality triggers at an economical price. Features a 4½ lb. total pull weight, non-adjustable sear engagement, and a 2½ lb. first stage. Made of fine tool steel with wire-EDM cut sear engagement surfaces, and a unique spring clip to retain the hammer pin. A spare hammer pin retainer is included, as well as a container of lubricant. Note that this trigger will not fit “Large Pin” Colt receivers.

**.223/5.56mm 5 Round Aluminum Magazine for AR15/M16 - $19.95**  
Part #: 8448670-5

**.223/5.56mm 10 Round Aluminum Magazine for AR15/M16 - $19.95**  
Part #: 8448670-10

While Windham Weaponry 5 Round Magazines and 10 Round Magazines are similar in appearance, they have all the reliability, performance and durability of their higher capacity brothers. They feature Magpul® Gen III self leveling followers; 17-7 PH stainless steel springs; 6061-T6 aluminum boxes with black Teflon® coating inside and out, and the Windham Weaponry Logo stamped on a removable base plate that makes cleaning easy. Made in USA.
The Gen 3 is a redesign of their earlier Gen 2 magazine (see that magazine on the next page). A redesigned bolt catch notch provides increased bolt catch clearance, while an over-travel stop on the spine ensures the magazine will not over-insert on compatible weapons. Low profile ribs and an aggressive front and rear texture gives positive control of the Gen M3 in all environments. A paint pen dot matrix on the bottom panel allows easy marking by the end user. The flared floorplate aids extraction and handling of the magazine while providing improved drop protection, but is slightly slimmer for better compatibility with tight double and triple magazine pouches. A pop-off Impact/Dust Cover is included which minimizes debris intrusion and ammo damage. Made by Magpul in the U.S.A.

Magpul PMAG Gen 2 30 Round Magazine for AR15M16 - Part# 8448670-PMAG - $12.95

This Magpul PMAG Gen 2 model is an economical 30 Rd. 5.56x45 NATO (.223 Rem.) magazine featuring impact resistant polymer construction, lightweight, an easy to disassemble flared floorplate design, and a corrosion resistant stainless steel spring. Body ribbing design allows better compatibility with aftermarket mag couplers, and a new follower provides smooth loading with military stripper clips. Made by Magpul in the U.S.A.
**MCS Railed Forend with Interchangeable Panels for Windham Weaponry Multi-Cal Rifles**  
Part# HGD-MCS-12 - $179.95

This lightweight Railed Forend is specifically designed for the MCS Multi-Caliber System. It features 6 panel mounting locations, Q.D. sling swivel pockets, and includes 6 polymer "snakeskin" panels with screws. Handguard is machined from 6061 T6 aluminum with a Mil Spec Type III Black hardcoat anodize finish. Additional panel sets are available in various patterns for complete customization of the forend (see below). Forend is 12" in length, 1.5" exterior width and approx. 7 oz. in weight. Only fits WW MCS Upper Receiver, and requires use of low profile gas blocks (see our Part # GB-LOPRO-2U - $45.00) on any barrels in the MCS system. 100% designed and made in the USA.

**Interchangeable Panels for the MCS Railed Forend for Multi-Cal Rifles**

- **KeyMod Panel** - Part# HGD-MCS-PANEL-K - $29.00 (Set of 3)
- **Snakeskin Panel** - Part# HGD-MCS-PANEL-S - $15.00 (Set of 3)
- **M-Lok Panel** - Part# HGD-MCS-PANEL-M - $29.00 (Set of 3)
- **Frag Panel** - Part# HGD-MCS-PANEL-F - $15.00 (Set of 3)
- **Picatinny Rail Panel (5 Slot)** - Part# HGD-MCS-Panel-5 - $25.00 ea.
- **Picatinny Rail Panel (11 Slot)** - Part# HGD-MCS-Panel-11 - $25.00 - ea.

A unique feature of Windham Weaponry’s new lightweight MCS Railed Forend are the interchangeable panels which offer great flexibility in mounting additional accessories, or changing the look and feel of the forend. Panels can be had in KeyMod; "Snakeskin"; M-Lok; "Frag" and Picatinny Rail (either 5 slot or 11 slot configurations) patterns (top to bottom in photo) to allow complete customization of the forend. Snakeskin & Frag panels are proprietary polymer material. KeyMod, M-Lok, and Picatinny patterns are 6061 black anodized aluminum. Sold with mounting screws in sets of 3 (3 ea. of same type panel in each kit, except Picatinny Rail panels are sold individually). Made in the USA.

**Windham Weaponry Free-Floating Handguard for Aluminum Receiver Rifles**  
**15"/ 13"/ 7" Lengths**

- Part # HGD-WW-15 - $154.95
- Part # HGD-WW-13 - $144.95
- Part # HGD-WW-7 - $134.95

Windham Weaponry has developed this quality, Picatinny railed, M-Lok compatible forend for our standard aluminum receivered rifles. We also offer a version for our Carbon Fiber receivered rifles - see next page. These are CNC machined from US made 6063 aluminum extrusions to exacting tolerances for maximum weight reduction, rigidity and strength with a MIL STD 1913 Picatinny rail on top - then hard coat black anodized to Mil SPEC 8625. M-Lok system mounting points are manufactured to Magpul specs to ensure perfect fit with all Magpul accessories. QD Sling Swivel pockets are at 3 & 9 o’clock forward positions to offer convenient sling mounting. Barrel Nut is 100% CNC machined 4140 pre heat-treated steel (28 to 32 Rockwell hardness), drilled for weight reduction, and black nitrite finished. These handguards feature the Windham Weaponry logo engraved into side panels. See Individual Part Numbers and Pricing above for 7"; 13"; and 15" lengths.

**Similar Handguards specially designed to fit Windham Weaponry Carbon Fiber Rifles** are on next page.
Windham Weaponry Free-Floating Railed Handguards for Carbon Fiber Rifle - 15”/ 13”/ 7” Lengths

- Part # HGD-WW-CF-15 / Price: $154.95
- Part # HGD-WW-CF-13 / Price: $144.95
- Part # HGD-WW-CF-7 / Price: $134.95

Designed specifically for Windham Weaponry Carbon Fiber Rifles, this high quality, M-LOK compatible, forend is 100% CNC machined from US made 6063 aluminum extrusions, then hard coat black anodized to Mil SPEC 8625. Offering maximum weight reduction while retaining rigidity and strength, these handguards feature a MIL STD 1913 Picatinnny rail, M-LOK system mounting points manufactured to Magpul specs. and built-in Q.D. Sling Swivel pockets in 3 & 9 o’clock forward positions for convenient sling mounting. The Barrel Nut is 100% CNC machined of 4140 pre heat-treated steel (28 to 32 Rockwell hardness), drilled for weight reduction, and black nitride finished (a QPQ corrosion resistant finish). The Windham Weaponry logo is engraved into a side panel.

**NOTE:** Probably heavy barrels may have compatibility issues with the Windham Weaponry Handguard. Contact Customer Service for instructions about sending your Carbon Fiber rifle in for this upgrade (call 1-855-808-1888 Toll Free).

**Diamondhead VRS-T 13.5” Free Floating Handguard - Part# HGD-DH-VRST-13 - $189.00**

This quality Free Floating Handguard offers an uninterrupted rail extension and handguard in perfect alignment with the host weapon’s flat top receiver. The VRS-T rail replaces the factory delta ring and barrel nut. Features include a comfortable triangular shape in a solid, lightweight, Mil. Spec. Type III anodized 6061 aluminum construction with a Mil. Std. 1913 rail dimension flush to the receiver’s flat-top rail. This handguard mounts on barrels with a low profile gas block (not included - see our Part # GB-LOPRO-2U). A proprietary replacement barrel nut is included that allows for easy installation and elimination of barrel nut timing issues, and provides a rigid, secure attachment to the upper receiver assembly. The VRS-T improves accuracy and provides exceptional airflow to keep barrel cooler, provides comfort and ease of shooting while allowing for personal modification with optional rail accessories (rails & bumpers)

**NOTE:** Requires removal of both delta ring and barrel nut replacement and of front sight with low profile gas block. Note also that some heavy barrels may have compatibility issues with the Diamondhead VRS-T Barrel nut.

**Diamondhead V-RS Free-Floating Rifle Forend - Part# HGD-DH-FF-10 - $159.00**

The Diamondhead V-RS kit includes a proprietary replacement barrel nut that allows for easy installation, and elimination of barrel nut timing issues. Multiple vents keep your barrel cool and this forend is pre-drilled and tapped for Diamondhead’s accessory rails segments (see below) when you want to add additional accessories, lights, etc. The V-RS Forend requires removal of both delta ring and barrel nut replacement of the front sight with a low profile gas block. Length: 10.25”, machined from Mil. Spec. Type III anodized 6061 T6 aluminum. Made in the U.S.A.

**Diamondhead 2-Piece Aluminum CAR Handguard - $109.00 - Part# HGD-DH-2001**

The V-RS Modular Drop-In Handguard platform offers forend versatility for the M4 with almost limitless accessory configuration. The 2 piece design splits horizontally - mounts to delta ring and handguard cap like standard handguards. Add more side rails as additional accessories are needed (see Diamondhead Rails below). Multiple vents cool the barrel under rapid fire. The full length upper rail is in Mil. Std. 1913 rail dimensions. Construction is durable Type III anodized 6061 T6 aluminum, and it fits all M4/AR15/M16 variants. Made in the U.S.A.

**Diamondhead Accessory Rail Segments:**

- 8.75” - 21 Slot - Part# HGD-DH-RAIL-9 - $29.00
- 6.25” - 15 Slot - Part# HGD-DH-RAIL-7 - $22.00
- 2.50” - 5 Slot - Part# HGD-DH-RAIL-2 - $15.00

**Midwest Industries SSK Key Mod 15” Free Float One Piece Handguard for AR15 platform rifles**

Part# HGD-MI-SSKEY15 - $219.95

This 15” Free-Float is popular with 3 Gun Competitors for the extended sight radius it affords. Includes a 2” Key Mod rail section, barrel nut, tools and grease. Some gunsmithing required (existing barrel nut and front sight base must be removed). Also requires low profile gas block (see our Part# GB-LOPRO-2U on Page 44). Weight: 9.9 oz with barrel nut. Length - overall: 15”. Made in the U.S.A.

**Midwest Industries SSK Key Mod 12” Free Float One Piece Handguard for AR15 platform rifles**

Part# HGD-MI-SSKEY12 - $209.95

Similar to the 15” model above with all the same features and parts including a 2” Key Mod rail section, but 12” in overall length. Weight: 8.5 oz. Requires the low profile gas block when used on a carbine. Can also be used on a rifle length gas system with the stock gas block.
Forends & Parts

Mission First Tactical 2-Piece Picatinny Rail Handguard Set
Part# HGD-MFT-CAR-2PC - $124.95
This 6061 aluminum AR-15 Carbine Integrated Rail Forend System is a drop in, screwless installation - fits the standard delta ring and handguard cap. Four Picatinny Rails provide a secure platform for mounting any accessories. A continuous top rail eliminates the gap between the receiver and rail. Overall length is 7 inches. Finished in hard coat anodize. As this set fits tight, we recommend using our handguard removal/installation tool to help with installation (see Page 66 in this catalog, or available on our website - Part# HGD-TOOL). Made in the USA, with a Lifetime Warranty from Mission First Tactical.

Magpul MOE M-Lok CAR Length Handguard Set - $29.95
Fits any Carbine barreled AR15/M16 - installs Part# HGD-MOE-CAR-BLK into front handguard cap and rear delta ring. Light weight (6.85 oz.), with M-Lok slots at 2, 6, and 10 o’clock positions for attaching optional 1913 Mil-Std rail sections and other M-Lok accessories for mounting tactical lights, slings, grips, etc. Reinforced heat resistant polymer construction with integral aluminum heat shield dissipates barrel heat. Front extensions and lip protects operator from hot front sight. Compatible with most piston-driven gas systems.

Magpul MOE M-Lok MID-LENGTH Handguard Set - Part# HGD-MOE-MID-BLK - $34.95
Similar to the set above, this Mid-Length model will fit AR15/M16 & .308 rifles with mid-length gas systems, and offer light weight with modular flexibility. M-Lok slots mount optional 1913 Mil-Std rail sections and other M-Lok accessories at the 2, 6, and 10 o’clock positions to allow attaching tactical lights, slings, grips, etc. Heat-resistant polymer construction with integral aluminum heat shields help dissipate barrel heat. Front extensions and lip protects operator from a hot front sight. Compatible with direct impingement, and most piston-driven gas systems.

Also - Magpul MOE M-Lok RIFLE LENGTH Handguard Set
Part# HGD-MOE-RIF-BLK - $39.95
We use this set on the Windham Weaponry 20” .308 rifle. Applicable to many 20” barrelled rifles - accepts all Magpul M-Lok accessories.

Magpul M-LOK Aluminum Picatinny Rail Sections
For use with all M-LOK compatible Hand Guards and Forends, M-LOK Aluminum Rail Sections allow the attachment of various 1913 Picatinny spec rail-mounted accessories such as lights, vertical grips, etc. Machined from milspec-anodized aluminum, with beveled ends to reduce snagging. Includes all hardware (screws and M-Lok Cammed T-Nuts) for attachment directly to M-LOK Slots on either aluminum or polymer handguards and forends.

9 Slot Magpul M-LOK Rail Section - Part# HGD-MP-RAIL-MLOK-9 - Price: $23.95
7 Slot Magpul M-LOK Rail Section - Part# HGD-MP-RAIL-MLOK-7 - Price: $21.95
5 Slot Magpul M-LOK Rail Section - Part# HGD-MP-RAIL-MLOK-5 - Price: $19.95
3 Slot Magpul M-LOK Rail Section - Part# HGD-MP-RAIL-MLOK-3 - Price: $17.95

Midwest Industries 4” Handguard Rail for AR15/M16 2 Piece Hgds - Part# HGD-MI-RAIL-4 - $19.95
This MI 4” Rail Segment adds a Mil Std 1913 Rail to your standard AR handguards - for mounting various accessories, lights, grips, etc. Fits AR series handguards with large or small holes. Machined from 6061 aluminum - hard coat black anodized. In most cases you can reinstall standard heat shields after installation. Includes two sets of screws, special internal hex nuts, and Allen wrench.

Midwest Industries 3.75” Key Mod Rail for AR15 platform rifles - Part# HGD-MI-RAIL-SSK-3-75 - $21.50
A Key Mod System Rail Section designed to mount directly to any standard Key Mod handguard manufactured by Midwest Industries. It provides a 9-slot, 3.75” mounting point for any MIL-STD 1913 mount accessory. Precision CNC machined from 6061 aircraft grade aluminum and mil-spec hard coat type III anodized black. Made in the U.S.A.

ERGO 18 Slot Low Profile Picatinny Rail Cover - Part# HGD-RAILCOVER-LADDER-7 - $8.50
Protect, cover and smooth Mil Std 1913 rails with this molded black plastic cover. Its low profile design makes rifle handling comfortable and reduces snagging on clothing and gear. Can be trimmed to fit around mounted accessories, lights or grips. Length 7” - covers 18 slots.

CAR Double Heatshield M4 Type Handguard
Part# DS4-HANDGUARD - $19.95 These are heavy duty, oval shaped M4 Carbine Handguards featuring dual aluminum heatshields. Molded of heavy black plastic - mirror image design allows either piece to be fitted top or bottom on the rifle.

CAR Double Heatshield FIBERGLASS M4 Type Handguard
Part# HGD-CARM4-FB - $44.95 Similar in appearance and design to the CAR Handguards at right, this “severe duty” version is molded of fiberglass to stand up to the heat of full auto fire. Same oval shaped M4 Carbine design with dual aluminum heatshields, the heavy “un-meltable” fiberglass composite makes the difference.
A2 Rifle Length Handguards - $44.95
Part# 9349059-FB These A2 Type Round, Rifle Length Handguards are quality parts molded from a fiberglass composite - will not deform when subjected to high barrel heat. Approx. 12” long (30.5cm), these fit rifles with 20” or longer barrels. Raised ribs provide a solid grip - internal aluminum heat shields protect the shooter from barrel heat. The 2 piece design can be used with either round or triangular handguard caps, and installs easily as both halves are identical and can be installed in either top or bottom position.

Windham Weaponry Tubular Aluminum Free-Float Forends These light free-float forend assemblies add a custom look and a comfortable grip to your rifle or carbine. 6061 Aluminum tube is knurled and grooved for a solid grip, and slotted vents all around dissipate barrel heat. On the rifle length forend, the slots are machined so as to accept M-LOK accessories for additional versatility. The forend threads onto the supplied barrel nut (which replaces your existing barrel nut). A rear knurled locking ring allows for tube rotation to correctly position the included sling swivel/bipod stud. Finished in hard black anodize - rifle weight is 13 oz. / length: 12.5”. CAR is 8 oz. / length: 7 1/8”. Made in the USA.

(A) Carbine Length - Part# HGD-ACAR-A - $64.95  (B) Rifle Length - Part# HGD-ASTD-A - $74.95

Laminated Hardwood Two Piece Rifle Length Forend for AR15 / M16 - $54.00 per 2 piece set (select color by Part#)
This Rifle Length Forend is CNC machined by Boyds from fine laminated hardwood sourced in Maine. Designed to fit rifles equipped with the Round Handguard Cap (P/N HCAP-RDHVY), it installs like standard plastic AR handguards but these are split vertically, not horizontally. They will not fit on rifles with a Triangular Handguard Cap. These quality hardwood laminations will not warp or swell, and have a semigloss overcoat for long lasting beauty and durability. They are offered in 3 finishes: Forest Camouflage, grey “Pepper”, and brown “Nutmeg” (photo show inside & outside of Nutmeg). Barrel cooling vents are machined into the upper area, and the bottom features a gentle palm swell. Overall Length of the parts is: 11 15/16” / Shoulder to Shoulder Length: 11 21/32”. Note that the manufacturer - Boyds - states that natural cosmetic imperfections such as minor knots, burls, heartwood, mineral lines or minor cosmetic fill work are not considered a defect.

Laminated Hardwood 2 Piece Mid-Length Forend for AR15 / M16
Part# HGD-MIDLENGTH-308-PL (Pepper) - $54.00
Part# HGD-MIDLENGTH-308-NM (Nutmeg) - $54.00
Similar to the rifle length sets above, this Forend is machined from laminated Maine hardwood to fit Round Handguard Caps (P/N HCAP-RDHVY) like plastic handguards but split vertically rather than horizontally. They will not fit the triangular handguard cap. They will not warp or swell, and have a semigloss overcoat for beauty and durability. Offered in 2 finishes: Pepper and Nutmeg (inside & outside of Nutmeg shown in photo). Barrel cooling vents are machined into the upper area, and the bottom features a gentle palm swell. Overall Length of the parts is: 8 21/32” / Shoulder to Shoulder Length: 8 5/16”. Manufacturer - Boyds - states that natural cosmetic imperfections such as minor knots, burls, heartwood, mineral lines or minor cosmetic fill work are not considered a defect.

Magpul Angled Vertical Foregrip - $34.95
Part# VGRIP-AFG-BLK Compatible with most 1913 Picatinny-railed handguards, the Magpul AFG-2 (Angled Fore-Grip) uses natural body mechanics to provide a comfortable, stable user interface. It reduces fatigue and allows precise weapon control by positioning the shooter’s hand high on bore centerline to help reduce recoil and facilitate faster, more accurate follow-up shots. Made by Magpul in the USA.

Mission First React Short Foregrip $24.95 - Part# VGRIP-MFT-SHORT
Fits any AR15/M16 Picatinny Rail to offer a non-slip grip, stabilizes the rifle in rapid fire and offers faster target acquisition. Features a water tight battery or small parts storage compartment with a flat, non-slip bottom to aid in supported firing positions. A customizable foam storage block reduces rattle of contents. Weight: 2 oz. / Height: 3.9” Made in U.S.A.
Stark Express Vertical Forward Grip for AR15/M16 - $29.95 - Part# VGRIP-SE-EXPRESS

Designed for shooters who train with the support hand forward on the hand guard, fore-end or rails, the Stark Express Vertical Grip enables you to better manage recoil as well as efficiently move from target to target, or engage a moving target. This grip allows the user's forearm and hand to remain in a more natural position whether held extended and on-target, or at the low ready position. "Armorsoft Coating" offers a reliable grip, and is comfortable enough to hold during long wait periods, whether in a dynamic threat situation or sport hunting. Resistant to weather extremes, chemical exposure and abuse with a Grip Plug for parts storage inside the grip. This fits standard tactical rails (Picatinny or MIL-STD-1913). Made in the USA.

Stark SE3 Vertical Grip - $29.95
Part# VGRIP-SE3-BLK

This grip enhances weapon control, reinforces accurate shooting form and supports multiple hand positions. Attaches easily and securely to rail systems, and is fully ambidextrous with a flared base to provide a secure grip for all hand sizes. Resistant to weather extremes, chemical exposure and abuse, it has a textured surface and Armorsoft coating for a reliable grip. Includes a Grip Plug for parts/battery storage inside the grip. Made in the USA.

Magpul RVG Forend Grip $24.95 - Part# VGRIP-RVG-BLK

Fits Picatinny railled handguards as a traditional vertical grip, but is also optimized for the "thumb break method" of shooting taught by Magpul Dynamics. Includes mounting hardware, universal rail segment for fitting to many plastic hand guards. Durable reinforced polymer plastic with non-slip textured surface.

GPS-02 GripPod Vertical Grip / BiPod - Part# GPS-02 - Price: $149.95

Designed with the shooter in mind and developed for military use, the Grip Pod GPS-02 is made from advanced, reinforced polymers to withstand hard use, yet is light enough to preserve weapon balance and deployment. Its handle has been shaped and ribbed for a more ergonomic fit and firm grip. Hardened polymer covered stainless steel legs take lots of abuse. A strong clamping knob firmly mounts it to any Picatinny Rail and a push button release mechanism deploys the BiPod legs instantly. Length Closed: 5.75" / Deployed Height: 8.25" / Deployed Width: 7.25" / Diameter: 1.75" / Weight: 7 Oz. Made in USA. Shown at left both deployed and in profile with legs retracted.

Yankee Hill BiPod Adapter - Part# BIPOD-ADAPTER-YHM - $33.95

Attaches to any Mil Std 1913 type rail to accept most bipods. Machined aluminum with 7/64ths Allen Head Screws - black anodized finish hardenedcoated to Mil Spec - with steel bipod mounting stud.

Harris Adjustable BiPod
Part# BIPOD-5-LM - $124.95

Harris bipods attach and detach quickly on a variety of rifles. They mount to the BiPod Stud (below on this page) and offer adjustable height legs. The legs extend by spring action, height settings are adjustable from 9 to 13" (adjustment height range is from resting surface to center of bore), notches on the legs help with leveling. Legs fold out of the way when not in use. Constructed of aluminum and high carbon steel, anodized black finish.

BiPod Adapter for Windham Wood Stocked Rifles Part# BIPOD-ADPT-WVEX - $12.95

We developed this Aluminum Spacer to mount Harris, and other BiPods, onto Windham Weaponry wood stocked rifles like our Nutmeg & Pepper VEX and .308 models. It fits snugly up under the gas block and makes a solid platform for the bipod to attach to the sling stud. Machined from solid aluminum with a black anodize finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Quick Detach Sling Swivel - Part# BH-SLINGSWIVEL $9.95

A quality Q.D. Sling Swivel for quick sling removal when bench shooting or cleaning the rifle. Machined steel with spring loaded release screw, accommodates 1 1/4" wide slings, attaches to our BiPod Stud below, or similar studs.

Q.D. Sling Swivel - Part# QD-SLING-SWIVEL-$13.95

1 1/4" Q.D. Sling Swivel of heavy steel - push button release fits socket type Q.D. studs and cavities commonly found on a variety of buttstocks and forends. Made in the USA.

Windham Weaponry Q.D. Sling Swivel Port - Part# QD-PORT - $7.95

This is a Q.D. Sling Swivel Pocket (Port) that fits any 10/32 threaded hole to allow the use of a Q.D. Sling Swivel. Machined steel with a black oxide finish, we use this part on our 300 Blackout Rifle Diamondhead VRS-T handguard. Also installs on the VEX tubular handguard. Made in the USA.
Pistol Grips & Parts

See the WW-15 Complete Parts Guide on Pages 40/41 for Standard Replacement Pistol Grip Parts

ERGO SureGrip - $26.95 - Part# 9349127-ERGO-AMBI
Comfortable, ambidextrous, ergonomically designed, the ERGO Suregrip for the AR15/M16 features smooth finger groves, an upper rear extension that supports the web of your hand, and a superior textured finish that minimizes slip with either bare or gloved hands. The Suregrip has an overmolded rubber surface to offer a little “give”. An interior storage compartment offers space for small parts or tools, and is sealed with a molded rubber grip plug. A bonus feature is the Ergo “Gapper” - included to fill the gap between the receiver (at the rear of the trigger guard) and the grip to offer knuckle cushioning and a more finished look to your rifle. Installation utilizes your existing grip screw and washer. Made in the U.S.A.

ERGO Tactical Deluxe Pistol Grip - $59.95
Part# 9349127-ERGO-TAC
With it’s unique “palm shell”, this comfortable, ambidextrous grip offers smooth finger groves and a heavier tactical design with rear upper hand web support. Its highly textured finish minimizes slippage for bare or gloved hands and the palm shelf (adjustable for height) stabilizes your grip for improved trigger pull, rifle control and accuracy. The Tactical Deluxe grip is molded of material that is virtually impervious to oils and solvents - made in the U.S.A.

Hogue Beavertail Pistol Grip - $24.95
Part# 9349127-HOGUE-308
This Hogue AR-15 Beavertail Pistol Grip is constructed from a sturdy fiberglass core, and then overmolded with soft rubber for Hogue’s famously durable, comfortable and secure grip. Features a non-slip cobblestone finish, finger grooves, a rear “beavertail” for comfort and support of the thumb web. Dual palm swells offer ease of handling in all situations. We use this grip on our .308 model rifle, and others. Made by Hogue in the USA.

Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip - $23.95
Part# 9349127-HOGUE
With a palm swell, finger grooves and soft rubber molded over a durable fiberglass core, the Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip improves the comfort of your AR15 unlike any other accessory grip. Its an easy replacement for the standard hard plastic grip, and the unique texture ensures a solid, non-slip grip under any conditions.

Magpul MOE Pistol Grip for AR15/M16
Part# 9349127-MOE-BLK - $20.95
Ergonomic comfort and durability in a quality, economical, easily installed upgrade for the standard AR15/M16/M4 pistol grip - the Magpul MOE ergonomic design combines aggressive texturing with storage core capability. Rugged one-piece reinforced polymer construction provides durability, and the MOE Grip accepts optional storage cores for gear stowage. A basic grip cap is included as well as all mounting hardware. Made in the U.S.A. by Magpul.

Pistol Grip MonoPod for AR15 / M16 - Part # PG-MONOPOD - $59.95
This height adjustable MonoPod replaces the Pistol Grip Screw, extends below the Pistol Grip, and serves as a stabilization point for bench rest and other high accuracy shooting needs. All steel construction with a Black Oxide finish, its knurled locking wheel adjusts the stem to the desired height. Stem screw is 3” long (3/8 x 24 thread pitch). A replaceable rubber base on the stem is provided a for solid, non-skid contact point - especially when used with a Bi-Pod on the forend of the rifle. Monopod is shown both separately and installed in this photo. Made in the USA.

ERGO SureGrip - $26.95 - Part# 9349127-ERGO-AMBI
Comfortable, ambidextrous, ergonomically designed, the ERGO Suregrip for the AR15/M16 features smooth finger groves, an upper rear extension that supports the web of your hand, and a superior textured finish that minimizes slip with either bare or gloved hands. The Suregrip has an overmolded rubber surface to offer a little “give”. An interior storage compartment offers space for small parts or tools, and is sealed with a molded rubber grip plug. A bonus feature is the Ergo “Gapper” - included to fill the gap between the receiver (at the rear of the trigger guard) and the grip to offer knuckle cushioning and a more finished look to your rifle. Installation utilizes your existing grip screw and washer. Made in the U.S.A.

ERGO Tactical Deluxe Pistol Grip - $59.95
Part# 9349127-ERGO-TAC
With it’s unique “palm shell”, this comfortable, ambidextrous grip offers smooth finger groves and a heavier tactical design with rear upper hand web support. Its highly textured finish minimizes slippage for bare or gloved hands and the palm shelf (adjustable for height) stabilizes your grip for improved trigger pull, rifle control and accuracy. The Tactical Deluxe grip is molded of material that is virtually impervious to oils and solvents - made in the U.S.A.

Hogue Beavertail Pistol Grip - $24.95
Part# 9349127-HOGUE-308
This Hogue AR-15 Beavertail Pistol Grip is constructed from a sturdy fiberglass core, and then overmolded with soft rubber for Hogue’s famously durable, comfortable and secure grip. Features a non-slip cobblestone finish, finger grooves, a rear “beavertail” for comfort and support of the thumb web. Dual palm swells offer ease of handling in all situations. We use this grip on our .308 model rifle, and others. Made by Hogue in the USA.

Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip - $23.95
Part# 9349127-HOGUE
With a palm swell, finger grooves and soft rubber molded over a durable fiberglass core, the Hogue Overmolded Pistol Grip improves the comfort of your AR15 unlike any other accessory grip. Its an easy replacement for the standard hard plastic grip, and the unique texture ensures a solid, non-slip grip under any conditions.

Magpul MOE Pistol Grip for AR15/M16
Part# 9349127-MOE-BLK - $20.95
Ergonomic comfort and durability in a quality, economical, easily installed upgrade for the standard AR15/M16/M4 pistol grip - the Magpul MOE ergonomic design combines aggressive texturing with storage core capability. Rugged one-piece reinforced polymer construction provides durability, and the MOE Grip accepts optional storage cores for gear stowage. A basic grip cap is included as well as all mounting hardware. Made in the U.S.A. by Magpul.

Pistol Grip MonoPod for AR15 / M16 - Part # PG-MONOPOD - $59.95
This height adjustable MonoPod replaces the Pistol Grip Screw, extends below the Pistol Grip, and serves as a stabilization point for bench rest and other high accuracy shooting needs. All steel construction with a Black Oxide finish, its knurled locking wheel adjusts the stem to the desired height. Stem screw is 3” long (3/8 x 24 thread pitch). A replaceable rubber base on the stem is provided a for solid, non-skid contact point - especially when used with a Bi-Pod on the forend of the rifle. Monopod is shown both separately and installed in this photo. Made in the USA.

Buttstocks & Buttstock Parts

See the WW-15 Complete Parts Guide on Pages 40/41 for Standard Replacement Buttstock Parts

Complete 6 Position Telescopic Stock Kit for AR15/M16
$74.95 - Part# KIT-TELESTK
This high quality Telescopic Stock Kit includes the Stock with molded-in WW logo and Locking Latch, 6 Position Receiver Extension (called CAR Buffer Tube), Locking Nut and Positioning Plate, Rear Sling Loop, high tensile strength Action Spring, and standard CAR Buffer with aluminum body and solid weights. (Not legal in some States.)

Nonadjustable Telescopic Stock Kit for AR15 - $74.95
Part# KIT-TELESTK-FIXED
All the “Telescopic” parts in a Fixed Length version to comply with regulations in States where adjustable telescopes are illegal (check your local regulations for this kit’s compliance). Includes the CAR Buffer Tube, Locking Nut, Receiver End-plate, Rear Sling Loop, a stainless steel Action Spring, and aluminum CAR Buffer with solid weights.
**Buttstocks & Buttstock Parts**

**AR15/M16 Commercial CAR Buffer Tube - Part# 9390019 - $29.95**
For swapping from a rifle length stock or replacing a worn buffer tube, this quality part is machined to commercial specs from an aircraft aluminum extrusion - has slanted back. Finish is hardcoat anodize with dry film lube inside for smooth operation. Weight: 5.28 oz. / Length: 8” Made in the USA.

**AR15/M16 Mil Spec CAR Buffer Tube - Part# 9390019-M5 - $34.95**
Diffs from commercial tube in minor dimensions - has straight back. Some aftermarket telestocks only fit the Mil Spec tube - be sure to order the right tube for your stock.

**CAR Length Buffer Spring Part# 9390022 - $3.95**

**Ambidextrous Telestock Endplate**

**Part# ENDPL-AMBI - $9.95**
A quality replacement endplate for standard telestocks offering solid ambidextrous mounting points on each side of the carbine for single point or other tactical slings. Stamped steel with a black manganese phosphate finish.

**A2 Solid Buttstock for AR15/M16 - Part# KIT-A2STD-223 $79.95**
Great for building a varmint rifle or replacing a telestock, this kit includes the A2 Standard Receiver Extension (Buffer Tube), a Rifle Length Stainless Steel Action Spring, a Standard Buffer, an A2 Stock Spacer and Screw, and the “Trapdoor” Stock with Serrated Buttplate, Sling Loop And Screw.

**A2 Solid Buttstock for .308 AR10 - Part# KIT-A2STD-308 $94.95**
Similar to above with .308 stainless steel action spring & .308 buffer.

**Standard (Rifle Length) Buffer Tube for AR15/M16 - Part# 8448581-B $22.95**

**Rifle Length Buffer Spring for AR15/M16 - Part# 8448629 - $3.95**
Quality 17/7 stainless steel for proper tension and long life. Length 12 ¾” / weight 2.16 oz.

**Rifle Length Skeleton Stock Kit - Part# STK-SKELKIT - $119.95**
Comfortable and lightweight, this rifle length stock kit will replace your telestock or standard stock and includes all necessary parts from the receiver back. A neoprene sleeve offers a great cheekweld for left or right handed shooter, and the sling swivel can be mounted forward on either side, or at the bottom of the buttplate frame. A molded rubber buttplate absorbs recoil and won’t slip on your shoulder.

**Heavy Carbine Buffer - $24.95**
Part# 8448730B-M SLOWS cycling rate of the action in the AR15/M16 for reduced recoil and improved reliability. H-Buffers are marked with an “H” on the end. Weight is 3.76 oz.

**CAR Skeleton Stock Kit - Part# STK-SKELKIT-CAR $119.95**
A carbine version of the Ace kit above. A rugged aluminum and tubular steel frame mounts to the CAR length aluminum receiver extension and a high density neoprene foam tube slips over the black anodized receiver extension to offer a comfortable cheek weld for left or right handed shooters. Includes molded rubber buttpad, sling swivel (mounts forward ambidextrously or at the bottom of the buttplate frame), quality CAR Buffer and Buffer Spring. Complete with assembly instructions - made in U.S.A.

**Hogue Adjustable Telescope for AR15/M16 - $59.95**
Part# STK-HOGUETELE-SHELL
The Hogue OverMolded® Collapsible Buttstock is molded from black reinforced polymer with a black rubber cheek rest and a rubber/polymer hybrid butt pad that provides snag-free rifle shouldering. It also features 3 Q.D. Sling Mount Sockets that can be accessed from either side of the unit for flexible, ambidextrous, sling attachment. This unique design creates a snug, anti-rattle friction fit that prevents unwanted movement along the buffer tube. For use on 1.168” commercial diameter buffer tubes (tube not included with this buttstock). Made by Hogue in the USA.
Mission First BULS Telesopck for AR15/M16 - $124.95
Part# STK-BULS-BLK Mission First Tactical's BULS Battlelink™ Telesopck has features that makes your old tele obsolete. A replacement for any 1.168” diam. commercial buffer tube, it offers quick target acquisition, reduced operator strain and accurate shot placement. An angled rubber buttpad makes for quick shouldering - even with body armor on. Two Q.D. sling mounting points afford flexible sling attachment. The buttpad flips down to open a waterproof compartment fitted with customizable foam storage block. Molded from reinforced, tough DuPont Military Plastics Division polyamide, this stock is 1 3/8” longer than a standard 6-position stock and has a total length of pull of 15 5/8”. Made in the USA by Mission First Tactical.

Magpul MOE Adjustable Stock - Part# STK-MOE-BLK - $39.95
The Magpul MOE (Magpul Original Equipment) Stock is designed to provide a high-quality, economical alternative to standard weapon parts. The MOE line distinguishes itself with simplified features, but maintains Magpul's engineering and material quality. The MOE Stock is a drop-in replacement for AR15/M16 carbines using commercial-spec sized receiver extension tubes. Designed for light, fast action, the streamlined A-frame profile avoids snagging and shields the release latch to prevent accidental activation. An extended 0.55” rubber butt-pad is included to provide positive shoulder purchase, and accommodates the longer, slanted back common to most commercial-spec tubes. Made in U.S.A. by Magpul.

Magpul CTR Stock for AR15/M16 - Part# STK-CTR-BLK - $59.95
The Magpul CTR (Compact Type Restricted) Commercial-Spec Stock is a slip-on replacement buttstock for AR15/M16 carbines using commercial receiver extension tubes. Its A-frame profile avoids snagging and shields the release latch to prevent accidental activation. The CTR features a supplemental friction lock system that minimizes excessive stock movement for enhanced weapon stability/accuracy and an ambidextrous QD sling mount port that accepts any push-button sling swivel. An extended, replaceable 0.55” rubber butt-pad provides positive shoulder purchase and accommodates the longer, slanted back common to most commercial-spec tubes, and a sloping cheek weld combines a slim profile with user comfort. Made in U.S.A. Specifications: Weight: 0.58 lb. / Length - Maximum: 7.15 in. / LOP - M4 Collapsed: 10.95 in. / LOP - M4 Extended: 14.75 in.

Magpul MOE Fixed Stock for AR15/M16 - $69.95
Part # STK-MOE-FIXED-BLK This fixed length stock is a drop-in replacement for AR15/M16 A1 / A2 rifle stocks utilizing the standard rifle-length receiver extension without the A2 spacer. Stock features an integral 1.25” sling loop, optional dual-side front and rear Quick Detach Sling Swivel mounting points (see Sling Mount Kit on Pg 64), a replaceable anti-slip rubberized butt-pad, and an internal storage compartment accessible through the rear storage door. Sloping cheek weld combines a slim profile with user comfort. The rubber butt-pad provides positive shoulder purchase to prevent slippage, and the large storage compartment is easily accessible behind the hinged butt-plate. Weight: 14.0 oz. / Length: 10.5” / Length of Pull: 13.3”.

Magpul QD Sling Mount Kit for Magpul MOE Fixed Rifle Stock & Others - $19.95
Part # QD-MP-POCKET These Magpul mounting points for Quick Detach Sling Swivels attach to molded pockets on the Magpul MOE Fixed Rifle Stock. Manufactured of heavy duty steel with a black phosphate finish. Order one kit for each sling swivel mounting point you wish to utilize (Q.D. sling swivels are not included - order Part Number QD-SLING-SWIVEL on our website). Includes black finished steel pocket insert, 3 locking screws and a nut to facilitate mounting to MOE stock mount points. Made by Magpul in the USA.

Magpul PRS Gen3 Stock for 5.56mm & .308 Cal. Rifles - Part# STK-PRS-BLK - $255.00
ThePRS GEN3 is a field precision stock for AR15/M16 and AR10/SR25 platforms, featuring tool-less length of pull and cheek piece height adjustment via aluminum detent knobs, the PRS GEN3 (Precision Rifle/Sniper) provides a stable interface and is intended for semi-automatic sniper or varmint type rifles. This stock is optimized for rifle-length A2 receiver extensions (without A2 spacer). Includes a cant/height-adjustable rubber butt-pad and rotation-limiting QD sling swivel cups as well as M-LOK® slots on the bottom for rear monopod mounting. Enhanced strength butt-plate withstands severe impact and recoil up to .50 BMG, and rubber butt-pad (adjustable for both cant and height) provides positive shoulder purchase to prevent slippage. Machined aluminum LOP and Cheek Piece adjustment knobs have positive locking click detents, and steel adjustment shafts are finished with Melonite® for wear and corrosion resistance. All aluminum components finished with MIL-A-8625F Type III, Class 2 hard anodizing. Sling mounting options include Front & Rear rotation-limiting QD sling swivel mounts and a rear - 1.25” aluminum sling loop (left-right reversible). Spec's: Weight: 27.8 oz. / Weight, with A2 rifle receiver extension: 31.2 oz. / Length, max: 11.5-12.9 in. / LOP Adjustment Range: 1.4 in. / Cheek Height Adjustment Range: 0.8 in. Made by Magpul in the U.S.A.
Luth-AR MBA-1 Stock for AR15/M16 - Part# STK-MBA-1 - $139.95
The fully adjustable Luth MBA-1 Carbine Buttstock mounts to a rifle with a standard A2 commercial buffer tube and offers an additional 1" cheek rest height; and an additional 1 1/16" length of pull with the extended buttplate. The cheek piece not only moves up and down, it also moves back and forth on the stock. It is fully ambidextrous and can be comfortably used shooting off either shoulder (cheek piece pre-installed for right handed shooters but can be installed on either side for right or left hand shooters). At 18.4 oz. the Luth-AR MBA-1 weighs roughly half that of comparable stocks. Fitting all .223 and most .308 AR style rifles, this ergonomic stock is quick to install and manufactured of strong glass filled nylon. Comes with A1 Buttstock Screw to connect to A2 standard buffer tube, and Incorporates Castle Nut and Lock Ring in the design. Weight: 18.4 oz. / Extended Length of Pull: 14 3/4" / Collapsed Length of Pull: 13 5/8" / Overall Extended Length: 11 1/2" / Overall Collapsed Length: 10 7/8" / Cheek Rise: 1" Fully Extended / Additional Length-of-Pull: 1 1/16".

Laminated Hardwood Stocks for AR15/M16 - 3 Different Finishes - $64.00 ea.
These fine laminated hardwood buttstocks for the AR platform rifle are sourced from Maine Hardwoods and CNC machined by Boyds to fit A2 fixed length Receiver Extension Tubes (Note: will not work with the Telesck stock Receiver Extension Tube).

Limbsaver Recoil Pad for 6-Position Telesckstock - Part# BUTTPAD-RECOIL-LS - $37.95
The Limbsaver Snap-on Recoil Pad fits most A15/M16 Tactical Stocks, reduces felt recoil up to 50% and controls muzzle jump. Its snag-free design and non slip NAVCOM (noise and vibration control) material, offers comfort and improved accuracy. Adds .75" (3/4") to the length of pull.

Rubber Telesckstock Buttpad - $9.95 - Part# BUTTPAD-6POS
This makes the telesckstock Carbine more comfortable and "non-slip" at the same time. Molded of black rubber, this buttpad is designed to fit most 6 position telescks. Simply slip it on the telesckstock buttpad for a snug fit. Made in the U.S.A.

Buttstock Q.D. Sling Mount Socket for Telesckstocks & Solid Stocks - Part# QD-GT-POCKET - $8.95
This Q.D. Socket replaces the sling loop on most Telescks and solid A2 Buttstocks. Simply utilize the existing screw, and add your own Q.D. Sling Swivel to make sling removal much easier & quicker. Machined steel with a black manganese phosphate finish. Made in the U.S.A.

Q.D. Sling Swivel - Part# QD-SLING-SWIVEL - $13.95
1 1/4" Q.D. Sling Swivel of heavy steel - push button release fits socket type Q.D. studs and cavities commonly found on a variety of buttstocks and forends. Made in the USA.

Quick Detach Sling Swivel - Part# BH-SLINGSWIVEL - $9.95
A quality Q.D. Sling Swivel for quick sling removal when bench shooting or cleaning the rifle. Machined steel with spring loaded release screw, accommodates 1 1/4" wide slings, attaches to our BiPod Stud below, or similar studs.
Bushnell 3-9x40 Scope w/BDC for AR15/M16 Part# BSHNL-AR/BDC - $249.95

The Drop Zone-223 BDC reticle configured 3-9x40 AR Optics Riflescope combines a fully multicoated optical path with a .223 cal. specific reticle to create a lightweight optic for targets up to 600 yds. The specially designed Drop Zone-223 BDC reticle, 1/4 MOA impact correction clicks, and long 3.7” eye relief make this AR Optics riflescope well-suited for a wide range of shooting tasks. This versatile optic features target turrets, side parallax adjustment, and comes with front & rear protective caps. We recommend using a pair of 1” Diam. High Rings and a pair of 1/2” Scope Risers for mounting - see our Blackhawk Weaver Ring Set (Part # WVR-1n-high) and Windham Weaponry Scope Micro-Risers (Part # MR-01). Scope Features include:

- Drop Zone-223 BDC Reticule Designed for .223 Cal. Ballistics
- 1/4 MOA Windage/Elevation Clicks
- Fully Multicoated Optics / Second Focal Plane
- Optical Performance: Magnification Range: 3.0 - 9.0x
- 40mm Objective Lens Diameter / Fully Multicoated Optics
- 31-11 ft (9.4-3.3m) Field of View at 100 yds.
- 3.7” eye relief, 13.1-3.5mm Exit Pupil Diameter

Second plane Drop Zone-223 BDC reticle

- Use/Handling: BDC Reticle with .223 Ballistic Holdover Marks
- 1/4 MOA Impact Point Correction Clicks
- 55” (1.5m) Impact Point Correction Range at 100 yds.
- Textured Zoom and Eyepiece Focus Rings
- Construction Details: Matte Black Finish
- Weight: 21 oz. (600g) / Length: 12.2” (31cm)

EOTech EXPS2 Holographic Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# EOT-EXPS2-0 - $579.00

The EOTech EXPS2 Holographic Weapon Sight is their shortest model sight yet. Smaller and lighter than other HWS sights, it runs on a single 123 battery to reduce sight length. The single battery configuration requires only 2 3/4” rail space leaving more room for rear iron sights, magnifiers or Night Vision. The Battery Cap with improved O-ring is tethered to the sight body to avoid loss. Battery life at brightness level 12 is 600 hours. Optics: Transmission holography - parallax free / Magnification: 1x / Eye Relief: Unlimited / Dimensions: Length/Width/Height: 3.5” x 2.4” x 2.8” (91.4 x 60.9 x 71mm) / Weight: 11.2 oz (317 gm) / Temperature: -40° to 150° F / Waterproof to 10 ft depth / Fogproof internal optics / Adjustment (per click): 0.5 MOA (1/2” at 100 yds). See: www.windhamweaponry.com for additional specifications and details.

EOTech Model 518-A65 Holographic Sight - Part# EOT-518-A65 - $525.00

EOTech Holographic Sights feature a heads up design allowing both eyes open shooting to maintain peripheral vision and depth perception. Adapted and improved from earlier models, the EOTech 518-A65 runs on easy to find AA batteries but offers the features found in EOTech’s top of the line sight including a 65 MOA Circle with 1 MOA Dot Reticle on a Quick Detachable Base, LBC (Laser Battery Cap), EOTech Magnifier compatible, and easily adjustable side buttons. Specifications: Length /Width/Height: 5.5” x 2.2” x 2.8” (140x56x71 mm) / Weight: 13.3 oz (377g). Waterproof to 10 ft. depth (3m). Mount: 1” Weaver or Mil Std 1913 rail / Quick Detach Base. For complete details, see: www.windhamweaponry.com

Aimpoint Patrol Rifle Optic for AR15/M16 - Part # AIMPT-PRO - $463.00

This compact Aimpoint Patrol Rifle Optic is “always ready - always on” turn it on and leave it on for up to 3 years using one single battery. A 2 Minute of Angle Red Dot gives accurate target engagement at all distances. Its compatible with all generations of night vision devices - may be used with Aimpoint 3X Magnifier and Concealed Engagement Unit. The Modular Mount is ready for use on flat-top AR15, M4 Carbine, and M16 Rifles - an adaptor is available for carry handle mounting.

SPECIFICATIONS: • Dot Size: 2 MOA • Switch: Dot Brightness: 10 positions: 4 NVD / 6 Daylight (of which 1 is Extra Bright) • Battery: One 3 Volt Lithium battery - Type 2L76 or DL1/3N • Battery Life: 3 years on setting 7 out of 10 at room temperature • Water Resistance: Submersible to 45m (150 ft) water depth

TRUGLO Tru Brite 5 MOA Red/Green Dot Sight - Part# TRUGLO-TG8385B - $79.95

This multi reticle optic sight from TRUGLO is lightweight, waterproof, and offers a wide field of view with unlimited eye relief. It features multi coated lenses, both a red dot and a green dot (with 5 different brightness levels for each), and an integral Weaver / Picatinny style mount. Two knurled screws offer snug mounting to the rifle rail. It is powered by a single CR2032 lithium battery (included). Field of View at 100 Yards is 74”, and Adjustment Click Value is 1” at 100 yards. Length is 3.27”, weight is 5.3 oz., and the aluminum housing is finished matte black.
The Vortex SPARC II Red Dot Sight is an ultra-compact and lightweight sight. SPARC stands for Speed Point Aiming for Rapid Combat. Rear facing controls power it on/off and adjust the 2 MOA daylight bright red dot brightness at ten intensity levels (automatically returns to the last dot intensity used when powered up - lowest two settings are night-vision compatible). The rugged single-piece body is machined from aircraft aluminum, with hardcoat anodize finish, and o-ring seals for waterproof, fogproof performance. A 12-hour auto-shutdown maximizes battery life, and typical battery life is 300 hours at max. brightness or 5,000 hours at min. brightness. Operating temperature is -4 degrees to +158 degrees F. Its versatile multi-height mount system accommodates most firearms including AR15s needing absolute or lower 1/3 co-witness heights, and mounts on standard Weaver or Picatinny bases (not included). A modular three-piece base offers four separate mounting heights for user and weapon specific customization: 18.0 mm (.709 inches), 21 mm (.823 inches), 37 mm (1.457 inches), 40 mm (1.575 inches).

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Magnification: 1 x
- Objective Lens Diameter: 22 mm
- Eye Relief: Unlimited
- Adjustment Graduation: 1 MOA
- Travel per Rotation: 45 MOA
- Parallax Setting: Parallax Free
- Max Elevation Adjustment: 90 MOA
- Max Windage Adjustment: 90 MOA
- Length: 3.1 inches
- Weight: 5.9 oz

Vortex Spitfire 3 Power Prism Scope for AR15/M16 - Part# VTX-SPITFIRE - $350.00

Designed specifically for the AR platform, the 3x Spitfire combines high-performance features into a rugged, compact package. The sophisticated prism-based design makes a more compact optical system without sacrificing optical quality. The DRT (Dual Ring Tactical) reticle is etched directly on the prism for consistent point-of-aim with selectable red/green illumination (five intensity levels to match conditions). The prism design delivers sharp optics and allows for reticle designs that are visible with or without illumination. (Note: Prism Scopes are not compatible with the VMX-3T Magnifier.) Operating temperature is rated from -22 degrees to +122 degrees F. A Red/Green reticle option allows choice of dot color. Typical battery life is 250 hrs. max. brightness / 3,000 hrs. min. brightness setting. Included with the scope are (2) Picatinny Rails; 2 & 3mm Hex Wrenches; CR2032 Battery and Flip Caps.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Magnification: 3 x
- Eye Relief: 2.8 inches
- Field of View: 31.5 feet/100 yards
- Adjustment Graduation: 1/2 MOA
- Max Elevation Adjustment: 120 MOA
- Max Windage Adjustment: 120 MOA
- Parallax Setting: Parallax Free
- Length: 5.5 inches
- Weight: 15.4 oz

Vortex VMX 3T Magnifier for AR15/M16 - Part# VTX-VMX-3T - $200.00

The VMX-3T Magnifier will work with any red dot sight (but not recommended for use with prism scopes). Its push-button design engages/disengages the flip-mount to lock the magnifier in place for 3x magnified or unmagnified views at will. Optics are multi-coated for optimal light transmission. Hard-coat anodized, machined aluminum construction ensures durability. Internally nitrogen purged for reliable waterproof/fogproof performance offering ultimate magnified versatility for virtually any AR-height red dot sight. The VMX-3T allows for lower 1/3 or absolute co-witness mounting heights, and is ideal for shooters who want to increase the effective range of their red dot sight. Waterproof O-ring seals prevent moisture, dust, and debris from getting inside the tube for reliable performance in all environments.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Magnification: 3 x
- Eye Relief: 2.2 inches
- Field of View: 38.2 feet / 100 yards
- Tube Size: 30 mm
- Length: 4.3 inches
- Weight: 11.9 oz

Vortex Strike Eagle 1-6 x 24 Riflescope - Part# VTX-SE-1624-1 - $330.00

The Strike Eagle 1-6x24 variable power optic offers speed and versatility to AR shooters for engaging targets from point-blank out to extended ranges. For 3-Gun matches, range time, or coyote/varmint hunting, the Strike Eagle features high-quality, fully multi-coated lenses for a clear, crisp sight picture and optimal low-light performance. A true one-power on the low end of its 6x zoom range provides quick target acquisition in close quarters scenarios. A glass-etched reticle is protected between two layers of glass for optimum durability and reliability, and is illuminated for precise aiming under low-light conditions. A 30 mm diam. single-piece aircraft-grade aluminum tube provides strength and rigidity. Waterproofed with O-ring seals to keep moisture, dust and debris from penetrating the scope for reliability in all environments. It is fogproof, shockproof, hard anodized, and its fast focus eyepiece allows quick reticle focusing.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Magnification: 1-6 x
- Objective Lens Diam.: 24mm
- Eye Relief: 3.5”
- Field of View: 116.5-19.2 ft/100 yards
- Adjustment Graduation: 1/2 MOA
- Travel per Rotation: 44 MOA
- Max. Elevation Adjustment: 140 MOA
- Max. Windage Adjustment: 140 MOA
- Parallax Setting: 100 yds.
- Length: 10.5 inches
- Weight: 17.6 ounces
Vortex VTX Strikefire2 Red/Green Dot Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# VTX-STRIKEFIRE2 - $180.00

The Vortex VTX Strikefire2 Red/Green Dot Sight offers split-second target acquisition and maximum field of view - allows shooting with both eyes open. Red/Green Dot allows offers a choice of dot color - rear-facing controls allow adjustment of ten dot intensity levels (lowest two are night-vision compatible). The dial covers for the windage and elevation adjustments have a raised bar that can be used to make elevation and windage adjustments. A 30mm aluminum chassis provides high recoil rating. The VTX is waterproof, fogproof and has anti-reflective coatings on all air-to-glass surfaces to increase light transmission. It's rugged construction will withstand recoil and impact, and it's hard anodized finish is highly durable and low-glare. Operating temperature is -22 degrees to +140 degrees F. A cantilever ring mount puts the optic bore center 40 mm above the base, providing lower 1/3 co-witness with iron sights on flat top AR-15 rifles. Unlimited Eye Relief offers non-critical eye relief for rapid target acquisition. A 12 hour auto-shutdown feature maximizes battery life - typical battery life is 300 hours at maximum brightness and 6,000 hours at minimum brightness setting. The Vortex VTX Strikefire2 will work in conjunction with the Vortex 3X magnifier, and is Lifetime Unlimited Unconditional Warranted. Vortex will repair or replace the product in the event of damage or defective absolutely free - no matter the cause. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Magnification: 1x • Eye Relief: Unlimited
- Objective Lens Diam.: 30 mm • Adjustment Graduation: 1/2 MOA
- E elev.: 100 MOA • Windage Adjustment: 100 MOA
- Parallax Setting: Parallax Free • Field of View: 38.2’ / 100 yds
- Tube Size: 30mm • Length: 5.6” • Weight: 7.2 oz

Vortex SPARC-AR Red Dot Sight AR-15/M16 - Part# VTX-SPARC-AR - $200.00

The Vortex SPARC-AR Red Dot Sight is Simple - Fast - Effective - Point and Shoot - all in a durable, lightweight, compact, and ultra-clean package. Digital rear-facing controls for power and dot brightness offer quick access and are viewable from the shooting position. The bright 2 MOA Red Dot display is highly visible in daylight and promotes precise point of aim. The SPARC-AR provides 10 variable illumination brightness settings - the lowest two settings are night-vision compatible, and the sight automatically returns to last dot intensity used when powered up. Unlimited eye relief and parallax free, this sight gets shooters on target fast. Waterproof, fogproof and shockproof for ultimate durability, the unit automatically shuts off after 12 hours to prevent accidental battery rundown, and operates using a common AAA battery. Typical battery life is 300 hours at maximum brightness and 5,000 hours at minimum brightness setting. Single-piece chassis construction is compact and lightweight, a hard anodized finish is highly durable and low-glare. Multiple anti-reflective coatings on all air-to-glass surfaces increase light transmission, and waterproof O-ring seals prevent moisture, dust and debris from penetrating for reliable performance in all environments. Duty rifle - home defense - recreation, the SPARC-AR is built to handle all your red dot needs. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Magnification: 1x • Eye Relief: Unlimited
- Objective Lens Diam.: 30 mm • Adjustment Graduation: 1/2 MOA
- E elev.: 100 MOA • Windage Adjustment: 100 MOA
- Parallax Setting: Parallax Free • Field of View: 38.2’ / 100 yds
- Tube Size: 30mm • Length: 5.6” • Weight: 7.2 oz

Vortex VIPER HST 4 - 16X44 RIFLESCOPE - Part# VTX-VHS-4309 - $570.00

This new Vortex Riflescope is ideal for a wide range of shooting applications - the Viper HST (Hunting Shooting Tactical) Riflescope is built on an ultra-strong 30mm one-piece machined aluminum tube to deliver increased windage and elevation travel, and optimal adjustment. An advanced optical system highlighted with a 4x zoom range provides magnification versatility. XD Lens Elements (extra-low dispersion glass) increase resolution and color fidelity for crisp, sharp images, and XR Fully Multi-Coated proprietary coatings increase light transmission with multiple anti-reflective coatings on all air-to-glass surfaces. O-ring seals prevent moisture, dust and debris from penetrating the riflescope for reliable performance in all environments, and fogproof Argon gas purging prevents internal fogging over a wide range of temperatures. ArmorTek ultra-hard, scratch-resistant coatings protect exterior lenses from scratches, oil and dirt. A forgiving eye box with increased eye relief gets shooters on target quickly and easily. Incredibly precise, repeatable and durable tactical windage and elevation turrets are built specifically for dialing, and along with its hashmark-based reticle, help make this highly versatile riflescope a long-range performer. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Magnification: 4 - 16
- Objective Lens Diameter: 44 mm
- Eye Relief: 4.0 inches
- Field of View: 27.4 - 7.4 feet / 100 yards
- Tube Size: 30 mm • Turret Style: Tactical
- CRS Zero Stop • Adjustment Graduation: 1/4 MOA
- Travel per Rotation: 12 MOA • Max Elevation Adjustment: 75 MOA
- Max Windage Adjustment: 75 MOA • Parallax Setting: 50 yards to infinity
- Length: 13.7 inches • Weight: 20.8 ounces
The Vortex Viper HST 6 - 24X50 Riflescope (HST for “Hunting Shooting Tactical”) is built on an ultra-strong 30mm one-piece machined aluminum tube to deliver increased windage and elevation travel and optimal adjustment. A Fast Focus Eyepiece allows quick and easy reticle focusing, and its advanced optical system highlighted with a 4x zoom range provides magnification versatility. Waterproof O-ring seals keep out moisture, dust and debris for reliable performance. A highly durable, low-glare, hard anodized matte finish and ArmorTek ultra-hard, scratch-resistant coating on exterior lenses protects the scope in all environments. Extra-low dispersion (XD) glass lens elements increase resolution and color fidelity for crisp, sharp images, and XR Proprietary coatings increase light transmission with multiple anti-reflective coatings on all air-to-glass surfaces. Side Focus adjustment (on riflescope’s left side) are easily accessible from shooting position to provide optimal image focus and parallax removal. A forgiving eye box with increased eye relief gets shooters on target quickly and easily. Incredibly precise, repeatable and durable tactical windage and elevation turrets built specifically for dialing, along with a hashmark-based reticle, top off this highly versatile riflescope’s long-range performance features.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- Magnification: 6 - 24
- Objective Lens Diam.: 50 mm • Eye Relief: 4.0”
- Field of View: 17.8 - 5.1’ / 100 yds. • Tube Size: 30 mm
- Turret Style: Tactical • CRS Zero Stop
- Adjustment Graduation: 1/4 MOA • Travel per Rotation: 12 MOA
- Max Elevation Adjustment: 65 MOA • Max Windage Adjustment: 65 MOA
- Parallax Setting: 50 yds. to infinity • Length: 15.5” • Weight: 22.6 oz.

**Vortex 2” Offset Cantilever Mount for Flat-Top AR-15/M16**

Part# VTX-CM-202 - $90.00  
This Mount is designed for installing 30mm telescopic sights onto flattop style AR-15 rifles. The 2-inch offset positions the scope in a forward location allowing correct eye relief and head placement on an AR-15. Machined aluminum construction with black finish. The cantilever ring mount positions the center of the riflescope tube 1.59 inches (40.39 mm) above base. Weight: 6.75 oz. / Overall Length: 5.89”. Torx15 Mounting Bit is required for screws. Base Screws Torque: 20 inch/lbs / Ring Screws Torque: 26 inch/lbs. Unconditional Lifetime Warranty from Vortex Optics.

**Troy Front Flip Sight for AR-15/M16 - Part# TROY-FS-M4 - $99.00**

The Troy Front Flip Battle Sight is a high quality auxiliary iron sight that fits all M1913 Picatinny same plane rail systems. Quick to install, and easily adjustable for post height, its solid push button system with stainless steel cross lock ensures the sight remains upright and zeroed under extreme conditions. Folded height is 0.475” above rail, and the sight base carries the WW script logo. Lifetime Limited Warranty by Troy Industries. Made in the USA.

**Troy Rear Flip Sight for AR-15/M16 - Part# TROY-RS - $119.00**

Troy’s Rear Flip-up Battle Sight offers durability and dead-on accuracy. This quality aluminum auxiliary iron sight fits all M1913 Picatinny rail systems, is quick to install, and easily adjustable for windage. Solid push button operation deploys the sight instantly, then folds it away until needed. A stainless steel cross lock system ensures that the sight remains upright and zeroed under extreme conditions. Works with same plane rail systems, offers low folded height, and dual locking rear apertures. The sight base is marked with the WW script logo. Lifetime Limited Warranty by Troy Industries - proudly made in the USA.

**Diamondhead Poly Sight Set with NiteBrite Inserts - Part# DH-POLY-F-R - $118.00**

Diamondhead’s Polymer Diamond Integrated Sight Set will mount easily on any Mil Std 1913 Rail, and is molded of an advanced polymer composite for strength, light weight and durability. The sight set’s NiteBrite Photoluminescent inserts can be charged by natural light, or a flashlight for improved low light shooting. The Diamond shaped housings offer quick target acquisition, and fold flat on the rifle when not in use. The metal Front Sight Post offers easy, tool-less elevation adjustment. The Rear unit features same plane, metal, dual short & long range apertures that are the same height as factory A2 sights. Rear sight windage adjustments are accurate to 0.5 MOA. Lifetime Warranty Diamondhead. Made in USA.

**A.R.M.S. #71L Front & Rear Combination Sight Set - Part# ARMS71LF-R - $98.95**  
This economical, yet precise A.R.M.S. Polymer Flip Up Front & Rear Sight Set fits all flat top AR15/M16s utilizing the Mil Std 1913 Railed Gas Block. Molded from metal-reinforced polymer; the Steel Front Sight Post is elevation adjustable. Windage adjustable dual metal rear apertures are same as on the A.R.M.S. #40L above. Spring loaded mechanisms deploy the sights quickly when forward locking latches are depressed. They offer a low profile when folded down. Height for both is .600” from the top of the rail.

**A2 .040″ Taller Height Square Front Sight Post - Part# 9349056-MOD**

$4.95  
The .040” taller Sight Post is required in the A2 Standard Front Sight Base when used with a Colt A4 Removable Carry Handle. It’s also needed with the Diamondhead RS-10001 Rear Flip Sight on the next page.
**Diamondhead Rear Flip Sight for AR15/M16 - $129.00 - Part# RS-10001**
The RS-10001's detent locks the sight in deployed position and folds down at the push of a button. Short and long range diamond-shaped flip up apertures are on the same plane, and windage adjustments are 0.5 MoA accurate. Small or large aperture can be active in either deployed or stowed mode. Folded height is only 0.435". Constructed of Mil. Spec. Stainless Steel and aircraft aluminum. Note: if using this sight with A2 standard front sight base, a .040" taller sight post is required. See Part# 9349056-MOD on Pg 62.

**Diamondhead Front Flip Sight for AR15/M16 - $109.00 - Part# DH-FRONTFLP**
This sight’s unique diamond-shaped housing frames and centers the target - especially when integrated with its companion Rear Sight (above). It flips up quickly for rapid deployment, and folds down at the push of a button. This sight will stay up securely and remains zeroed in combat situations, and its elevation adjustments are secure and accurate. Fits Mil Std 1913 Railed Gas Blocks, includes standard A2 Front Sight Post. Mil. Spec. Machined from Type 111 black anodized 6061 T6 Aircraft Aluminum and Stainless Steel. Made in the USA.

**Magpul MBUS Front Flip Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# MP-MBUS-FRONT-BLK - $39.00**
The Magpul MBUS (Magpul Back-Up Sight) is a low-cost, injection molded, folding back-up sight. Specifically tailored to the AR15/M16/M4 platform, it folds down and locks into place but flips up with a press of the button. The smooth elevation adjustable design reduces snagging on brush or other gear when folded. It quickly mounts to any mil-spec 1913 Picatinny rail - must be mounted on a rail that is on the same plane as the upper receiver rail to witness correctly with rear sight. 1.5” long deployed, 2.5” long folded, 1.2” wide, .5” high folded, 1.5” high extended. Sight post .070” wide.

**Magpul MBUS Rear Flip Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# MP-MBUS-REAR-BLK - $57.00**
The Magpul MBUS Rear Flip is low-cost, injection molded, and adjustable for windage. It fits all MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail equipped weapons, but is specifically designed for the AR15/M16/M4 platform. Reduced size offers greater optics compatibility. Both small and large apertures are on the same plane, and its impact resistant polymer construction provides light weight and resists operational abuse. Detent and spring pressure keeps sight erect but allows for unobstructed folding under impact, etc., and protective wings shield the dual flip apertures. Adjustable for windage and includes both small and large apertures for various distances. Weight 1.3 oz / Height above rail - stowed: 0.51" / Length - stowed: 2.6" / Length - deployed: 1.5"

**Aluminum Front Flip Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# WW-FRONT-FLIP - $69.95**
This quality, U.S. made, low profile design Flip-up Sight is intended as a primary or back-up iron sight (BUIS) for installation on any same plane Mil Std 1913 Gas Block or accessory forend. A 1/8” allen head screw from the left side clamps the right side locking plate to the Picatinny Rail for a secure mounting with no loss of zero. The sight can be deployed by simply flipping it up to its locked position. A left side push button will unlock the sight and fold it down. Height above rail when folded is .520”. The sight includes a standard A2 Front Sight Post, adjustable for elevation. The Post can be adjusted with any standard front sight adjusting tool, and is protected by machined aluminum ears on each side. This sight has passed a 10K Round Endurance Tested as well as a Salt Spray Environment Test. The 7075 aluminum sight base is Mil. Spec Hard Coat Anodized, and steel parts are Black Salt Bath Nitride Coated to provide superior corrosion and wear resistance.

**Aluminum Rear Flip Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# WW-REAR-FLIP - $79.95**
This U.S. made Flip-up Sight is a quality, low profile designed unit machined from 7075 Aluminum with steel parts. For use as a primary or back-up iron sight (BUIS) for installation on any AR15 / M16 Mil Std 1913 Receiver Rail, it clamps securely with a 1/8” allen head screw from the left side and a locking plate on the right side. The aluminum sight base is Mil. Spec Hard Coat Anodized, and steel parts are Black Salt Bath Nitride Coated for superior corrosion and wear resistance. The sight can be deployed by simply flipping it up to its locked position. A left side push button will unlock the sight and fold it down repeatedly with no loss of zero. Height above rail when folded is .520”. A dual aperture system offers quick target acquisition with the larger “ghost ring” aperture, or long distance accuracy with the finer “peep” aperture. .5 MOA windage adjustments are made via a coin sized slot in the right side adjusting wheel. Made in the USA.

**A4 Carry Handle - Complete with 300-600 M Rear Sight for AR15/M16 - Part# 12951011 - $110.00**
For Flat-Top AR15 Uppers, the versatility of the A4 Removable Carry Handle is unmatched. Use its Dual Aperture 1/2 M.O.A. Elevation & Windage Adjustable 300 - 600 Meter Iron Sights, or remove it to attach your favorite scope or optic. Hard Anodized Aircraft Aluminum with Steel Clamping Bar and Sight Parts.

**Windham Weaponry Scope Micro-Riser for Picatinny Rails - $15.95 - Part# MR-01**
As installed on our VEX-SS Varmint Rifles, this scope riser clamps to any Picatinny Rail, and raises scope height by 1/2 inch. Its two piece design will not mar camo finishes, yet clamps onto the rail firmly with its separate side clamp and two allen head screws (included). The two allen screw heads recess into the riser so they can’t snag on clothing or webbing. 1 1/4" long; machined of aircraft aluminum with black anodize finish. Two required to mount most scopes. Made in the USA.
Windham Weaponry Deluxe AR15 / M16 Armorer’s Kit - Part# KIT-ARM-DEL - $340.00

Windham Weaponry has assembled all the necessary tools for AR15/M16 Armors work into one convenient kit. These are high quality, American made tools that are used every day in the Windham Weaponry factory. This Deluxe Kit includes a sturdy Plano Tool Box with folding handle, upper small parts storage compartments, and locking latch. Tools include: a Lower Receiver Vise Block; a Bench Block; an Upper Receiver Vise Block; an Armorer’s Wrench Multi-Tool; a set of 4 Starret Drift Punches; a 5 piece set of Roll Pin Starter Punches; 3 Headspace Gauges (Go, No-Go & Field); A Push Pin Tool; a 4 oz., Ball Peen Hammer; a long straight blade 5/16” screwdriver; an A1/A2 Sight Adjustment Tool; a 3/16” T-Handle Allen Wrench and a 1/16” Allen Wrench. All tools are also available individually below, and on our website: www.windhamweaponry.com

Windham Weaponry Standard AR15 / M16 Armorer’s Kit - Part# KIT-ARM - $199.00

All the components of the Deluxe Kit above EXCEPT the Bench Block, Upper Receiver Vise Block, Go & Field Headspace Gauges. This Standard Kit includes a sturdy Plano Tool Box with folding handle, upper small parts storage compartments, and locking latch. Tools include: a Lower Receiver Vise Block; an Armorer’s Wrench Multi-Tool; a set of 4 Starret Drift Punches; a “No-Go” Headspace Gauge; A Push Pin Tool; a 4 oz., Ball Peen Hammer; a long straight blade 5/16” Screwdriver; an A1/A2 Sight Adjustment Tool; a 3/16” T-Handle Allen Wrench and a 1/16” Allen Wrench.

Heavy Duty Toolbox - Part# TOOLBOX - $13.95

Keep your armorers or other shooting gear and ammo dry with this Plano Dry Seal Case - featuring an O-ring seal to keep the water out. The top access storage and an additional lid compartment provide excellent capacity and organization. A comfortable molded handle makes for easy and convenient carry. Extremely durable, with lock tabs for your padlock, a brass wire locking latch, and sturdy end hinge like a GI ammo box, dimensions are: 15” x 8” x 6.25”. Made in USA.

Lower Receiver Vise Block for AR15 / M16 Armorers Work - Part# BLOCK-LOWER-223

$9.95 Durable, multi-purpose, and essential, this block clamps into a bench vise so that you can then slide the lower receiver magazine well down onto the upper portion. This provides a stable platform to perform a variety of repairs or installations on the AR lower receiver. CNC cut NO-MAR® polymer construction protects your receiver’s finish. Multi-Lock® feature locks receiver in any position - install through top or bottom of Magazine Well. Works with the Upper Receiver installed or removed, and provides access to trigger guard, pistol grip & buffer tube to make trigger & safety installations easier. Built in support puts no strain on your magazine release. Universal fit works with any AR15 lower receiver. Made in USA.

Also, Lower Receiver Vise Block for .308 ARs - Part# BLOCK-LOWER-308 - $16.99

Similar materials and features as above, but sized for the .308 lower receivers that accept SR25/DPMS style magazines. Multi-Lock® feature locks receiver in any position - through top or bottom of Magazine Well.
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Upper Receiver Vise Block for AR15 / M16 Armorers Kit - $45.00
Part# BLOCK-UPPER-223 This precision machined Upper Receiver Vise Block will solidly hold any .223/5.56 caliber Upper Receiver to allow barrel installation / removal or performance of other Upper Receiver maintenance chores. Machined from solid nylon with front & rear locking pins to secure the Upper onto the block. Made in USA.

Bench Block for AR15 / M16 Armorers Work - Part# BLOCK-BENCH - $30.00
Machined from a solid block of nylon, this durable bench block will facilitate AR15/M16 front sight removal - providing a solid support for taper pin removal/installation. Also works with rail gas blocks. Additionally, there is a “shelf” machined into one end with a hole in it that will support the “ear” of an AR15/M16 lower receiver when installing or removing the trigger guard. Works with any AR15/M16 barrel or lower receiver. Made in USA.

Combination Wrench for AR15/M16 Armorers Work - Part# WRENCH-COMBO - $32.95
An essential tool for the AR15/M16 armorer or shooter who prefers to perform their own repairs or build their own weapon. This heavy duty tool removes barrel nuts, extension tubes, castle nuts, and flash suppressors. 1/2” square drive accepts torque wrench or breaker bar heads for the tough jobs. Also removes older style non-collapsible stocks. Heavy steel construction for years of use - made in USA.

Smith Enterprises Armorer’s Wrench for AR15/M16 Rifles - Part# WRENCH-ARMORER - $64.95
This extra-heavy duty Armorer’s Wrench fits standard AR15/M16 models. It provides easier installation and removal of all barrels up to 1¼" diameter with either encapsulated or peg-style barrel nuts. An extra-long handle features smooth, contoured edges for comfortable use. Includes ½” square drive opening for torque wrench application; 5/8” and ⅝” slots fit receiver extensions and A1/A2 flash suppressors .223 for AR-15/M16 application. 3/4 inch slot may not fit some brakes, flash hiders or comps with less than .410 long driving flats. Manufactured of 17-4 stainless steel with a black oxide finish. 12” (30cm) long x 1” (2.5cm) wide handle x .400” thick.

5.56mm NATO Caliber HEADSPACE GAUGES
“FIELD” Gauge - Part# 556-FIELD - $32.95
This high quality machined steel gauge determines overly excessive headspace in the barrel’s firing chamber. This can indicate firing chamber or bolt wear. If a rifle’s bolt closes on a FIELD gauge, that means that the chamber is oversized and the rifle should not be fired. The gauge is etched with caliber marking, and “FIELD” designation. SAAMI spec / made in the USA.

“NO-GO” Gauge - Part # 556-NOGO - $32.95
The NOGO gauge determines excessive headspace in the firing chamber, as well as too much chamber depth or an undersized bolt. A bolt that closes on a No-Go gauge means that a chamber is close to the maximum chamber size. Etched with caliber marking, and “NO GO” designation.

“GO” Gauge - Part# 556-GO - $32.95
The GO gauge measures headspace in the barrel’s firing chamber and is also used to indicate proper chamber depth or an oversized bolt. Etched with caliber marking, and “GO” designation.

Drift Punch Set for AR15 / M16 Armorers Work - Part# KIT-PUNCHSET - Set of 4: $31.95
All the Drift Punches you need for work on the AR15/M16 platform rifle, this quality set of Starret punches includes: 5/32nd”; 1/8th”; 3/32nd”; and 1/16th” sizes for driving out spring pins, hammer & trigger pins, and a number of other AR tasks. Machined from tool steel with a knurled gripping surface and etched size markings. Made in the USA. Set of 4, or sold individually below.

5/32nd Starret Drift Punch - Part# PUNCH5-32 - $8.95
1/8th Starret Drift Punch - Part# PUNCH1-8 - $8.95
3/32nd Starret Drift Punch - Part# PUNCH3-32 - $8.95
1/16th Starret Drift Punch - Part# PUNCH1-16 - $8.95

Spring Pin Starter Punches for AR15 / M16 Armorers Kit $19.95 - Part# PUNCHES-STARTER
This indispensable set of tools is specifically created for the tasks of holding and starting the various Spring Pins used in the AR15/M16. They are drilled to hold the spring pin as you begin to drive it into position and will keep from marring the receiver’s finish. The set also includes a tool specially made for installing the A2 Rear Sight Elevation Spring. Machined from tool steel and made in the USA.

Takedown Pin Tool for AR15 / M16 - Part # TDPINTOOL - $12.95
This handy little tool that will push out takedown or Pivot pins in the AR Lower Receiver. The hole in the end of the shaft aids in Pivot Pin and Pivot Pin Detent installation. The oblong recess machined into the knurled end aids in the installation of the Magazine Catch Button. CNC machined from strong black nylon material with a non-slip knurled grip. Made in the USA.

A1 / A2 Sight Adjustment Tool - Part# SIGHTTOOL-A1-A2 - $6.95
Essential in your armorer’s kit or range bag, it adjusts height of both “5 notch” A1 and “4 notch” A2 Front Sight Posts - even adjusts the flip-up sights with taller “ears” on either side of the sight post.
Dewey 30” Barrel Cleaning Rod - Part# CLEANINGROD-30 - $30.95

Dewey Rods are famous throughout the shooting world for their quality and durability. For all .22 / .223 / 5.56mm barrels, the 30” rod is nylon coated to protect rifling. A heavy plastic handle with internal ball bearings allows the rod to track the rifling in the bore as you clean. Includes an 8/32 female to 8/36 female thread adapter and a jag.

Dewey Chamber Cleaning Rod - Part# CLEANINGROD-CHAMBER - $15.95

The Dewey Chamber Cleaning Rod is specifically designed for the AR15/M16 platform rifle and includes a .223 / 5.56mm chamber brush. The 16” heavy brass rod and handle are long enough to easily reach the chamber through the rear of the receiver.

.223 / 5.56mm Bore Brush - $1.95
Part# BRUSH-BORE-223 A top quality Bore Brush for .223/.556mm caliber barrels with finest phosphor bronze bristles, threaded 8/32. Purchase the adaptor just below to fit commercially threaded 8/32 rods.

Tetra ProSmith™ Brass Core Bronze Brush for .30 Cal (.308/300 Blackout/7.62x39mm) - $1.95
Part# BRUSH-30CAL This quality .30 Cal. (.308-300 Blackout-7.62x39mm) Bore Brush is tightly wound on a precision brass core to effectively remove fouling. Durable and reusable with industry standard 8-32 male threading and finished to a close tolerance for perfect bore fit. Will not harm or scratch steel.

Safe-T-Round for 5.56 / .223 Part #CP-STR223 - $11.95

Gives visible proof of an empty chamber and safe firearm. The bright orange tab offers clear indication of weapon condition to provide the user, range safety officer and bystander alike with a visual and physical method of determining that a firearm is safe. Machined, brass case head lets you rapidly work the action and eject the Safe-T-Round. Heat-resistant nylon polymer provides lasting durability. It won’t deform after repeated use. The “pin knife tool” will remove the firing pin retaining pin, and extractor pin, and can help space bolt gas rings as well as offer field adjustment of the front sight post.

Handguard Removal Tool for AR15/M16 Part# HGD-TOOL - $15.95
This tool eases the removal of standard handguards on M4 carbines, mid length and rifle length AR15 rifles. Hooked end locks into the magazine well, and as you squeeze the two lever handles, even downward pressure compresses the delta ring to allow the handguard halves to pop off. One piece construction with a protective plastic coating to prevent rifle finish damage.
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Windham Weaponry Visual Guide Countermat Part# ACC-Countermat - $9.95
A countermat and visual guide to the basic Windham Weaponry MPC AR15 Rifle with every part of the rifle printed in full color on heavy stock. It is laminated for work bench protection, and includes a non-skid foam backing to keep it in place. Overall size is 18”x12” - makes a great gift for the AR shooter!
AR15/M16 Bolt & Carrier Carbon Scraper Multi-Tool - PART# CARBONSCRAPER - $36.00
The Combat Application Tools C.A.T. M4 Tool allows the operator to clean the weapon and restore the bolt and carrier group to tactical tolerance in a matter of minutes - in the field - with gloved hands - in low light conditions if necessary. 3.5” long - 1.4 oz. - investment cast from 300 series stainless steel, the “forked” end is a bolt cleaning chamber CNC machined to precisely fit a mil-spec bolt. The cross shaped circular indent cleans carbon from the firing pin shoulder. Hex opening holds common hex bits. The “blade” end will scrape out the bolt carrier, and the slot just ahead of it is for inserting a patch to help remove all traces of carbon buildup. Made in the USA.

ALSO: Bolt & Carrier Carbon Scraper Multi-Tool for 7.62 x 39mm
PART# CARBONSCRAPER-762 - $36.00
Similar to above, but designed for AR-10’s. Tool features include Bolt Cleaner/Scraper, Firing Pin Cleaner, ¼” Hex Head, and Carrier Cleaner/Scraper with a Patch Hole. The bolt cleaning chamber is CNC machined to precisely fit a mil-spec 7.62 bolt. 3.5” long / 1.5 ounces.

Tetra Modern Sporting Rifle Cleaning Kit for AR15/M16 Rifles
Part# CLEANKIT-TETRA-MSR - $24.95
This Prosmith ValuPro III™ Cleaning Kit is the perfect companion for your .223 Cal./5.56 mm MSR. The Kit includes: Tetra Gun Triple Action (2 oz.) • Tetra® Gun Grease (10g) • 19” Sectional Cleaning Rod (blued for rust protection) • 8” Fixed Handle Chamber Rod • Double-ended Nylon Brush • .22 Cal. Bronze Brush • .223 Cal / 5.56mm Bronze Chamber Brush • .223 Cal / 5.56mm Cotton Chamber Mop • .22 Cal. Brass Jag • .22 Cal. Cotton Bore Mop • Cotton Patches • Bore Guide • Patch Holder - all in a reusable storage case. ValuPro™ III cleaning kits offer the highest quality and versatility - everything shooters need to maintain, clean and lubricate their firearms.

Wipe-Out Tactical Advantage Bore Cleaner
Part# CLEANER-TACADV - $15.95
Designed for the tactical shooter, this very "carbon aggressive" bore cleaner removes copper and powder fouling with minimum effort. It dissolves carbon on contact, is easy to use, less messy, and odorless. It protects all metal parts against corrosion and rust and is safe for all types of steels and all metal plating (including chrome lined barrels). 8 fl.oz. Made in the USA.

GI Military Style Cleaning Kit for .308 Cal. Rifles - Part# CLEANKIT-308 - $17.95
Here’s a handy Field Cleaning Kit For AR-15 .308 Cal. - a favorite of hunters, law enforcement, and the military. These compact, easy-to-carry kits go where you go. Everything needed for a complete cleaning is included in the rugged olive-drab nylon pouch with velcro closures and compartments for rods and accessories. In the field or on the range, these kits are compact enough to carry on the hunt if needed to remove impacted mud, snow or a jammed round. Kit includes the following: Oiler Bottle, Patches, 5 Piece Rod, Double Ended Brush, .308 Bore Brush & .308 Chamber Brush

MS Clean Cleaning Kit for AR15/M16 - Part# CLEANKIT-MSCLEAN - $39.95
The unique MS Clean Cleaning Kit (at right) contains everything you need to keep your rifle in top functioning form - all housed in an uncrushable magazine shaped box with slide-off cover. This box (depth - .95”/ width - 2.65”/ length 8”) - though shaped like a 30 Rd. magazine - cannot be inserted into the magwell, but will fit in magazine pouches for convenience. Complete with sectioned steel rods, T-handle, steel patch eyelet, all purpose double ended brush, .223/5.56 bore brush, chamber brush, dental pick, and a 5ml tube of FIREClean CLP Cleaner / Lubricant / Protectant.

FIREClean CLP (Cleaner/Lubricant/Protectant)
Part# CLEANER-FIRECLEAN - $14.95
FIREClean CLP conditions metal surfaces to minimize carbon fouling, and reduces friction with long-lasting, superior lubrication. Carbon fouling wipes off easily, and speeds gun cleaning chores. Long lasting, low odor, biodegradable and non-toxic. 2 fl.oz. in flip-top plastic bottle. Made in the USA.

Bore-tips Gun Cleaning Swabs for .223 Caliber - $4.95
Part# BORETIP-223
Bore-tips® are the newest technology in firearm cleaning for fast patchless cleaning of .22/.223/5.56mm cal. rifles. Tough, reusable foam tips engineered for a tight bore fit provide 360° of contact in the rifling, and thread onto a standard 8-32 cleaning rod. Bore-tips® offer complete coverage and delivery of cleaning solvents and oils to the firearm. They are reusable, easily cleaned with mineral spirits - an economical way to keep your firearm clean. Packaged in a poly bag of 6. Manufactured by Super Brush, LLC, and proudly made in the U.S.A.

ALSO: Bore-tips Gun Cleaning Swabs for .30 Caliber - Part# BORETIP-30CAL
$4.95
Gunsmithing Tools & Supplies

Birchwood Casey Super Blue Liquid Gun Blue - Part# BC-13425 - $10.95
A liquid gun blueing solution designed for blueing highly polished steel parts and hardened steels containing nickel and chrome alloys (except stainless steel). Super Blue Double-strength provides the blackest blue finish. Use caution to confine the solution to the area to be blued, as it will have an effect on the existing blue. Apply Super Blue cold using cotton swabs, synthetic brush or sponge. Made in U.S.A.

Gun-Tips Extended Reach Cleaning Foam Swabs - Part# GUNTIPS-EXT - $9.95
Extended reach firearm foam cleaning swabs effectively clean trigger assemblies, pins and levers, slides, rails, magazines and magazine wells. They are shed resistant, lint and fiber free, economical, washable, reusable, durable, and nonabrasive. They’ll stand up to most commercially available solvents, and can be cleaned with mineral spirits. Pkg. of 24. Made in USA 5mm Head width/length .19” x .50”. Handle length 6”.

Birchwood Casey Super Black Touch Up Pen - Flat Black Finish - Part# BC-15112 - $8.95
The Super Black Touch-Up Pen contains .33 oz. of fast-drying, lead-free paint with superior adhesion and durability that helps fill in deep scratches or worn areas. Specially formulated for use on highly polished and matte finished alloy gun receivers, trigger guards, scopes, binoculars, cameras, flashlights, fishing reels, etc. Made in the U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey. NOTE: This item cannot be shipped into California.

Birchwood Casey Super Black Touch Up Pen - Flat Black Finish Part# BC-15112 - $8.95 The Super Black Touch-Up Pen contains .33 oz. of fast-drying, lead-free paint with superior adhesion and durability that helps fill in deep scratches or worn areas. Specially formulated for use on highly polished and matte finished alloy gun receivers, trigger guards, scopes, binoculars, cameras, flashlights, fishing reels, etc. Made in the U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey. NOTE: This item cannot be shipped into California.

WIPE-OUT Brushless Bore Cleaner Part# CLEANER-PATCH-OUT - $13.95
This effective product has impressed us. Heavily fouled barrels come clean in a very short time - with no destructive brushing and no pitting. Dissolve brass, bronze, and copper, and will degrade lead so it can be pushed out with a patch. It cannot cause rust, will not gum or form solids, and is safe for all barrel steels - carbon and stainless. 8 Fluid Oz. - made in the U.S.A.

SEAL 1™ Cotton Flannel Patches Part# CLEANER-PATCH-223 - $2.95
SEAL 1 100% cotton flannel, double napped .223 bore patches have the density and durability to get the job done right. These 1 ¼” diameter patches work for rifles from .22 to .270 cal. Packaged in a bag of 100. Top quality fabric - manufactured in the USA.

Chamber Plug/Multi-Tool for AR15/M16 - Part# CP-02 - $7.50
Molded of bright yellow, high strength composite plastic, this handy tool shows the rifle is unloaded when the tool is inserted in the chamber. It can be used as Push Pin Tool for Pivot and Take Down Pins and also functions as a Magazine Unloading Tool. We include one of these with every complete rifle that leaves the Windham Weaponry factory.

Windham Weaponry Magnetic Gun Cleaning Mat Part# CLEANINGMAT - $23.95
A quality Industrial Grade PVC Membrane Workbench Mat from Armor Industrial Products. Printed with a Windham Weaponry logo, the Work-Shield Gun Mat is 54” x 16” in size. Two magnetic strips hold springs, detents and small parts in place while you work. Withstands solvents and bore cleaners, will not absorb chemicals.

The Windham Weaponry Operating Manual...
As a service to our customers, and to promote the safe use of firearms, we have available on our website our 36 Page full color Operating Manual (www.windhamweaponry.com/owner-manuals/). This free PDF download covers all Windham Weaponry AR15 Semi-Automatic models with either Aluminum or Carbon Fiber Receivers. Information is also included for our .308, 7.62x39mm and 300 Blackout variations, as well as 25 meter zeroing procedures, complete disassembly and reassembly, maintenance, and trouble-shooting information. So comprehensive we should be charging for it - but we don’t!
Windham Weaponry Accessories

Condor Cobra Single Point Bungee Sling - Part# SLING-1POINT-CON - $31.95
This sturdy and versatile sling offers the convenience of single point mounting and carry, and allows the operator to bring the rifle to ready position quickly in emergency situations. It is NTOA (National Tactical Officers Association) approved, and features Dual Bungee Construction; an HK snap hook adapter (lobster claw) covered with elastic tubing for quiet carry; and a Side-Release Buckle for an Adapter Sling. Manufactured from premium 1.25” Webbing with Duraflex Buckles - made In USA by Condor Outdoor Products.

Windham Weaponry 2-to-1 Point Tactical Web Sling - Part# SLING-WW-WEB - $34.95
Top quality components are used in this U.S. made tactical rifle sling. Features include 1.25” nylon webbing, black finished stainless steel HK hooks and D-ring, and a quick-release buckle for easy firearm detachment. Designed for ambidextrous firearm operation, it offers rapid 2-to-1 point conversion and is adjustable from 34” to 55” in length. Weight is approximately 1.5 ounces.

Windham Weaponry 2-to-1 Point Tactical Elastic Sling - Part# SLING-WW-ELASTIC - $44.95
The highest quality components are used to manufacture this U.S. made tactical rifle sling. Features include an extra wide 2” black elastic webbing, black finished stainless steel HK hooks and D-ring, and a quick-release buckle for easy firearm detachment. Designed for ambidextrous firearm operation, it offers rapid 2-to-1 point conversion and is adjustable from 34” to 55” in length. Weight is approximately 1.5 ounces.

Blackhawk 1 Point Storm Sling - Part# SLING-BH1PT-BK - $32.95
This rugged Blackhawk Sling is made from high-quality 1.25” nylon webbing, adjusts 46” to 64” (diam.) with a tri-glide buckle to fit all body sizes, or over bulky tactical gear. The single-point attachment design makes it ambidextrous and user friendly. An elliptical bungee section provides comfort and support, and offers 4” of flex for weapon agility and CQB tactics. The bungee section is encased in compressed tubular nylon sheathing to limit bounce and enhance retention, and the elastic-encased mash clip provides quiet single-point weapon attachment. Made in USA.

CMMG .22 LR Conversion Kit for AR15/M16 - $229.95
Part# 22LR-CONV-KIT
This .22 LR Conversion System is completely assembled and ready to install in any AR15/M16 with no gunsmithing required. It uses your factory upper receiver, barrel, fire control system, buffer and spring. Just replace the bolt and carrier with the CMMG conversion unit, close the receivers, and load up the included magazine with high-velocity round-nose .22 LR ammo. Test fired to ensure correct function, precision machined from high-grade stainless steel and brass for proper fit in any mil. spec .223 / 5.56mm rifle or carbine. One gray polycarbonate 25 round magazine is included - features self-lubricating anti-tilt follower and constant-force spring to help ensure reliable feeding. Made by CMMG in the USA.

Extra CMMG .22 LR Conv. Kit 25 Rd. Magazines
Part# 22LR-CONV-MAG - $24.95 each
Due to state regulations this magazine cannot be shipped to CA, CO, CT, District of Columbia, MA, MD, NJ and NY, Hawaii. Parts of Illinois and Indiana also have local restrictions.

Magpul ASAP Single Point Sling Mount
Part# MAG500 - $29.95
The ASAP Ambi Sling Attachment allows a greater than 180 degree range of motion, enabling true ambidextrous weapon manipulation for both left and right handed shooters. It replaces the standard AR15/M4 carbine stock receiver end plate, minimizing sling snagging and facilitating easy transition to and from weapon and reaction side shoulders. The ASAP - with its durable welded link ring - is designed to work with one-point type slings with snap hook attachments such as HK hooks, MASH hooks, and the Magpul Paraclip, and has been proven to withstand stress tests of over 300 lbs. Made from precision, solid cast steel plate with a Mil-spec black manganese phosphatized finish, the ASAP is compatible with both mil-spec and commercial-spec carbine receiver extensions (buffer tubes).

Note: This part is not compatible with our .308 rifles. Made by Magpul in the U.S.A.
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Brass Deflector for Flat-Top Upper Receiver - Part# BRASSDEFLECTOR-FT - $23.95
This lightweight brass deflector is designed specifically for the AR flat-top upper receiver. It will redirect empty rounds to one concentrated area for easy pickup - useful for reloaders as it makes for more manageable empty brass collection. At the same time, it will protect your face, skin and clothes from hot brass - especially helpful for left handed shooters! It is legal for use in NRA High Power competition, and installs with little or no gunsmithing by clamping directly onto the AR flat top's Mil Std 1913 rail with a thumbscrew. Steel construction with plastic rail protectors - black finish.

Inforce 400 Lumen Weapon Mounted Light - Part# INF-WML-B-W - $139.95
This Inforce Light produces 400 lumens of penetrating light with a tight beam for close to mid-range applications, and balanced peripheral light for the surrounding area. White light features momentary and constant modes (via side flip switch) plus a strobe function that can be easily disabled. The light’s angled activation button is comfortable to operate without the interference of wires or tape switches. Its rail clamping system is compact and secure. Waterproof to 66 feet. Two distinct easy-to-operate lockout systems avoid accidental discharge. MIL-STD-810G certified. Specs: Light Output: High 400 lumens / Strobe: 400 lumens / Run Time: 1.5 hours / Bezel Diam.: 1” / Length: 4.1” / Weight with Batteries (2 - 1 x 123A Lithium included): 3 oz.

Inforce 800 Lumen Weapon Mounted Light - Part# INF-WMLX-B-W - $164.95
The INFORCE WMLX White Multifunction Weapon Mounted Light produces 800 lumens of white light with a concentrated spot and a generous peripheral beam - ideal illumination for target identification and acquisition at long distances as well for more concentrated work. It features white light with momentary and constant modes (via a side flip switch) plus a strobe that is easily disabled with a simple sequence. An angled activation button operates comfortably without the interference of wires from tape switches. Rail clamping system is compact, convenient and secure. Two distinct easy to operate lockout systems help avoid accidental discharge. Specs: Light Output: 800 lumens / Strobe: 800 lumens / Run Time: 2 hours / Bezel Diam.: 1.125” / Length: 5.34” / Weight: 4 oz. / Batteries: 2 x 123A Lithium (included).

StreamLight ProTac® 1 - 350 Lumen Weapon Mounted Light - Part# FL-PROTAC1 - $175.00
The ProTac® Rail Mount 1 is a fixed-mount, long gun light with an output of 350 lumens (with CR123A battery power). It is machined from 6000 Series aircraft aluminum with anodized finish. The impact resistant Borofloat® glass lens is high temperature, shock mounted and AR coated. The light source offers C4® LED technology and is impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime. A TIR optic produces a concentrated beam with optimum peripheral illumination. It can be powered with either (supplied) CR123A or AA Alkaline batteries. Features include:
- Remote pressure switch with momentary and “constant on” operation
- Integrated rail clamp attaches to MIL-STD-1913 rails offering easy attach & secure mounting
- TEN-TAP® Programming - choice of three operating modes: High/strobe / High Only / Low/High
- Operating temperature: -40°F to +120°F • IPX7 waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes (with standard button switch)
- IPX4 water-resistant (with remote pressure switch) • Length: 4.25” / Weight: 4.3 oz.
- Includes remote pressure switch, push-button tailcap switch, remote retaining clips, double-sided tape and zip ties
- Run Time: High: CR123A battery - 1.75 hours / AA Alkaline Battery - 4.5 hours. Low settings offer much longer run times.

StreamLight ProTac® 2 - 500 Lumen Weapon Mounted Light - Part# FL-PROTAC2 - $190.00
The StreamLight ProTac® Rail Mount 2 is a fixed-mount, long gun light with a maximum light output of 625 lumens and a range of 625 meters. It is machined from durable anodized aluminum with an impact-resistant tempered glass lens. The impact resistant Borofloat® glass lens is high temperature, shock mounted and AR coated. The light source offers C4® LED technology and is impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime. Its engineered optic produces a concentrated beam with optimum peripheral illumination. It is supplied with 2 CR123A Lithium Batteries. Features include:
- Remote pressure switch features momentary and “constant on” operation
- One handed snap-on & tighten interface keeps hands away from muzzle when attaching/detaching (no tools required).
- TEN-TAP® Programming - 3 operating modes: High/Strobe (for signalling / disorienting) / High Only / Low/High
- Operating temperature: -40°F to +120°F • IPX7 waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes (with standard button switch)
- IPX4 water-resistant (with remote pressure switch) • Length: 5” / Weight: 5 oz.
- Includes remote pressure switch, push-button tailcap switch, remote retaining clips, double-sided tape and zip ties
- Run Time: High (625 Lumens) 2 hours / Low: (60 Lumens) - 21 hours
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LaserMax Manta-Ray Flash Light - Part# FL-MANTA - $189.95
The Manta-Ray™ is an ultra-lightweight, ruggedized, rechargeable light that
snaps on and off an AR-15 without the need for tools, levers or clamps via the
combat-proven Manta rail connection. With 140 Lumens of the newest "Mint"
Green LED light technology, this light offers superior performance in close quarters
and guards the operator’s vision from harmful reflection caused by higher output white
lights. The Mint Green LED offers maximum visibility, prevents eye strain, and features
adjustable brightness (dimmable from 140 to 20 lumens). A discrete status indicator light
displays battery life. This rugged light is waterproof, shockproof and rechargeable (recharge
time 1.5 hours - USB charging cable & power module included) and it weighs only 1.8 oz. Its
run-time is one hour in continuous use. Made in the USA by LaserMax and warranted for 5 years.

Armaspec Tactical Magwell Grip for AR15/M16
Part# MWG - $29.95
This easily installed accessory offers 48% faster reloads as the "funnel" lip that extends below the AR receiver mag well helps guide the
magazine into place. The finger grooved frontal area of the 2 piece assembly aids in
firearm handling without adding significant weight (1.5 oz.). Molded of black,
reinforced polymer, the assembly attaches tightly by means of 3 Allen Head Screws
(wrench included) without any permanent modifications or alterations to the lower.
Shown separately, and mounted on receiver in photo. Made in USA by Armaspec.

AR15/M16 Accuwedge - Part# ACCUWEDGE
$5.50
This small wedge-shaped piece - molded of high-density, thermo-plastic rubber (½” / 12.5mm
long) instantly tightens loose upper & lower receivers and stops rattling. It helps promote
better accuracy by making the upper and lower receiver fit tighter. Easily installed
by opening the upper receiver and dropping this long-wearing
wedge into the rear of the lower
behind the push pin - no
 modifications required.

Windham Weaponry Embroidered Patch - $1.50
Part# ACC-PATCH
With this high quality embroidered Patch, you
can add the Windham Weaponry script logo to
your vest, shooting jacket, range bag, or any other location you want to show
your Windham Weaponry pride. Finely stitched in Dark Blue &
Gold, approx. 3 1/4” wide x 1 1/2” high, with thermoplastic
backing. Made in the USA.

Windham Weaponry Rubber Velcro Logo Patches
Part# ACC-PATCH-WW-TAN
Part# ACC-PATCH-WW-OD
$3.50 each
Here is a new twist on the Windham Weaponry logo -
molded of durable and flexible rubber in either Coyote Tan or
Olive Drab. A velcro “hook” patch is sewn on the back to
allow easy attachment to any bag, backpack, or garment with
an appropriate “loop” velcro area. Looks great on our Windham Weaponry Accessory Planner (Part# ACC-PLANNER) shown
on the next page. Photo shows front of patch and portion of velcro backing - Diimensions approx. 3” wide x 2” high.

Rubber Velcro USA Flag Patches
Part # ACC-PATCH-FLAG-TAN $3.50 each
Part # ACC-PATCH-FLAG-OD
Your patriotism will show with these Windham Weaponry
Rubber Velcro US Flag patches. They are molded of durable,
flexible rubber in either Coyote Tan or Olive Drab and have a
velcro “hook” patch sewn on the back to allow
attachment to any bag, backpack, or garment with an appropriate “loop”
velcro area. Looks great on our Windham Weaponry Accessory Planner (Part# ACC-PLANNER) shown on the next page. Photo
shows front of patch and portion of velcro backing - Diimensions approx. 3” wide x 2” high.
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Windham Weaponry 25 Meter Zeroing-In Targets - 10 Pack
Part# KIT-TARGET - $3.95
As an aid to achieving all the accuracy built in to your rifle, these well designed Zeroing-In Targets have a center mass target as well as 4 individual zeroing targets with instructions for front & rear sight adjustment. Ten 14” x 20” targets printed black on non-glare tan stock in a waterproof poly bag.

Windham Weaponry Mug
Part# ACC-MUG - $4.95
For coffee, tea or any beverage of your choice, we’re proud to offer the Windham Weaponry Mug. This sturdy, gloss black mug holds 16 oz. and carries our gold Windham Weaponry script logo - measuring approx. 2.5” wide x 1.25 high. A great gift for any Windham shooter in your life. Cheers!

Windham Weaponry Orange & Camouflage Hat
Part# ACC-BCAP-ORG - $11.95
In a combination of Safety Orange & Camouflage, this is the hat you’ll want take on your next hunting trip. With a sturdy camo pattern visor, this comfortable “one size fits all” hat features a fine black embroidered Windham Weaponry logo on the front with an adjustable velcro back-strap for snug fit.

Windham Weaponry Royal Blue Hat - $6.95
Part# ACC-BCAP-ROYBL
A lighter weight material cap for warm weather use, Windham Weaponry’s Royal Blue Hat keeps you cool and looks sharp with its Windham Weaponry logo embroidered in gold. 100% Cotton construction with an adjustable Velcro back strap (one size fits all).

Windham Weaponry Realtree Camo Hat
Part# ACC-BCAP-CAMO - $10.95
With a Realtree Camo crown and bill and cool tan mesh back, this hat makes a striking statement on the range or in the field. A comfortable “one size fits all” design features a tan embroidered Windham Weaponry logo over the bill and an adjustable velcro back-strap for snug fit.

Windham Weaponry Duck Brown Hat
Part# ACC-BCAP-BRWN - $14.95
Windham Weaponry Duck Brown Hat is for active outdoor people. It’s sewn in a low profile design from lightweight cotton fabric to keep you cool and comfortable. One size fits all with an adjustable Velcro back strap.

United States of America Flag
Part# FLAG-USA - $30.00
This glorious symbol of our wonderful country is manufactured right in our own fine State of Maine. We offer this 5’ wide x 3’ high, all nylon construction United States Flag that is appropriate for use on 15’ to 20’ flag poles, or for mounting on the side of a building. It features strongly hemmed edges, embroidered stars, and brass rope grommets. Let your patriotism fly!

Windham Weaponry 72
We offer this well made, multi-purpose notebook/planner for recording all your field data, range accuracy notes, blog thoughts, even things as mundane as a grocery list! Inside front pockets hold business cards, and web loops will keep your pens from taking a hike. Convenient “lay-flat” binder mechanism eases writing and lined paper refills install quickly with a simple but effective latch mechanism. Covers are sewn of heavy cordura fabric with stiffeners front & back. Smooth nylon forms the inside pockets. Our WW logo and website address is screen printed on the cover. A velcro closure flap snugs it closed, and velcro patches on the cover accept standard sized military / LE patches as well as your favorite moral patches. See our Part Numbers: ACC-Patch-WW-Tan / ACC-Patch-WW-OD / ACC-Patch-Flag-Tan / ACC-Patch-Flag-OD - $3.50 each, shown on the previous page. Measures 7” wide x 9.5” high x approx. 1” thick. Get organized in style!
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Windham Weaponry Book about Our Chairman, Richard E. Dyke
“Just a Man from Wilton, Maine” Part# BOOK-RDYKE - $9.95

This is the story of Richard E. Dyke, founder of Bushmaster Firearms and Windham Weaponry. He has published a book that talks about his life and business adventures. You can get a glimpse into what is behind Dick’s spirit, and drive that brought him and his companies such great success and achievement.

All of the profits from this book go to the Windham Weaponry “Helping Hand Fund” that provides financial help to those individuals and families in our local communities that need an extra boost to get by. Our employees recommend those in their hometowns that may need some heating fuel, help with groceries or medical equipment, etc., and those recommendations lead to donations to make a difference in their lives.

Windham Weaponry Black & Camo Fleece Jacket - for Men & Women - Price: $35.95 to $40.95

This lightweight, front zipped, fleece jacket is perfect for those cool nights, or Spring & Fall days. The soft black 7.5 ounce microfleece material has Realtree pattern camo cloth inserts running down the sleeves, and at the body sides. Details include full length reverse coil zipper, two generous front pockets, a soft roll collar, open cuffs with binding and an open hem. The ladies jacket has sleeve thumbholes for keeping hands warm. A gold Windham Weaponry script logo embroidered across the left breast area identifies you as a proud Windham Weaponry owner. Available in Men’s & Women’s Sizes S – 3XL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEN’S PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-M-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-M-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-M-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-M-XL</td>
<td>XLarge</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-M-XXL</td>
<td>XXLarge</td>
<td>$37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-M-XXXL</td>
<td>XXXLarge</td>
<td>$40.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WOMEN’S PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-W-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-W-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-W-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-W-XL</td>
<td>XLarge</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-W-XXL</td>
<td>XXLarge</td>
<td>$37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECE-W-XXXL</td>
<td>XXXLarge</td>
<td>$40.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Windham Weaponry Black Fleece Vest for Men & Women

Add an extra layer of warmth and comfort with this Windham Weaponry Black Fleece Vest. Its high quality 13.8 oz. fleece material is embroidered with Windham Weaponry’s classic script logo in gold on the left front, and front zipped pockets and chin guard are built in. It features a durable reverse coil zipper and twill taped neck. Available in Men’s & Women’s sizes: S-4XL. Women’s vests are sized and tailored specifically for women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEN’S PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-2X</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-3X</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-M-4X</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WOMEN’S PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-2X</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-3X</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-FLEECEVEST-W-4X</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Windham Weaponry Black “Hoodie” V-Neck Sweat Shirt - for Women**

Think pink with this new Windham Weaponry Black “Hoodie” Style Women’s Sweat Shirt. This high quality, 9 oz., 60/40 Cotton/Polyester Fleece Pullover is embroidered with Windham Weaponry’s classic script logo in pink on the front and screen printed larger with our quality watchwords on the back. It features raw serge edges; a thick white drawcord; 2x1 rib trim on the waistband and cuffs; raw edge seams around the hood opening, pocket seams and neckline. Front pouch pockets offer convenient storage and handwarming. Available in Women’s Sizes: S-2XL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIE-VNECK-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIE-VNECK-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIE-VNECK-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIE-VNECK-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIE-VNECK-2X</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$37.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Windham Weaponry Long Sleeve Printed and Embroidered T-Shirt for Men and Women - $18.95 to $23.95**

For the cooler days at the range or in the field, this high quality Windham Weaponry Long Sleeve T-Shirt is just right. The WW script logo is screen printed in gold on the left sleeve, the right sleeve - shoulder area - features a finely embroidered American Flag, and the left chest carries the WW logo embroidered in gold (as shown in the insets). The Black 50/50 Poly-Cotton Blend wears well and is machine colorfast. This Long Sleeve T features knit fabric cuffs and a rib knit neckband. Wear the Windham Weaponry statement on your sleeve to show your choice of the finest AR’s in the country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-LS-4XL</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Windham Weaponry Black & Gold “Hoodie” Men’s Sweat Shirt - $35.95 to $44.95**

This 9.5 oz heavyweight, hooded pullover sweatshirt will keep you warm at the range or around town. It’s 50/50 cotton/poly blend material is pre-shrunk and pill resistant with spandex in the cuffs and waistband. A front pouch pocket serves as hand warmer and embroidered across the chest in gold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Windham Weaponry Black & Pink “Hoodie” Sweat Shirt Women’s $35.95 to $44.95**

Show a new Windham Weaponry color with this Black “Hoodie” Style Sweat Shirt. The Windham Weaponry logo is embroidered in pink on the front of a quality sweatshirt sewn from 9.5 ounce cotton/poly blend material that is pre-shrunk and pill resistant. The soft fleece features spandex in the cuffs and waistband. The hood has a cord drawstring, and a front pouch pocket offers convenient storage and hand warming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #S</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-HOODIEBLK-PNK-4XL</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Windham Weaponry Black Men’s T-Shirt - $13.95 to $18.95

This tagless 4.5 oz T-shirt looks great and will keep you cool at the same time. This shirt has X-Temp Dynamic Vapor Control with moisture wicking properties and is UV resistant. It has a comfortable 60% ringspun cotton / 40% polyester blend. With the Windham Weaponry script logo embroidered on the front left and a large logo screen printed on the back, it is a great way to show your Windham Weaponry pride.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-BLK-4XL</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Windham Weaponry Blue T-Shirt for Men & Women - $11.95 to $16.95

Our classic blue WW T-Shirt is a comfortable way to display your Windham Weaponry pride on the range or in the field. The WW script logo is embroidered in gold on the front left breast of this royal blue, 5.6 ounce weight T-Shirt. The Gildan Dryblend 50/50 Cotton-Polyester fabric has moisture wicking properties, a comfortable heat transfer label, seamless double needle 7/8” collar, and taped neck and shoulders. The back is screen printed with a large gold Windham Weaponry Logo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-TSHIRT-4XL</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Windham Weaponry Blue Polo Shirt for Men & Women - $16.95 to $23.95

This high quality blue Windham Weaponry Polo Shirt is at home on the range or anywhere you roll. The Windham Weaponry script logo is embroidered in gold on “silk touch” royal blue knit fabric - a 5 oz., 65/35 poly/cotton pique - very lightweight and silky soft with minimal shrinkage. They feature flat knit collar and cuffs; metal buttons with dyed-to-match plastic rims; double-needle armhole seams and hem. Women’s sizes are tailored appropriately for proper fit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEN’S PART #</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-M-4XL</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WOMEN’S PART #</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-S</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-L</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-XL</td>
<td>X Large</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-2XL</td>
<td>XX Large</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-3XL</td>
<td>XXX Large</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-POLO-W-4XL</td>
<td>XXXX Large</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gift Certificates

Windham Weaponry Gift Certificates - The Gift of Choice!

We know it can be daunting to select just the right gift for the firearms enthusiast in your life. So, we'll make it easy for you with a Windham Weaponry Gift Certificate. You can pick the dollar amount you want to give, and you can purchase Gift Certificates either on-line, or by calling our Toll Free Sales Line (1-855-808-1888) during business hours. Your Certificate will be processed and mailed out to you, and once presented to your firearms enthusiast, it can be redeemed by mailing with an order, or by ordering on-line.

Windham Weaponry offers Gift Certificates in the amount of your choice. Order on-line or by calling 1-855-808-1888. If you choose Email delivery, we will use the address we have on file for delivery. You can redeem them by mailing it in with an order, or by giving us the Gift Certificate Number on-line. Gift Certificates can not be used for complete rifle purchase (or part of a rifle purchase), as those transactions must be made through your FFL licensed firearms dealer.

Note: Gift Certificate purchases cannot be made in conjunction with any sale or promotion on our website.
Order Form

You can order on-line at: www.windhamweaponry.com

or Telephone Orders are Toll Free at: 1-855-808-1888

Shipping: We normally ship via either FedEx or UPS. Some small packages may be shipped via USPS Mail to addresses that accept postal deliveries. Shipping rates vary by State and dollar amount. See all Shipping Rate Charts at:

www.windhamweaponry.com/shipping.asp

- We offer Free Shipping to all Maine addresses.
- Sales Tax will apply to all Maine Shipments (5.5%) unless we have your Tax Exempt Certificate on file.
- If an order is partially shipped, then the remaining balance of the order will be shipped to you at no cost.
- Orders will not be shipped COD.
- Certain items, such as Lower Receivers, Lower Assemblies and Rifles will be shipped "Adult Signature Required".
- In stock orders requesting expedited Next Day, Two Day Std, or Three Day Express Saver must be received no later than 2 PM Eastern Time or they will ship the next business day.
- All Non Warranty RMA shipments will be charged $19.50 for return ground shipping which includes Adult Signature Required. For Saturday Deliveries, please call Customer Service.

NAME: _________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________

CITY: _______________________________________________________________________

STATE: ___________________________________________ ZIP: ______________________

TEL. #: _______________________________________________________________________

PAYMENT: ○ MASTERCARD ○ VISA ○ DISCOVER ○ CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

CREDIT CARD ACCOUNT #: ____________________________ EXPIRATION DATE:

SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basic Fed-Ex Shipping Rates. Priority/Overnight Services available at extra cost. Call 1-855-808-1888 or see www.windhamweaponry.com

SUBTOTAL: __________________________________________________________________

Maine Residents Add 5.5% Sales Tax

Shipping, Handling & Insurance

TOTAL AMOUNT: __________________________________________________________________

Remember! Whenever working on or shipping a gun,

For Safety’s Sake, Clear Your Rifle!
Catalog Pricing: Prices shown in this catalog are subject to change without notice. If you have pricing questions, check our website: www.windhamweaponry.com as we can more quickly update prices there as soon as changes are brought to our attention.

Windham Weaponry accepts Visa, Master Card and Discover. However, we regret that we are unable to accept international credit cards. The billing address you provide must be the cardholder’s address. That is the address the bank has on record. It is also the address where your credit card billing statements are sent. If you do not accurately provide this information, your order could be delayed in processing. We will not process your credit card until your order is shipped.

We also accept US Postal Money Orders, Bank Money Orders, and Personal Checks. For orders paid by check, the check will be held for 10 days to allow time for the payment to clear.

Returns & Repairs: Windham Weaponry offers a 30-day money back guarantee on all parts and accessories. If you need to return a product, please be advised of the following policies.

- All items being returned for repair/upgrade/warranty work require a Return Merchandise Authorization number (RMA) which is provided by our Customer Service team who can be reached toll free at 855-808-1888. Returns must be in new condition and within 30 days from original purchase date.
- After you receive your RMA, please fill out an RMA information form, and include it with your shipment. You can download this form at: http://www.windhamweaponry.com/rma.pdf
- A restocking fee of 15% will be charged for returns over 30 days. No restocking fee will be charged if the return is the result of a WW error.
- Please include in the package, a copy of the original invoice and the RMA number.
- All damage claims due to shipping must be made directly to the carrier as soon as you receive your shipment.
- All repairs must be sent shipping prepaid as COD’s will not be accepted. Windham Weaponry strongly suggests that you insure your return as most carriers will only cover up to $100 if no additional insurance is purchased. Please remove all accessories not required for repairing the item such as optics, lasers, flashlights, bipods, etc. If you are having an item installed that you purchased from Windham Weaponry, then the installation is free of charge.

Gunsmithing Services: Some parts and accessories should be installed by a qualified gunsmith. If you are purchasing these parts from us you should send the rifle (or upper or lower as necessary) for installation. We do not charge gunsmithing fees for installation of parts purchased from Windham Weaponry, and you can be assured the installation will be done correctly and safely.

Any rifle being returned for warranty repair work - once the weapon has been evaluated and approved for warranty repair - will be repaired free of charge. If the repair is not covered under warranty, you will be called with an estimate of the gunsmithing charges plus return shipping for your approval prior to any work being done. Gunsmithing charges are $65.00/hour (minimum one hour) and billed in 1/4 hour increments.

Please remove any optics or accessories not required in the repair to avoid damage in shipping before sending us any rifle. Shipping of any rifles or rifle components should be to the Windham Weaponry address immediately above.

We will make repairs on AR15s of other manufacturers provided those firearms use mil spec parts that are interchangeable with those used by Windham Weaponry. If the repair is for a functionality problem, the caliber must be .223/5.56mm NATO, .308 Win./7.62x51mm, 7.62x39mm or .300 Blackout.
- If the repair is not covered by Warranty, then you will be called with an estimate of the gunsmithing charges plus return shipping for your approval prior to any work being done. Gunsmithing charges are $65.00/hour (min. 1 hour, and billed in 1/4 hour increments)
- We do not accept Class III returns or repair without prior notification and appropriate BATFE transfer paperwork.

Ship All Returns To:
Windham Weaponry, Inc.
999 Roosevelt Trail
Windham, ME 04062

Sales Phone Number (Toll Free): 855-808-1888
Phone Number: 207-893-2223
Sales Fax Number: 207-893-1634
E-mails to: information@windhamweaponry.com